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SAN DIEGO SCHOOL INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


MAY 8, 1979


MINUTES


The meeting was called to order at 3:45 p.m.
The Chairman introduced two of the people in our audience,
Yvonne Larson and Fran Anderson with San Diego City Schools.
Also present were monitors and observers.
CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Judy McDonald made a motion, T. Johnson seconded, that the
section in the minutes of 4/24/79 regarding Veronica Roeser's
comments show that Ms. Roeser reminded us that Number 6 in the
Judge's Charge means that we don't have to be limited to the
first 5 charges. The motion was passed by the Task Force.
ANNOUNCEMENTSJoe Watson has resigned from the TF making the total membership 18.
MEETING WITH JUDGE WELSH
There was a meeting of the Executive Committee with Judge Welsh
last week. Preceding this meeting, Judge Welsh held a meeting with
the Plaintiffs, Defendants, Bill Kolender, and Hal Brown. Various
issues were discussed concerning the TF and where Judge Welsh thought
it was going. He suggested that after the June report, we regroup
and make a determination as to what TF members wish to continue on
the TF. He was not prepared to make a decision as to the future of
the Tf monitors. Chances are we will in fact continue next year
with the monitors and TF people. There was discussion regarding the
fact that we are not all professional educators or people who are
behavioral evaluators. In his judgement this is a valuable thing.
He wants for us to continue without the use of a professional group.
He also stated that our report is due to him on June 8. Prior to
that date the rough draft Of the report will be shown to and dis-
cussed with all members of our TF. We will have one week to make
any changes based on input from monitors. June 25, 26, and 27 there
will be hearings on the Integration Plan for 1979-80. Plaintiffs
and defendants will testify. Anyone else can testify with the
Judge's approval. A copy of his order is attached. All material
will be used in his evaluation. Any monitor who wants to appear
before him can. Basically, he was satisfied with the progress he
felt we were making. He wanted us to do our best to be as specific
as possible. He also felt the information provided by monitors
should in fact be analyzed by us. The decision he makes will be
based on information from plaintiffs, defendants, school board,
people in the community and whoever else is testifying during those
3 days. He will also take under advisement the addition of any
other individuals to the TF.
BENCHLEY SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL, AND OPTIONAL ZONES
Ms. Ronnie Rossman made a statement to the TF regarding the Benchley
school situation. (A copy of her statement is attached.) Her
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MINUTES - 2 - May 8, 1979


statement mentioned that parents are not getting information they ask
for and some students are given erroneous information. Ed Fletcher
said that he would like the names of anyone who has been uncooperative
and he would take steps to correct the problem. The Chairman pointed
out that Benchley School was brought to the attention of Judge Welsh
and he was asked if the TF should get involved in these issues. It
was the Judge's feeling that if in the minds of the TF members these
3 issues had an effect on the voluntary integration plan that we
should in fact get involved and he would welcome any recommendations
in our June report.
George Gildred made a motion, Lee Grissom seconded, that the TF move
away from these 3 items and get down to the items at hand. Bill
Rohan did not agree with Mr. Gildred. His opinion was that optional
zones have been used to set up segregation for years. Beverly Yip
agreed with B. Rohan. She said that integration is a very complex
issue and the Judge's orders are broad enough that we can legitimately
get involved. The Chairman pointed out that the TF took on the subject
of violence in the schools. so there is a precedence for things not
specifically listed in the Judge's order. Lee Grissom pointed out that
Judge Welsh is already taking a look at University High School and
he is taking testimony from both sides. H. Brown said that the TF
has got to get some information on the Benchley prohlem and optional
zones because these two subjects will be discussed on May 15. Mrs.
Larson (S.D. City Schools) said that she did not come prepared to
speak on the subject but she would send information for us to mail out
with our minutes and asked to be placed on our agenda for the next
TF meeting. The Chairman asked Mr. Gildred if he still wanted a vote
on his motion and he said no.
CO~~UNITY MEETINGS
wednesday and Thursday are the first two meetings. All TF members
are expected to be there. The meetings will not be taped. as they
are community meetings not hearings. Tom Johnson pointed out that
May 17 is the 25th anniversary of the Brown vs. Board of Education
decision. It is also the night of a community meeting. He requested
an appropriate observance of that date by the TF prior to the meeting.
H. Brown said the TF will consider it.
MONITOR MEETINGS
T. Johnson, Judge Keep, and B. Yip will be meeting with the Learning
Center monitors on May 21.
B. Rohan will be scheduling the meeting of the magnet school monitors.
This will include about 60 monitors and a few TF members.
P. Del Campo will schedule the meeting of the VEEP monitors.
The next Task Force meeting is scheduled for:


TUESDAY, MAY 22, 1979
3;30 P.M.
COUNTY ADMINISTRATION CENTER
ROOM 302
1600 PACIfIC HWY.


PLEASE NOTE THE NEW MEETING STTE!!!







• SAN DIEGO SCHOOL INTEGRATION TASK FORCE
APRIL 24, 1979


MINUTES


Meeting was called to order at 3:50 p.m.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Hal Brown made some changes in the minutes in the paragraph
that dealt with the dismissal of monitors (please see attached
revised page). The words were changed but the meaning remained
the same. There were no objections to the changes.


•


The Chairman asked if everyone had received an invitation to the
Urban League Educational Conference. He then asked if anyone
knew why they had received their invitations so late. There was
a woman in the audience from the Urban League and she exolained
that it probably had to do with where our names were on their
mailing lists. She also gave a brief description of the activi-
ties that would take place at this conference. Friday evening
Clarence Pendleton would give the keynote speech, and Saturday
is when the actual workshops would take place. Hal Brown men-
tioned that he had attended a couple of the Urban League's
Educational Conferences in the past and they had been very good.
He thought this one might be pretty interesting to us because
they do have a session that will be on integration in the schools.
He urged all of the TF members to be there, especially in light
ot the recent article that appeared in the newspaper as a result
of the Urban League's press conference.
The Chairman stated that he found fault with the criticism and
conclusions in the article because the Urban League never carne to
the Task force and never asked the TF any questions. Hal Brown
said that he took issue with the part that stated that the Charge
was not clear. He had had no trouble with the Charge because
the JUdge made it pretty clear what he wanted us to do. The
woman from the Urban League said that in their news conference
they carne out in favor of the voluntary program and would not want
to see a mandated program appear. They tried to place the burden
on the parents.
CORRESPONDENCE
The correspondence that has corne in is primarily from people who
are interested in being monitors. We will write them a letter
telling them that we will hold on to their applications until
next year. We will keep the monitors we have and do the best we
can at this time.


• DISCUSSION OF REPORT TO JUDGE WELSH
Veronica Roeser was present at the meeting and made a few comments.
She stated that when the Judge gave the Charge to the Task Force,
the idea of the Task Force and the idea of monitors was essentially
patterned after such places as Denver. However, we have since
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• MINUTES - Task Force Meeting
April 24, 1979
Page 2


talked about the difference in the situation in Denver from
San Diego. In Denver they have a comprehensive desegregation
plan which is desegregating schools. In San Diego there is no
comprehensive desegregation plan. We have a plan that has been
going now for almost two years, but the Judge is here asking the
TF to do somethiTlg different than the Judge in Denver. He is
asking the TF for inDut into the process of judicial examination.
She referred to the Task Force report, pages 5 & 6, which expressed
some concerns with respect to Learning Centers. These are ques-
tions that must be answered this year, and she wasn't quite sure
that the TF is aware of the fact that these questions are meant
to be answered hy the first week in Jllne.
She also mentioned that plaintiff's representatives who come to
the meetings are very anxious to help in anyway that they can.
She and the representatives could still be of some assistance in
working out methods of better monitoring and so forth. The Chairman
said that this would be a part of the discussion with the Judge
next week. -• BENCHLEY SCHOOL SITUATION AND UNIVERSITY SCHOOL SUIT
Judy ~cDonald stated that thls situation has come up because
Benchley was before the school board as to whether or not it was
going to be relocated. She received calls from parents and her
concern was that the TF had never discussed any of these kinds
of things, and these are things that are somewhat involved in the
whole aura of the Voluntary Integration plan. Tom Johnson stated
that our Charge is to evaluate the desegregation program. The other
things would be apart; something that we would consider only as
it materially affected the program. Judy McDonald said these
things were not clear. The'parents at Benchley were arguing for
remaining on site because they felt they were an effective voluntary
integration effort. They then turned to her for input.
Hal Brown said that the subject of optional areas raises a serious
question as to whether or not that has some negative impact on the
progress of the integration DIan and in that light it merits
aiscussion by the TF. The Chairman said that the question is
does making that policy have a negative effect on the voluntary
integration program. If it does, then it becomes our charge.
These are the kinds of questions we should be asking the Judge
on May 1.


•
Teacher guestionnaires - These will be distributed to the teachers
and put ln their boxes. Ed Fletcher will send out a circular to
all the school tomorrow informing them of this. He suggested that
we make the answers "check-off" with very little writing or else
we are not going to have much response.
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COMMUNITY MEETINGS
The meetings have been scheduled and our letter informing parents
of the meetings has been turned over to the school district for
duplication and distribution. 113,000 students will have the
information to give to the parents asking them to participate.
All TF members are exnected to be there and we will have tables
and chairs set UP in front of the room where all TF members will
be seated and identified by name. The meetings will last approxi-
mately 2 hours. Written statements by interested citizens will
be read.


•


Ed Fletcher asked what the format of the meetings would be and
Hal Brown said he would send him something in writing. Ed
Fletcher also said that since he had just received our letter
on this date it would not be ready for distribution until a few
days from now. Hal Brown stated that he had made this request
of the school district quite some time ago and it is in the
Judge's Charge of March 15 that the school district is responsible
for distributing this information to its constituents. Ed Fletcher
said it was his understanding the TF was going to do this. Hal
Brown said that when he asked the Schaal District for cooperation
he was only instructed as to what he had to do to get the'letter
out. When he had previously asked the school district if they
could do the printlng and distribution, they said no. He was
told that the Tp had to get the printing and mailing done.
A day long session has been planned for the Task Force to work
on the June report and other'items. The date has been set for:


TUESDAY, MAY 15, 1979
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
POLICE DEPT. PISTOL RANGE
NORTH SIDE OF HWY 94 ON FEDERAL
JUST EAST OF HOME AVE.


This will be an Executive Session type of meeting. In other
words--No media. All Task Force members please attend and please
be there by 8:30 a.m.!
The next Task Force meeting is scheduled for:


TUESDAY, MAY 8, 1979
3:30 P.M.
EAST S. D. ADULT CENTER
5350 UNIVERSITY AVE .• RM 155
SAN DIEGO•
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SAN DIEGO SCHOOL INTEGRATION TASK FORCE
April 10, 1979


MINUTES


Meeting was called to order at 3:45 p.m.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Mlnutes were approved as written.
OLD BUSINESS
Termination of Monitors
The following statement was presented to the Task Force and
was accepted by those members present:


The recommendation for termination of monitors should
be forwarded by the Task Force member to the Chairman
or Vice-Chairman of the Task Force. The Chairman and
Vice-Chairman will recommend apnroval or disapproval
of the request to the Task Force members based on their
investigations. The Task Force will approve or dis-
approve the request. Pending final solution, the
monitor becomes inactive at the school assigned until
further notice.


Termination of Task Force Members
Members were selected by the Judge. He alone has the authority
to terminate a member.
Community MeetinssMembers were remlnded of the community meetings that are being
held in May. It is hoped that all Task Force members will attend
all of these meetings. The purpose of these meetings is to obtain
input from the community. Any questions as to how good or bad
the program is doing should be referred to the Report.
School District's Rescinding of Instructions
There was some question as to whether school board members and
staff were aware that the Judge had rescinded the communication
blockage between them and the Task Force members. Mr. Fletcher
was asked if he could recommend to Dr. Goodman that the school
district issue a statement to its staff that would encourage them
to bring to the monitors and TF members input regarding the
integration plan. He said he could only indicate the concerns
expressed by the Task Force at this meeting.


Committee ReportsJim Anderson gave the report for the Quality Education Committee:


Revised as per Hal Brown's instructions 4/17/79.







• EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE SAN DIEGO INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


MEETING
APRIL 18, 1979


MINUTES


Chief Kolender would like to get the June Report in to Judge
Welsh on time. The Executive Committee will be meeting every
other Tuesday. They will meet the Tuesday following the regular
Task Force meeting. Phil Del Campo is still working on the re-
porting form that will be used by both the monitors and Task
Force members. The form will include uniform questions that
will facilitate the TF members in writing their individual
reports. Chief Kolender and Hal Brown will meet with Judge
Welsh on Tuesday, May 1, at 8:00 in Department 21 of the
Superior Court. The Executive Committee will be able to meet
with him at 9:00. Some of the issues that will be brought up are:


•
1) How much the TF members can do or cannot do because


of time limitations, jobs, or other commitments. Is
there a need for a professional staff?


2) Does the TF need a professional staff of monitors?
Discuss the issue of Lay vs Professional


3) Development of a system to accomplish our objectives
4) Should the TF get involved in issues like Optional


Zones, Benchley School, and University School suit
5) Format of the Report - Was it what he wanted?


The minutes of the last TF meeting were discussed. Hal Brown
made some changes on the item regarding the firing of monitors.
He didn't thInk the statement was very clear, so he changed the
wording without changing the intent of what it was trying to
say. He would also like for the minutes to go into a little
more detail. He also stressed the importance of getting a
consensus every time on an issue.


•
Elvira Diaz feels there is a very obvious gap between the
Task Force and the School Board. Supposedly, the linkage
is the district administrative office, but there is a gap
between them and the School Board. She has always felt that
the School Board dictates policy, but in the Charge there is
nothing mentioned about interaction between the School Board
and the Task Force. In her opinion, the School Board has been
critical of the TF integration activities, and yet she has never
seen anyone of their members attend one of our meetings.


/


r
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ~~EETIN(;- ~qNUTES
April 18, 1979
Page 2


The School Board has been operating indenendently, and this
has created some nroblems. Phil Del Camno stated that the
School Board District's nolicy is that it does not get into
line administration; and the teachers and administrators see
us as comin? in and trying to run the schools. His feeling is
that the Task Force should get together with Torn Goodman, the
Judge, and Principals to get the facts straight. Hal Brown
would like to know if the School Board is involved in the human
'relations program.
Hal Brown renorted on the meeting yesterday (April 17) of the
committee to coordinate the community meetings. They developed
a format for these meetings. Everyone of the TF members is ex-
pected to be there. TF members will be on stage to answer any
questions from the public. We are still trying to work out the
nrinting and mailing of these letters to the community. Ed
Fletcher is going to call Hal Brown back in regard to having these
letters distributed in the schools. Hal Brown will also draft
something UP that will go out to the news media about the community
meetings.
Anna will send out a list to TF members with the names and addresses
of new monitor annlications we have received. A brief letter
will also go out to them acknowledginp receipt of their applica-
tions, and informing them that they will not be assigned to a
school until the start of the next school semester (in Sentember).
However, they will be asked to participate in training sessions
this corning summer.
Judy McDonald will look into different ways the Task Force can
acknowledge and thank the monitors for their work: 1) certificates
of appreciation, 2) full page newspaner ad, 3) a dinner, etc.
Phil Del Campo brought UP a problem he is having with teacher
questionnaires. Monitors have sent these out and received some
reactions from the teachers. One of Ilis monitors wanted to
distribute some at Einstein and informed the Princinal. The
Principal then called Ed Fletcher and Fletcher told him not to
send the form out. Some of the questions on the Teacher Question-
naire provide some valuable information. It was felt that the
questionnaire is an important instrument and it will be requested
again from Ed Fletcher that this questionnaire be distribuied to
the teachers through the faculty mail hoxes. Chief Kolender will
call Ed Fletcher in regard to this. He will also call again in
regard to obtaining a coPy of the letter that was sent to the
schools informing them that the Judge's Order with regard to


• communication between the schools and Task Force had been rescinded.







• EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING - MINUTES
Anril 18, 1979
Page 3


1. Call to Order and Aonroval of Minutes
2. Discussion of correspondence addressed to


Task Force
3. Discussion of Revort to Judge Welsh
4. Discussion of Benchley School situation


and University School Suit
5. Revort on Community Meetings in May
6. Discussion regarding future committee reoorts
7. Results of Executive Committee meeting


The Executive Committee develoned the following agenda for the
next TF meeting which will again be held at Phil Del Cameo's
office:


The following items were also brought uo at the meeting but
were not discussed in detail:


•
1. Location of training center for monitors
2. Subcommittees responsible for training of


monitors
3. Retention/Soliciting of monitors


amc
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• SAN DIEGO VOLUNTARY INTEGRATION TASK FORCE MEETING
Anr i l 10, 1979


Meeting was called to order at 3:45 ~.m.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Minutes were a~proved as written.
OLD BUSINESS
Termination of Monitors
The followlng statement was presented to the Task Force
and was accepted by those members present:


•


The recommendation for termination of monitors should
be recommended by the Task Force member to the Chairman
or Vice-Chairman of the Task Force. The Chairman or
Vice-Chairman will relay the request for termination to
the Task Force as a body. The Chairman and Vice-Chairman
will relay 'approval or disapproval of the request to the
Task Force members based on their investigations. If
there is no opposition to the request, the monitor's
services will be terminated. Pending final solution,
the monitor becomes inactive at the school assigned until
further notice.


Termination of Task Force Members
Members were selected by the Judge. He alone has the authority
to terminate a member.
Community Meetinss
Members were remlnded of the community meetings that are being
held in May. It is hoped that all Task Force members will attend
all of these meetings. The purpose of these meetings is to obtain
input from the community. Any questions as to how good or bad
the program is doing should be referred to the Report.
School District's Rescinding of Instructions
There was some questlon as to whether school board members and
staff were aware that the Judge had rescinded the communication
blockage between them and the Task Force members. Mr. Fletcher
was asked if he could recommend to Dr. Goodman that the school
district issue a statement to its staff that would encourage them
to bring to the monitors and TF members problems they are en-
countering. He said he could only indicate the concerns exnressed
by the Task Force at this meeting.


• Committee Reports
Mr. Jim Anderson gave the report for the Quality Education
Committee:
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1) He met with the San Diego State Department of Education.
At this point they are endeavoring to arrive at a
criteria with which ~o judge quality education. Judge
Welsh wants for them to look at the white isolated
schools and the black isolated schools to compare
the quality of education hetween these two distinct
types of schools to determine if the quality of
education is the same. If not, then why not? .


2) He also had lunch with, the Superintendent of Schools
at the Superintendent's request. He will try to get
input to the criteria from the Superintendent and
from the plaintiffs.


•
Formation of Executive Committee
The Chairman asked for volunteers to form an Executive Committee.
The Executive Committee will meet once a week. He said that if
Task Force memhers do not have the time, nlease do not volunteer.
The function of the Executive Committee would be to represent
the Task Force and conduct business between meetings, as well
as plan the agenda.


•
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• SAN DIEGO VOLUNTARY INTEGRATION TASK FORCE MEETING
March 27, 1979


MINUTES


Chief Kolender introduced the new secretary, Anna Cazares.
There was a brief discussion about the article that appeared
in the newspaper regarding statements made by a monitor.
Chief Kolender has a copy of the letter that the mon i.t or
sent to the media. He informed the monitor that he had failed
to follow proper procedure. His setvices were terminated.
The letter had been written on United Way stationery, and
United Way sent the Chief a letter stating that the comments
made in no way represented their opinions or views.
In an attempt to obtain input from parents, teachers, and
other community members, meetings are being scheduled in the
month of Mayas follows:


•
May 9
May 10
May 16
May 17
May 23
May 24


La Jolla High School
San Diego High School
Clairemont High School
LincQln High School
Patrick Henry High School
Crawford High School.


These meetings will be held at 7:30 p.m. Hal Brown has requested
the San Diego School District, through Ed Fletcher's office, to
look into securing the schools for these dates. Ed Fletcher
will get back to Hal Brown in regard to this.
Letters will be going Qut to various organizations and announce-
ments will be solicited as well as verbal statements. A format
has not yet been developed, but Task Force members are being
asked to set the month of May aside to participate in these
meetings. Judge Welsh is aware and sup~ortive of this plan.
Chief KOlender spoke with Judge Welsh, and Judge Welsh stated
he would be happy to meet with any Task Force committee wanting
to meet with him. Chief Kolender and Hal Brown would also be
included in these meetings. 4:00 or 4:30 appointments can be
made by contacting Judge Welsh's office. J~dge Welsh also
stated'he is pleased with the Task Force progress to date. Our
next Task Force report will be submitted to Judge Welsh soon.


•
A training session for monitors will be scheduled just prior
to the beginning of the next school session. There have been
some problems with monitors who have not been performing at
the same speed and ability. The training program will give
them better guidelines and re-emphasize our goals and objec-
tives so that they will know whai to observe in the schools.
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MINUTES - Task Force Meeting
March 27, 1979
Page 2


It was the consensus that all applications for new monitors
will go to the Task Force secretary. Monitors will be selected
from this pool. In an emergency situation, any Task Force
member needing a monitor right away can call the Chair or .
Vice Chair to get authorization for selection of a monitor.


Judy McDonald and Beverly Yip, as members of the Human/
Race Relations Committee, came up with the following questions
for the monitors. Task Force members will pass these questions
on to their monitors and come back to the next meeting with
their responses.


1) At each school, as best as your monitor can
determine, did the school do what the Race/
Human Relations plan asked them to do?


2) General impression of the value of any sessions,
particularly those which the monitor attended.
(Important to ask staff/students, when appropriate,
their general impressions too.)


There are some schools that have been experiencing
some specific problems. In those instances has·
any particular response come from the Race/
Human Relations program?


The Task Force broke up into committee groups to discuss and
prepare answers to questions Judge Welsh sent with Chief
Kolender. This information will be turned in to Chief
Kolender.


3)


There was a request made that monitors be assigned to
schools closer to their homes in view of the present gas
prices.


Our next meeting is scheduled for:


Tuesday, April 10, 1979, 3:30 p.m.


East San Diego Adult Center
5350 University Ave., Room 155
San Diego, California







• CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED FROM:
Mr. Bill Rick ($1000)
Rick Engineering
5620 Friars Road
San Diego, Ca 92110
Mr. Lawrence Cox ($1000)
Senior Vice President
Security Pacific National Bank
1200 3rd Ave.
San Diego, Ca 92101
Mr. Bruce Hazard ($1000)
President
R.E. Hazard Contracting Co.
7501 Friars Road
San Diego, Ca 92108
Mr. Jim Still ($1000)
President
Nielson Construction Co.
P. O. Box 8036
San Diego, Ca 92138• Mr. Alex DeBakcsy ($1000)
General Manager
San Diego Union-Tribune
P. O. Box 191
San Diego, Ca 92112
Mr. John Leppert ($1000)
Executive Vice President
E. F. Cook & Associates
5858 Mt. Alifan Drive
Suite 200
San Diego, Ca 92111
Mr. Bill Effinger ($lOOa)
President
Shapell Industries
3272 Rosecrans St.
San Diego, Ca 92110
Mr. William Taggart ($1000)
Vice President - Director
Public Affairs
Home Federal
Broadway at 7th Ave.
San Diego, Ca 92112•
3/21/79 amc


Mr. John Murphy ($1000)
Chairman, Contributions Committee
National Steel & Shipbuilding Co.
P. O. -Box 80278 --
San Diego, Ca 92138
Mr. Macey McMillin ($1000)
President
McMillin Development Inc.
30th & B Avenue
National City, Ca 92050
Mr. Evan Jones ($1000)
President
Ace Auto Parks
770 B Street, Suite 207
San Diego, Ca 92101
Mr. James Baldwin ($1000)
The Baldwin Company
16811 Hale Avenue
Irvine, Ca 92714
Mr. Frank DeVore ($1000)
Vice President - Governmental Affairs
San Diego Gas & Electric
San Diego, California 92112
Mr. Donald R. Rochambeau ($4000)
President
Penasquitos Properties
4010 Sorrento Valley Blvd.
Suite B
San Diego, California 92121
Mr. E. L. McNeely ($1000)
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Wickes Corporation
1010 Second Ave.
San Diego, California 92101
Ms. Ester Glowacki ($5000)
Construction Industry Advancement


Fund
438 Camino del Rio South
Suite 206
San Diego, California 92108
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CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED FROM: (Continued)


Mr. Thomas F. Carter ($1000)
First Vice President
San Diego Federal Savings & Loan
600 B Street
San Diego, Ca 92183


Mr. Clarence M. Pendleton ($250)
President
San Diego Urban League, Inc.
4261 Market St.
P. O. Box 8428
San Diego, Ca 92102


Mr. Leonard S. Frank ($1000)
Vice President
Development Coordination
Pardee-Construction Company
10639 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025


Mr. Hughes Bell ($1000)
Vice President
Pacific Telephone
525 B Street
San Diego, Ca 92112


Mr. Forrest Brehm ($1000)
Brehm Construction Company
7590 El Cajon Blvd.
SuiteH
La Mesa, Calif. 92041


Mr. William F. Snow ($1000)
Director of Land Acquisition


and Planning
Broadmoor Homes, Inc.
4883 Ronson Court, Ste. A
San Diego, Ca 92111


Mr. Harvey Furgatch
President
Time for Living
P. O. Box 22205
San Diego, Ca 92122


($2000)
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INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


Minutes of Meeting


Tuesday, January 30, 197q


At 3:40 p.m. there were 14 Task Force ~Iembers present


ANNOUNCEMENTS


KOLENDER


Letter will be written to Hugh Friedman stating that he will no


longer serve as an Integration Task Force member since he is unable


to attend meetings. It is too late to bring in someone new to


replace him, so TF membership will stay at 20.


Ca) Funding


(b) Office Space


Contributions received from business community will be deposited


in a new account established for the Integration Task Force at


Security Pacific Bank; this money will provide, for a period of


18 months, the salary, office supplies and telephone for an


Executive Secretary to coordinate all activities of the Task Force.


Office space will be available in the County Court House.


The following committee was appointed to hire Executive Secretary:


Bill Kolender/Hal Brown/Elvira Diaz/Ann Hunsaker


EVALUA TI ONS


Cal Workshop


Hal BROWN- There was a lot of interaction from the Task Force Members


at the Workshop Session and they expressed they would like to have


another session in the future.


Cb) Monitor Training Session


KOLENDER - 110 people attended; 1 dropped out. Have received good


and bad comments in the way monitors have approached schools. It


is up to Task Force Members to handle any problems that might arise.







INTEGRATION TASK FORCE
Minutes of Meeting
Tuesday, January 30, 1979 Page 2


• OLD BUSINESS


(a) Judge's Charge to coordinate civic and community organizations


GRISSOM - Distributed packets which included a Chronology of the


Chambers Activities-School Integration Project, responsibility of


which is outlined in Judge's Charge to the Task Force, Page 2 (1).


Formed a Task Force of 65 Chamber members, assigned to various school


sites; participated in publicity-wide, including series of public


service announcements; held press conferences; presented articles


in various news letters; provided store displays to Fashion Valley


Management Team; worked with Zoo and Sea World; provided school


posters to 117 ban~ and savings and loans, telling about the pro-


gram and where to get additional information; Jerry Warren did a


4It series of articles; ran articles on the program in various company


newsletters, 25 companies sent memos to their staffs outlining the


integration program; arranged business tours for teachers.


Chamber suggested to the Judge that they hire an executive secretary


for the Task Force from the Chamber staff then the money could be


used for something else. The Judge thought this would be too close


a relationship to one business association. The Chamber was asked


to contribute $2,000 to the fund raising program, which they did.


Chamber of Commerce commitment is stronger now; no other business


involved as the Chamber. Is the Chamber to recruit San Diego


business Involvement??


Hal BROWN -According to Judge's Charge to the Task Force


• " ..... receive and consider suggestions and comments from the com-


munity regarding the implementation of the plan;" There doesn't


appear to be a clear understanding of the Judge's Charge; it should
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• be clarified, there should be a group to sit down and do it,
devise a plan on how to accomplish.
KOLENDER - Established the following committee to work with
Lee Grissom (Civic & Community Organizations):


Hartwell Ragsdale/Fred Castro/Judy McDonald
The committee to report back to the Task Force, a plan, in two
weeks.
(b) Appointment of Committees
KOLENDER - Appointed the following committees:


Quality Education
Phil del Campo/Mel Lopez/Joe Watson/Tom Johnson/
Jim Anderson


• VEEP
Ralph O'Campo/George Gildred/Lee Grissom


Magnet Schools
Bill Rohan/Elvira Diaz/Payne Johnson


Learning Centers
Beverly Yip/Joe Watson/Tom Johnson


NEW BUSINESS
(a) New Monitor Forms
Judy McDonald - Forms have not been completed, they are being
worked on with Beverly Yip.
(b) Integration Task Force Staff Person
Covered under announcements


• -- (c) Training of Monitors who did not attend First Session
KOLENDER - 20 Monitors remain to be trained; will establish a
date within the next two weeks; del Campo to help.
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• (d) Second Training Session for Monitors


There was a general discussion on the need for additional train-


ing; it was concluded that each Task Force Member should deal


with their own monitors and work as a team. It was decided that


a second training session would not be scheduled at this time.


It was also concluded that if a Task Force Member is advised that


a school, for one reason or another, cannot work with a monitor,


that member should contact Ed Fletcher; if the monitor is at fault,


the Task Force would correct their behavior and/or the problem.


If the monitor does not improve, Task Force Member should make


recommendations to the Task Force as a whole as to what action


should be taken .• Each Task Force Member should bring to the meetings for discussion


any problems they might have with their monitors.


(e) Re-assignment of Monitors


Judy McDONALD - Monitor assignments to Task Force Members were


reviewed with each Member.


----------------------------------------------------------------------
Ann HUNSAKER announced she will not be attending next Task Force meeting,
as she will be in New Orleans.


Members absent: Jim Anderson (in Santa Ana on Bank business)


•
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Hal BROWN
At 3:50 p.m. there were 14 Task Force Members present.
Kolender had to leave meeting; called out on a shooting incident.


PROGRESS REPORT
Hal BROWN


Packets mailed out to Monitors advising them of the Training Session
on Saturday, January 20th.


}.!ONITORTRAINING SESSION -Judy McDONALD
(a) Format


Distributed suggested format for Training Session. Helen Smookler,
Executive Director of the L.A. Monitoring Commission, gave overview


.• of experience they have had so far.
Elvira Diaz stated that she is not able to work with Judy on rules
and duties of monitors. Mel Lopez was appointed by Hal Brown to


i•


work with Judy.
At 3:00 at the Training Session, Phil del Campo will be in charge
of advising each Task Force Member and their Monitors where they
will meet; taking 15, 20 minutes to 1/2 hour to get acquainted and
schedule first couple of meetings with the monitors. The cafeteria
and Auditorium at the Ed Center will be available for these meetings.
Task Force members are to call their monitors to find out if they
will be attending Training Session and in turn call Dovie Chambers
to advise her, by 5:00 p.m., Thursday, January 18th, how many will
attend. Dovie in turn to advise Ed Fletcher of the total count• in order that he can make arrangements with the Cafeteria for lunch.
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• (b) Monitor Form - Beverly Yip


Monitor Form was distributed - additional forms can be added when


time to develop.


Hal BROWN


Stated that this form was a result of meetings with representatives


from Dept. of Justice who had input in the development of the form.


Joe Watson commented on Page 5, Item 2. "Obtain copies of attendance


records, if available." This should be clarified.


Page 2, Resident and. Non-resident items were discussed. Need to


define.


At Saturday's Training Session, last item on the Agenda, will go


through the form page by page.•-- Task Force members have the responsibility to analyze and compile


the report from the information their monitors submit; a special
1


committee will compile a report on information submitted from


Task Force members.


Need to set the ground rules of what is obtained from the reports.


Time frame should be established as to when forms are to be completed.


KOLENDER


Reminded Task Force Members they will have more responsibility now


than before.


Met with Mike Madigan who has been raising money from the business


community, construction people, banks, etc.; they are all responding


IDOl, Everyone asked for $1,000 have responded, no one turned us


dOIYn •.-- Visited Patrick Henry High School, talked to some of the teachers


re their Human Relations Programs; they were not impressed with the
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• program so far, but felt Principal Thorton was very impressed.
Will meet with school principals January 23rd at the Ed Center.
Met with Judge Welsh, Hal Brown, JU~y McDonald - attempted to
clarify what we are doing. Judge is pleased that we are making
good progress, pleased monitors going into the schools. Likes
what he has seen. Gave direction on some of the programs; appoint-
ing of some committees. He would like educational sub-committee
to attempt to evaluate the quality of education in the schools.
He realizes we can't go to all of the schools; he is going to
assign a couple of schools and ask that the committee evaluate
these schools. Suggested Watson, Lopez and del Campo
because of their background in education; he will meet with them• and discuss what he would like them to do in the schools.,


MONITOR GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES t"•


Ed•
Item (8)


FLETCHER -


The guidelines and procedures were distributed to Task Force.
There was a general discussion of the guidelines.
Item (2) - At the Training Session when Task Force meets with


monitors, Task Force member will set up meeting one
week after they have been in the field and a second
meeting for two weeks after they have been in the field.
Monitor meeting should be at the discretion of TF member.


Item (6) - Task Force member responsible to see that the report
gets to the Chairman.


Item (7) - Need to know briefly
how monitor is doing
should be brought to


- It is up to TF member
Will provide TF members


from TF member what is going on;
generally; any critical problems
the attention of the TF member.


how often to visit school.
with names of principals/schools/


phone numbers.
KOLENDER Grissom out of town; will report on community and civic


organizations at next meeting.
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~ KOLENDER - TF members assigned to learning centers should proceed


as originally planned.


- Dovie Chambers to call TF members who didn't attend this


~ Members absent: Ann Hunsaker (in San Francisco)
Lee Grissom (out of town)
Hugh Friedman (teaching)


~George Gildred


meeting to see if they will be attending Monitor Session;


if they are unable to attend, she will mail them copies


of their monitor applications and forms distributed at


this meeting. If they plan to attend Training Session,


Kolender will give them the applications and forms then.


Judi Keep will be unable to attend Saturday Training Session.


Hypothetical Case Study (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights) distributed


and meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m. for a workshop session.


--------------------------------------------------------------------------


•
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KOLENDER
Will visit Patrick Henry High School on January 11th to become ac-
quainted with their Human Race Relations Program for teachers and
students.
Met with Bill Briggs (U.S. DOJ), Beverly Yip, Phil del Campo and
Judy McDonald end of December. Briggs stated that our Task Force
hasn't done enough with monitor forms, i.e., he doesn't think we
will get back needed information to respond to the Judge's order
the way the form is now; it's a generalized form, doesn't take into
account varying activities going on in the schools. He gave examples
of the forms that are used in training monitors in L.A. Also gave• suggestions that had merit. The Task Force committee will make
decision as to what will go in to the forms, which can be modified
later. (what programs are In schools; what to look for; how to look
for it; monitors should understand what their position is; what kind
of attitudes maintained with people they are working with; who their
contact is with Task Force; who they report to). New monitor forms
will be available at next Task Force meeting.
Beverly Yip and Judy McDonald to work on forms Monday, January 8th;
Task Force members invited to join them.
Kolender to contact the two women in L.A. involved with their School
District's monitoring program.
Training of Monitors - Saturday, January 20th at the Ed Center


• (Monitors will be notified by mail).
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.Hal BROWN
Task Force/Monitor School Assignments distributed to members.
(Reported for Elvira Diaz, Chairman of Committee, method used in
making assignments.)
122 monitor applicants -- 61 schools available to be monitored.
Took into consideration the various programs; 23 isolated, magnet
and VEEP; assignments made on covering those particular programs.
28 Elementary, 17 Jr. High, 16 Sr. High; 23 racailly isolated schools,
covered those schools as well; took as primary consideration what is
happening on both ends.
Elvira had requests from Task Force members as to geographical loca-
tion for them, took into consideration when making assignments; tried
to balance assignment of the Task Force members to the schools. If


• members wish to change their school assignment, contact Elvira or Hal.
KOLENDER


Name tags are being prepared for Task Force members.
Will meet with school principals at the Ed Center; Task Force members
will be notified as to date and time.
Task Force members were informed they could go to principals and indi-
vidually introduce themselves.
As well as training monitors, Task Force members need some training
in dealing with the monitors, specifically, what Task Force members
should do. Establish relationship. When problems arise, monitors
should advise their assigned Task Force member.


Hal BROWN
.-- Workshop for Task Force members. The Task Force members need a talk


session to discuss and air any problems. What we want the monitors
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~ to do; our relationship with the monitors; what we are looking for;
what should monitors bring back to us from the schools; judgment has
to be placed on data; talk about the whole integration plan. This
session would better prepare Task Force members before monitor train-
ing session. It would be a private meeting, closed to the public.


There was a general discussion regarding this workshop and the overall
feeling was that it would be a good time for all members to share any
concerns they might have.
KOLENDER


Change in meeting place. Suggestions from Task Force were ECC
(Educational Cultural Complex), Chamber of Commerce Board Room.
January 16th to be a workshop instead of a regular meeting. Con-
firmation of date, time and place will be mailed to members.


4It-- Read the latest order from Judge Welsh dated Decemher 28, 1978.
~


Received a call from Judge Welsh; he would like two to four Task
Force members to visit, together, two or three of the Learning Centers
as observers and make a report to him; what they are doing, any con-
flicts, any problems. The Judge received reports of problems, that
is why he wants the Task Force to take a look. Kolender will call
the Judge to get a clear picture of what he wants. There are only
two Learning Centers in operation, Grantville and Chollas. Rohan
and Watson; McKinney and Yip assigned to observe Learning Centers.


Judy McDONALD
Did not proceed in putting together material on Human Race Relations;
will now proceed. Will set up based on recommendations discussed
earlier; bring in group of people who have background in this area.


--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Members absent: Castro (prior commitment); del Campo (car trouble);


Friedman (vacation/out of country); Keep (court);
Yip (out of town); Diaz; P. Johnson; T. Johnson;
Ragsdale. (Ann Hunsaker in San Francisco Jan. IS to 18)







General discussion to change meeting day of Task Force
was to retain Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m.


Tom JOHNSON -- initiated discussion regarding Task Force members being
assigned to schools.
Discussion involved breaking ground for monitors; Task Force members
should be more in touch with the program, i.e., instead of just attend-
ing meetings, visit the schools, becoming aware, firsthand, of what is
happening.


KOLENDER -- Plans to meet with school principals before monitors go into
schools. Also would like an opportunity to meet with various community
groups of the City involved in the educational system -- find out who -
they are .


• al BROWN --Attended meeting of CUE (Citizens United for Education),
- representatives from all parts of the San Diego City School District.


Told them about Task Force, gave them personal views. They expressed


the decision


INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


• Minutes of Meeting
Tuesday, December 5, 1978


CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
Orientation for Monitors unable to attend November 25th meeting
will be held Tuesday, December 19th, 7 to 9 pm, Training Classroom, SDPD.
Training of Monitors scheduled for Saturday, January 6, 1979.
Wednesday, December 13th, 2:00 p.m., meeting in Kolender's office with
Phil del Campo and the people who have agreed to train our monitors.
Mayors Office and Chamber of Commerce to put together a task force to
obtain $30,000 to have staff/clerical help for Task Force; office to
be located in County Courthouse.
Human Race Relations' workshop of December 2nd ---- only 1/2 of the
Task Force members attended -- Judge Welsh upset that more of the
members didn't attend; requested Kolender take some action.


4It-- Need Task Force members assigned to meet with Community groups to
let them know what the Task Force is doing/advise them of our meetings.
Lee Grissom is in touch with Civic groups.


-----------------------------------------
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... concerns -- felt strongly about not being heard by school district
and school board. They questioned how valid the Task Force is,
where meetings are held, does the Task Force want to involve the
community, what will the communication be. Valuable experience to
talk to them.
The Task Force needs to get out and touch base with the community
groups -- set up a committee to develop some procedures and guide-
lines on how Task Force will communicate with the community groups.


There was a general discussion regarding the need to educate the community
to let them know what the Task Force is, what they are doing, where they
meet and how they can be reached. Kolender and Hal Brown are making
speeches and presentations to various community groups so they will be
aware of what the Task Force is and their function.
Ed FLETCHER -- School will print I.D. cards for Task Force members -- send


sample to the schools to advise them how Task Force will be identified.
Will locate a meeting place for the Human Race Relations Makeup Workshop
to be held Tuesday, December 19th, at 3:30 p.m., for Task Force members
who missed the first workshop on December 2nd.•


I.D. Cards will be mailed to Task Force members immediately.
Task Force members will be assigned to schools by January 2nd meeting.
Elvira DIAZ to chair committee and work with Hal Brown to assign members
to the schools.
Next regularly scheduled Task Force Meeting will be Tuesday, January 2nd.
------------------------~--------------------------------------------------
Members absent: Grissom (in hospital)


J. Anderson (vacation)
Mel Lopez (another commitment)
McKinney
R. O'Campo


•
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Tuesday, November 21, 1978


Will ask Judge Welsh if he is willing to ask schools
for money for a staff person to man the Task Force Office.


KOLENDER -- Invited Task Force to attend Monitor indoctrination
Meeting to be held Saturday, November 25th, from
10:00 am to Noon -- III monitor applications received.


McDONALD -- Human Relations Training Meeting -- December 2nd, 9 a.m.
to Noon., Jr. League Board Room (Upstairs) House of Hospi-
tality/Balboa Park. Format will be overview of what the
Human Race Relations is all about; activities; HRR training;
film.


LOPEZ lncorporated all suggestions in Monitor Report Form.
DIAZ Feedback from different agencies - when will Task Force


start holding meetings in the community -- what is the
Task Force doing -- some of those in the community hesi-
tate corning to the P.D. for a meeting -- once every two
months Task Force should go to the Barrio, Neighborhood
House, etc.


•
~lcDONALD -- Suggested a Saturday date for specific training of monitors;


asked when monitors will be in the schools.
KOLENDER -- Monitors should be in the schools by first of January; after


school starts. Suggested training at Police Pistol Range
where there is ample space for meeting and parking.


DelCAMPO -- Will contact Federal people and find out when they can
corne down for training of monitors.


FLETCHER -- Presented the following material to Task Force:
"Proposed New, Expanded or Revised Magnet Programs -


1979-80"; 'Pupil Ethnic Census 1978-79 (October 1978)"


~Members absent: James Anderson/Beverly Yip (Vacation)
Del Campo/Tom Johnson/O'Camp? (called)
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COM~lENTS FROM CHAIRMAN AND VICE CHAI~lAN
KOLENDER - Because of the poor attendance by Task Force members,


suggested the possibility of an early morning meeting,
7 to 9 a.m., instead of the afternoon meeting. Need to
assign more members to different projects to stimulate
attendance .


• Thanked new media for the good press and TV and radio
spot announcements asking for people to volunteer as
monitors _. as a result, 85 applications received to date.


There was a general discussion regarding attendance of Task.Force members;


• changing meeting time was also discussed • it was decided to retain the
afternoon meeting time, as many of the members had early morning commit-
ments.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hal BROWN - Stated the need to move at an accelerated rate/pace;


reassess where we are, where we hope to be, what the commit-
ment is.


CO~ITTEE REPORTS
DEL CAMPO - Training of Monitors - Subcommittee met -- reports ready to


give to Lopez' committee to act on. Plantiff's points were
included in what was written.


- Contacted Dept. of Justice in San Francisco - talked to
Regional Director they have trained monitors who will


• come to San Diego to train our monitors at no cost -- target
date of January --
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~ ~lel LOPEZ - Presented Monitor draft forms - there was a general
discussion and suggestions will be incorporated in the
final forms.


Judy McDONALD - Human Race Relations Program -- Presented committee's
recommendation to Task Force to select ten or twelve people
from the community who have experience in the problems of
Human Race Relations, training, etc., anq utilize them to
look at varying programs in the schools, to assist monitors.
Discussion followed.
Will ask Human Race Relations team to go to school district
to set up an outline for teachers and students.


KOLENDER - Task Force to meet Saturday, December 2nd, 9 am to 12 noon,
House of Hospitality for Human Race Relations Orientation .• Letter will be sent to all Monitor applicants this week
notifying them of a general meeting - Saturday, November 18,
10 am to Noon - to let them know what is going on.


Next Task Force Meeting will be Tuesday, November 21st.,
3:30 p.m. Meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.


Members absent: Hugh Friedman
Ann Hunsaker (excused)


•


•
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INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


• Tuesday, October 24, 1978


ANNOUNCEMENTS
Hal BROWN - Conduct TV interviews to promote interest in the community
for volunteer monitors. Called news media to be invited to meetings.
Requested of Task Force names of some papers that reach ethnic groups
to be placed on mailing list of meeting announcements. Voice and
Viewpoint and La Prensa to be added to list. News media to receive
copy of Meeting Agenda.


Contacted Channel 8 (Elfenbein) as to possibility of interviewing pros-
pective monitors. Contacted two to be interviewed; white male over 60,
and black female, 26. The black female was interviewed .


• Ed FLETCHER - Distributed Bulletin to Elementary and Secondary School
Principals requesting they provide Integration Task Force Monitor applica-
tions to interested persons. Each school sent 10 copies of application~


Elvira DIAZ - Visited three schools - of the three, two didn't know about
applications; Lowell knew -- Wilson and Logan didn't know.
that didn't know were Crawford and Mann).


(other schools


Payne JOHNSON - to write editorials as a means of generating interest
within the community for volunteer monitors.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Del Campo out of town (Hugh FRIEDMAN to report for him)
Presented two drafts -- Monitors Guide and Duties of Monitors.


~KOLENDER -- suggested going over Monitors Guide first.
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~ Ann HUNSAKER - Proposed to approve the Monitor Guide as submitted to
the Task Force.
Mel LOPEZ - Seconded.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
1.0 - General discussion on monitors "evaluating."


ACCEPTED AS WRITTEN
1.1 - Monitors must never assume an advisory role.


Task Force members agreed, after general discussion, to change
.the word'advisory'to ADVOCACY.


1.2 - DELETED - basically same wording as in 2.0.
because of above deletion, paragraphs renumbered.
1.2 - Names of students should not be reported.


General discussion -- agreement to change the word 'ho~'to NEVER.
~ Ed FLETCHER - will develop information for principals and all school


personnel as to what happens with the monitors -- will
have meetings with secondary principals who will have
monitors in their schools -- will develop a set of
guidelines separate and apart from Task Force guidelines
fpr monitors.


1.3 - 1.4 - 2.0 - Accepted as written.
2.1 - Changed to read "Monitors will keep the principal informed of


his or her activities."
2.2 - 2.3 - 2.4 - 2.5 - Accepted as written.
2.6 - General Discussion -- information should be obtained from the


Judge and the school attorney regarding rights of students and


•2. 7 -


faculty .


MONITORS' GUIDE APPROVED AS WRITTEN AND/OR CHANGED.
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• DUTIES OF MONITORS
1.0 - Ethnic Information


After general discussion, it was agreed by Task Force to
eliminate this section from Duties of Monitors.


2.0 - Lengthy discussion.


FRIEDMAN - Will incorporate plaintiff's recommendations before going
any further in discussion.


LOPE2 - Suggested eliminating 1 through 3 in terms of training.
Need reporting process -- monitors take notes, summarize and
present to Task Force member of that particular school --


FRIED~~N - Need to schedule orientation and training of monitors and
specific assignments.


~ KOLENDER & BROWN - to assign Task Force members and set a target date
for the orientation and training of monitors


Next Task Force meeting scheduled for November 7, 1978 - 3:30 p.m.
Meeting adjourned at 6:00 p.m.
-----------------------------------------------------~---~-~-~----------
Members absent: Castro/del Campo/Grissom/McKinney/O'Campo/


Ragsdale/Watson


~







•


•


INTEGRATION TASK FORCE
Minutes of Meeting


Thursday, October 5, 1978
(Special Meeting)


KOLENDER distributed copies of the Judge's charge to Task Force Members.


Judge WELSH thanked the Task Force for their time in laboring over the
problem, stating he came to the meeting to answer questions. He also
stated he chose the Task Force from a cross section of the community
as judges to be objective on behalf of the community; and came to the
meeting because of misunderstanding or confusion concerning his Order.


Tom JOHNSON: First page of Judge's Order - two terms - asked Judge
to define between Desegregation and Integration.


WELSH: Desegregation: The physical act of breaking up segregated
pockets of racial groups.
Integration: To cause an actual acceptance. Cause people
to become one rather than separated and isolated parts.


You stated we will serve as judges and be objective
"coordinate efforts of civic and community agencies and
organizations interested in assisting the implementation
of the integration plan ...." It seems to break down
as a hands off relationship they are to assist in the
success of the program.
Judges are not to sit and wait for someone to do something,
used the word judge to be objective, not advocate help
in promoting objectives -- evaluate suggestions.


•
GRISSOM:


WELSH:
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~ WELSH: I have ordered counsel for both sides not to appear
before you except when invited, and because of the
understandable conflict of them representing different
points of view, and hearing each other's conversations;
when those occasions arise they will attend only when
you want them.
I will be available in my courtroom when you need me.
Any questions you might have of the Counsel should go
through the Chairman or Vice Chairman first.
Another thing you have questioned is whether or not
any of your sessions should be executive and closed
to the public. When you believe it is necessary or
advisable to have an Executive Session, closed to the


~
public, please do so, but not at great frequency;
as you can better communicate and exchange ideas when
these people are not around. I'm not commanding, just
suggesting.


HUNSAKER: You indicated the task force is:to report to you three
times a year a year, are you talking about written reports?


KOLENDER: The report will come from me to the Court based on the
group; information will be taken from the monitors,
evaluated and put in a report to the Judge.


WELSH: Any more questions?
YIP: We are not responsible then for making integration work,


just evaluate and make a report?


~
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• WELSH: Correct. Your job is to evaluate and report on what's
~appening and whether it is working or not -- the
strengths and weaknesses. If you have a suggestion
to make it better, you should make it; focus on
evaluation, not creation, but in the process, you may
find that creative idea and if you do, I want to hear
about it; responsible for benefits/detriments, any
problem; and recommend to make suggestions.


? How many schools and what schools should be monitored?
The monitors should cover all minority schools involvedWELSH:


•
also cover all schools participating in the program,
including receding schools, predominately white
neighborhoods. If there is a situation where so many
bus loads of Black, Hispanic and Asiatic are taken to
predominately white neighborhoods and treated as
pariahs in the school community, I want to know.


GRISSOM: Attorney for plaintiff - Human Relations Program through-
out the system - every teacher and employee required to


WELSH:


participate in the program
is to see how well working
every school.
I would like to agree that there should be monitors in


one of our responsibilities
should have monitors in


•
every school for that purpose, practically; take on


priority first are minority schools involved
directly in the program. Almost the same priority are
the receiving schools. Try to cover both at first;
once going, go on further. Those are the priorities.
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~ Kolender asked Hal Brown for an update.
Hal stated that a letter with applications went out for monitors
to be placed in the principals' offices of every school in the system.
We will form a screening committee to develop criteria on how to
evaluate applications -- committee will be broken into groups.
Also develop a training program for monitors -- what to do and what
to be looking for based on Judge's charge -- develop a reporting
structure back to us and then to the Judge. It is going slow, but want
to be sure it is done right.
WALSH: Understand that the program will not be working at


optimum until second semester. If working well then,
you'll have an opportunity to make judgments based
upon how things go second semester.


~ Tom JOHNSON: Are we free to do anything in our judgment to help
implement the charge ~,~ bring in outside assistance;
experts to assist in selecting monitors?


KOLENDER: We have found ourselves having some problems in getting
some staff. We have asked the school system to pay for
a secretary for us; they will think it over. Problem
is the expense for ID cards for monitors for them to
wear in schools so people will know who they are -
problem in getting the money .


Mel LOPEZ: Training procedures for the monitors -- mileage be
reimbursed as they are volunteering their time.
Babysitting money available for mothers able to help;


~
otherwise, asking too much.


KOLENDER: Maybe we could get a grant - Chamber of Commerce?







•
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• WELSH:
KOLENDER:
Hal BROWN:


WELSH:


•
DEL CAMPO:


WELSH:
STERN:


KOLENDER:
ROSER:


Mothers corne from neighborhood.
Not to have children in school they are monitoring.
There have been a few questions regarding our thoughts
about integration versus desegregation and what it means
and what we are looking for; and the question arose
concerning the order - what is desegregation and how
you (Judge) looking at it. From the opening a 80/20%
criterian there; I'm not sure school district. De-
segregated, isolated schools 20% majority children
now becomes ____________ integrated school.
We can count; and I want you to count. Two approaches:
(1) Emphasis on quantity.
(2) M0~itoring emphasis on quality (unique experience) .


Main reason to look at numbers is to see what's going
on in the schools.
Following your charge to the Task Force re numbers, we
are looking at how to do this qualitatively; are they
quality programs -- it is rather difficult.
Would counsel like me to make comment on any subject?
Not really - just want to reiterate school district's
support of the group. Would it be possible to make
a tape of the Task Force meetings?
We'll take care of the taping.
Quality versus quantity. Quantity should be considered,
but we are more concerned with quality. Is it the job
of the Task Force also to make recommendations -- on
the last page of your charge, No.6, as to -- What
additional steps should be implemented to integrate
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• the school system and fulfill the mandate of the
California Supreme Court? Also, solicit recommenda-
tions from the Task Force on how to increase the
quantity as well as the quality of desegregation/


WELSH: Emphasis should be on evaluation.
STERN brought up the fact that suggestions come from the monitors to
the Task Force members, to KOLENDER and then to Judge WELSH.


GRISSOM mentioned the need for clerical assistance should the Board
of Education provide? Conflict of interest?


WELSH in turn stated it would be appreciated if tileschool district
could finance, but we would not obligate them to do so.


DEL CAMPO brought up the point that monitors are not there to run the
• schools -- just observe -- guidelines should be established.


KOLENDER stated that the monitors should develop a relationship between
themselves and the administration of the school.
ROSER cited Page 4 of the Charge to the Task Force, Item 5 -- Could
you offer any further clarification in terms of criteria by which the
Task Force would make a determination as to whether these programs are
producing meaningful progress toward desegregation?
WELSH stated can't give check list because has to be a subjective
reaction.


DEL CAMPO suggested looking at special programs -- learning centers --
include as part of duties of monitors.


KOLENDER read portions of Del Campo's material.•WELSH stated in response glad committees working in the right direction;
standards/goals and criteria. Might consider having a specialized Task
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~ Force of monitors (12 people) who are specialists in education and
have sufficient background and whose duty, periodically, would be to
make the rounds and evaluate that portion of the program.


KOLENDER asked for comments.


LOPEZ Should give some thought to specialized Task Force above and beyond.


KOLENDER responded it would be difficult -- didn't know whether we can
make judgments.
LOPEZ asked about other criteria.
KOLENDER stated there should be a workshop meeting -- no press -- no
one else -- to discuss values in private.


DIAZ asked to get to the housekeeping subject


~


KOLENDER brought up the fact that he would be out of town on the 10th
and Hal Brown could chair the meeting. There was a discussion as to
when the next meeting should be held. It was decided that the meeting
of the 10th would be cancelled and the next meeting would be an
Executive Session, closed to press and public, to be held the 17th of
October at 3:30 in the Training Classroom.


KOLENDER related that the monitor applications were distributed to all
schools and that six of the P.D. Community Relations officers distributed


DIAZ, MC
~ HUNSAKER


KINNEY, O"CAMPO, YIP, ROHAN and TornJOHNSON.


the applications to the store fronts throughout the city; also applica-
tions were given to various groups and agencies within the area from
La Jolla throughout the city.
The following Task Force members requested 10 monitor applications each:


brought up feed back received about the confusion of the word
"the" in the first sentence, second paragraph, of letter sent with
monitor application.
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~ KOLENDER stated that there will be only one school for every monitor.
KOLENDER asked Hal Brown to give a report on his meeting with the
Human Relations Office.


BROWN reported that he, Judy McDONALD and Beverly YIP met with Ed Fletcher
and Yvonne JOHNSON this morning and he hadn't had a chance to really
digest everything as yet, but would give highlights of the meeting.
He stated the meeting was very helpful in providing background as to
how Human Relations for the school district got started.-- their
philosophy behind decisions. General impression was that they are
doing a lot in terms of setting up the program. Monitors job becomes
more important as they get further into the process. The organization
of Human Relations effort is a good one. Budget allotment for Human
Relations Program allocated to schools is $200 per school plus 40¢ per


~ student. Look into how this is utilized for purpose of Human Relations
Program, and support being given to Human Relations Program in terms of
how active teachers can be -- examine.


YIP suggested a special task force be formed to look at academic program.


ROHAN stated it would be more feasible for this group to evaluate Human
Relations Program.


BROWN stated that in addition to the 64 monitors, 32 schools, and two
for each, there would be an additional monitor for the 32 schools in the
Human Relations program. (to be discussed at next meeting)
McDONALD queried as to how vast and varied from school to school -- should
look at -- part of the Task Force?


~ KOLENDER stated that people who are known to be competent to do this
are very expensive -- volunteers??
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~ Tom JOHNSON stated the Task Force needs to get people who can adequately
report what is happening what they observe; people with reasonable
intelligence to look and report -- more important to report what they
find.


BROWN stated it will take a little sophistication to evaluate whether
people are going through the motions.


DEL CAMPO mentioned discipline in southeast schools versus others;
looking at school management -- is there a uniform code? Highly support
a special group -- general quality of education -- set guide lines.
Is program educationally sound?


GRISSOM - somebody to evaluate has to be pretty well trained -- special
training.


~
BROWN stated that Human Relations is very much a part of the in-service
training, but race relations is not.
KOLENDER - continuing along lines developed -- evaluation of Human
Relations training. Clarify and make recommendations needed for outside
assistance.
KOLENDER - should review applications by reading them -- form a committee
to interview.
BROWN - suggested that two or three members of the committee meet in
a classroom at a school and each group would interview 15 or so appli-
cants rather than appoint a committee of three to interview 100 some people.
HUNSAKER - supports this idea.


•
KOLENDER - to develop criteria so that interviews are uniform for each
group - each group to ask same questions of applicant. Appointed CASTRO
as chairman and he will pick committee. Committee to screen applications.
Kolender stated he would meet with committee some Saturday to talk about
applications.
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... McKINNEY - Volunteered to help.
KOLENDER - Need time to digest Del CAMPO's report - place on Agenda
(No.1) next time.
HUNSAKER - Ethnic information (1.2) not to delve into length of service.
Who makes selection -- what is rationale included in the duties of
moni tors in evaluating 'these three things?
YIP - Teachers and staff most important element
principals -- committee make evaluation.


monitors to interview


McDONALD - First comments generally applicable to monitoring.
Del CAMPO - Will go into a format - cover letter what charge is
what to do. Beverly and Judy and Hal to meet next week -- set up
Human Relations/Race training for the monitors .


... There was a general discussion on STERN's suggestion to tape Task Force
meetings -- it was decided to advise STERN that the Task Force meetings
would not be taped.
LOPEZ - Next meeting will present committee report
ROHAN - indicated he was troubled as to where these 32 sites are --
schools that are stated by the charge to be segregated schools for
special programs -- other schools involved with VEEP -- around 50 schools.
HUNSAKER - 16 active programs - 32 total.
McDONALD - Next agenda - schools specifically by name.
Del CAMPO - We'll look at draft - see what we don't like -- to have
ready when monitors go to the schools.
KOLENDER - we will read and discuss at next meeting.


... BROWN - opened discussion to talk about next meeting -- develop some
clarity in what Task Force is looking for -- how to measure certain
things. Decide what to do and in what order.
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~ KOLENDER - DEL CAMPO committee and LOPEZ Committee to report at next
meeting what schools to be monitored.
LOPEZ - stated there should be a discussion on merits of special
Task Force capabilities of evaluating the educational programs. In
addition, select a special committee the task to evaluate quality of
the educational program -- criteria.
BROWN - stated there has to be a clarification of thinking before
Task Force can advise monitors what to look for.
HUNSAKER posed the question as to what mechanisms will be used to
select replacement monitors when originally selected monitors don't
work out -- what process?
KOLENDER - we will gather suggestions and ideas.
KOLENDER - reminded Task Force that the meeting scheduled for October 10th


~ will be cancelled and the next meeting will be October 17th which will be
an Executive Session, closed to press and public, starting at 3:30 and
last until 6:00 p.m.


Meeting adjourned at 4:43 p.m.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Members not present: Castro/Friedman/Gildred/Keep/Ragsdale
(these members were notified by phone that Oct. 10th meeting was
cancelled)


~
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 29, 1978


~ INTRODUCTION OF MEMBERS


• ~ CHARGE TO THE TASK FORCE


~ COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS (BILL KOLENDER)
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INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


•


COMMITTEE TO DEVELOP CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF
MONITORS.


-- How SHOULD THE MONITORS BE SELECTED
-- WHAT QUALIFICATIONS SHOULD THEY HAVE


• MEf1BERSHI P


JIM ANDERSON ..238-~31Z.


ELVIRA DIAZ
LEE GRISSOf1 ,Z3Z. -DIZ-(


TOf1 JOHNSON 238-,272CJ /.2.3'-'-9078


WILLIAM ROHAN 23" -2.231


•







•
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


COMMITTEE TO DEVELOP DUTIES OF THE MONITORS.


•


WHAT THE MONITORS SHOULD BE DOING) AND
How SHOULD THEY BE DOING IT


(DUTIES SHOULD BE DEVELOPED PER GUIDELINES
OF JUDGE WELSH) DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
GUIDELINES) AND SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FROM
SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS,)


MEMBERSHIP
PH IL DEL CAMPO .28t> - 7/'1t) ICT 14/


HUGH FRIEDMAN .:H6-/0Io


JUDY McDONALD .2 e.~.'f6-¢tJ


GEORGE McKI NNEY .<.(,,/L. o~1


BEVERLY YIP .;z.3.2-"'4s1


•







• FREDERICO CASTRO
ANN HUNSAKER
PAYNE JOHNSON
DR. RALPH O/CAMPO
HARTWELL RAGSDALE


•
INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


COMMITTEE TO DEVELOP AN APPLICATION FOR SELECTION
OF MONITORS AND TO INCLUDE STRATEGY AND CRITERIA
FOR THE SELECTION OF THESE MONITORS.


MEMBERSHIP


444- 42./1
..238-:>8 8e


.298- 889/


.2 3:l. - 74 '17







HHEGRATION TASK FORCE


•


COMMITTEE TO DEVELOP A SYSTEM FOR MONITORS TO
REPORT TO OUR TASK FORCE -- TO INCLUDE SUGGESTIONS
FOR TASK FORCE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE MONITORS,


-- How OFTEN, AND
-- METHOD OF REPORTING TO THE TASK FORCE
- - ).tow s.#~tli-i::J TNt /lII'JN ,70~S & TI€AM/ft)


• MmBERSHIP
GEORGE GILDRED .e 32..- t.3~ I


JUDY KEEP .2 3(..- 212..1


DR, t1EL LOPEZ
DR. JOE WATSON








•


••
\


• •







SAN DIEGO SCHOOL INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


I1AGNETS
~SK FORCE MEMBER SCHOOL MONITOR


'* HortonKOLENDER, Bill (236-6534) Aeschbacher, Mary
Allan, Noel


DIAZ, Elvira (474-2232) Longfell 01'1 Breckenridge, Jack
Bonds, Nedra


McDONALD, Judy (284-4640) Oak Park Doty, Claree
Dri sco 11, Rita


:toe Memori a1DIAZ, Elvira Mac Leod, Sylvia H.


McOONALD, Judy Benchley Coles, Alma
Cooper, Pamela


KOLENDER, Bi 11 ~1arvi n Smith, Elaine
Stah 1, Jonni e


'" ShermanMcDONALD, Judy Jay, Susan
Landreth, Mike


~ROWN' Hal (286-6481)


ROHAN, Bi 11 (236-2231)


Foster Gertsler, Miriam
Lawrence, Geraldine


Rolando Park Baker, Dexter
Phillips, Frank
D'i llard, Dona 1d
Dollar, l~inona


RAGSDALE, Hartwell (263-3141) * l~ebster


ANDERSON, Jim (238-6312) Fremont Hapner-McClurg, Dee Dee


McKINNEY, George (262-0421) Silvergate Brockman, Ben
Briscoe, Georgia


McKINNEY, George Encanto Crabb, Chri s
Curry, Robert


CASTRO, Fred (29l-4500) LOl'lell Oneal, Bette
Palmtag, Nancy


CASTRO, Fred Call ier Gregory, Margaret
Ha 11, Harvey


JOHNSON, Payne (233-4567) Dana Houser, Rosalyn
Glass, Virginia•ANDERSON, Jim Point Loma Hanaster, r·tary
Gilloon, Virginia


....*Isolated School (fl) (Feb. 1979)
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MAGNETS
ASK FORCE Im·1BER SCHOOL HONITOR


CASTRO, Fred (291-4500) Spreckels Ima, Leslie
..sT,~,PII'{llIs
Gee, \~illard
McIntosh, Bettie


McDONALD, Judy (284-4640) .. Gompers


McDONALD, Judy Lincoln (proposed) Martin, Victoria
Kangas, Eric


JOHNSON, Payne (233-4567) ~Valencia Park Weathersby, Matthew
Weissman, Elinor


JOHNSON, Payne Emerson (proposed) Cady, Jean
Callard, Eric


DIAZ, Elvira (474-2232) Roosevelt Harris, Clara
Hernandez, Manuel


McKINNEY, George (262-0421)


~DHNSON, Payne


4ItNDERSON, Jim (238-6312)


Lindbergh


Garnica, Ignacio
Pannek, Dorothy
Johnson, Alice
Van Dyke, Bea
Schroeder, Carleton


Morse


~ Fu 1ton (proposed)


•
* Isolated School ~ (Feb. 1979)
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LEARNING CENTERS
~TASK FORCE MEMBER SCHOOL t~ONlTOR


JOHNSON, Tom (238-2720/236-9078) * Baker (I) Feeder Carney, Ja ne
Carver, t~arjorie


KEEP, Judi (236-2576) Carver (N.O.)


Kainen , Joan
Va1adez , Raymond
Chernoff, Winifred
Infante, Kathryn


JOHNSON, Tom * Sunset View'


WATSON, Joe (452-4002) * Balboa (I) Feeder Krimmel, Mary
Coburn, Dorene


WATSON, Joe Grantville Duffy, Michae 1
Foster, Peggy
Hami lton , HelenYIP, Beverly (232-6454) * Chollas (I)


YIP, Beverly * Burbank (I) Feeder


~IP' Beverly * Freese (I) Feeder


JOHNSON, Tom * Kennedy


Ortiz, Moises
Younger-Brockman, Wanda
Wolfe, Grace


Stubbs, Ann
Stewart, kober t


JOHNSON, Tom * Knox Crowell, Bertha
Krall, Teresa


I~ATSON, Joe * Meade (to be closed)


/I


* Isolated School (Feb. 1979)
•
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• VEEP
TASK FORCE NEMBER SCHOOL MONITOR


GILDRED, George (232-6361) * Stockton (I) Avery, Mary
Axelrod, William


GILDRED, George Decatur Stough, Morrow
Hanna, Joy


O'CAMPO. Ralph (298-8891) * Johnson (I) Brooks, Laura


O'CAMPO. Ralph Hearst Johnson, Lawrence
Kil berg, Loi s


O'CAMPO, Ralph * Logan (I) Davenport, Darlyn
Serrano-Velez, Dolores


O'CAMPO, Ralph Torrey Pines Diamond, Rose
Brinkman, Frank


DEL CAMPO, Phil (280-7610 X141)•4IJOWN. Hal (286-6481)


Einstein Hoke. Laura


Lewis Ingles, Edwin
Bridge, Gladys


GILDRED. George Pacifi c Beach Larson, Valdemar
Lawrence-Wallace, Cynthia


RAGSDALE, Hartwell (263-3141) Standley Lawson, Carol
Carey, Regina


GILDRED, George Clairemont


McGi 11, Shirley
Teague, Helen
Park, Deborah
Park, James


DEL CAMPO, Ph il Muirlands


HUNSAKER, Ann (444-4211) Patrick Henry Pera lta, Hector
Stewart, Nancy


DEL CAt1PO. Phil La Jolla Simmons, Robert
Sklar. Barbara


RAGSDALE, Hartwell Madison Smith, Florence


•
* Isolated School (Feb. 1979)
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OTHERS
K FORCE ~1Er~BER SCHOOL MONITOR


KEEP, Judi (236-2576) Muir (alternative) Butterfield, Gary
Byrd, Samuel
Scherl, Charl es
Neptune, SusanGRISSOM, Lee (232-0124) Montgomery


ROHAN, Bill (236-2231) * O'Farrel Krimmel, Mary
Toor, Bertram


ROHAN, Bi11 Hale Miller, Lois
Weed, Margaret


LOPEZ, Mel (422-8341) Bell (H.R.) Kushner, Mary
Clark, Carol


HUNSAKER, Ann (444-4211) Mission Bay Patrick, Maxine
Payne, Martha


HUNSAKER, Ann Kearney Poole, Ruth
Berg, Jamie


eNSAKER, Ann
e
LOPEZ, Mel


Crawford Rossman, Ronnie
Ryan, Thomas


San Diego High Reardon, Dr. William
Robinson, Sandra


GRI SSOM, Lee Wright Bros. Sainz, Oscar


•
* Isolated School (Feb. 1979)







(Feb. 1979)


TASK FORCE NHIBER SCHOOL


• KOLENDER lIorton
Narvin


BROWN Foster
LeIVis


ANDERSON Fremont
Pt. Loma
Fulton


CASTRO LOIVe11
Collier
Spreckels


DEL CAMPO Einstein
Mui r Land s
La Jolla


DIAZ Longfellow
Memorial
Roosevelt


GILDRED Stockton


• Decatur
Pacific Beach• Clairemont


GRISSOM Montgomery
Wright Bros.


HUNSAKER Patrick Henry
Mission Bay
Kearney
Crawford


JOHNSON, P. Dana
Valencia Park
Emerson
Lindbergh


JOHNSON, T. Baker
Sunset view
Kennedy
Knox


KEEP Carver
Muir


LOPEZ Bell


• San Diego High







(Feb. 1979)


• TASK PORCE ~IHIBER SCHOOL


McDONALD Oak Park
Sherman
Gompers
Lincoln
Benchley


McKINNEY Silvergate
Encanto
Morse


O'CAMPO Johnson
Hearst
Logan
Torrey Pines


RAGSDALE Webster
Standley
Madi son


ROHAN Rolando Park
O'Farrel
Hale• WATSON Balboa• Grantville
Meade


YIP Chollas
Burbank
Freese


•







KEY


CAM
EM


PM


ICM
nrr»1
!-ISH


OI.YM


PAM
urn
USM


00


*


•


s.~DIEOO IN'mGRA'l'ION 'I'ASK FORCE


Bilingual Magnet
Career Awareness Magnet


Early Magnet
Fundamental Magnet


Intercultural Magnet
Individualized Magnet


Math/Science Magnet


Olympic ~1agnet


Performing Arts Magnet


University Lab Magnet


Urban Studies ~lagnet


Not Operating


Isolated School


•
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IJ'['C
~El1A'I'njQ


Horton Aeschbacher, M.
Alan, N.


~Breckenridge, J~
..,/Bonds, N 01'- ,.


ICM


Longfello1'lDia~


Oak Park Doty, Claree
Driscoll, Rita


vMacleod, Sylvia H. of<-
~cleod, Charles NI. o~Dia Memoria


McDonald


{


Benchley


Marvin


Coles, A.
Cooper, P.INDM


MGIlsflalElI::o le..,dAr- Smith, E.
Stahl, J.


McDonald * Sherman Jay, Susan
Landreth, Mike


Brown !Foster


Rohan FM Rolando Park• l:oil I.a:z, R.~~'€.- Webster


McKinney Fremont


McKinney E:M Silvergate


McKinney MSM Encanto


Castro ... Lowell


Castro Collier


~rs(mol'- BLM Ile±m


'f'~bx1%:~1 Point Loma


eastro lspreckels


Andrade, R.
Andreen, P.


Baker, D.
Berg, J•


Dillard, D.
Dollar, W.


Asbill, E.
Au, E.
Brockman, B.
Driscoe, G.


Crabb, C.
Curry, R.


O'Neal, Bet.»'
lBSJ'll:Ja:;::::N}. Pt!<.t?A~>£mi
Gregory, Margaret T.
Hall, Harvey N.


Houser, Rosalyn
Hutchinson, Lewis R.


Manaster, Mary F.
Marin, Mariana


Ima, Leslie
Ihi~ef KB.-iiRPlfJl
S-\-t-o"", •~ Y illS


I







McDonald


p. Johnson


P. -Johnscn


Pia


SAN DIEOO INTEGRA'fION TASK FOf<CB


OPERATING


Gornpers


Lincolrn (proposed)


Valencia Park <:


Emerson (proposed)&


Marlin, Victqria
Kangas, Eric


Weathersby, Matthew
Weissman, Elinor


____ ~ Cady, Jean
Callard, E.


PAM Roosevelt


~~!~~~y
PSoh~, 'l:nEle·~Q!l


USM * ~~rse


CAM Lindbergh


Anderson OLYM * Fulton (proposed)


•


•


~arr~s, Clara M.
v1Iernandez, Manual t.. "


c.IU t\1\··fJ(>. CF
Pt<,wa±rml;lIt;ea:l!g.j -l~,",I:Y!l'n166"fY-lK",,",.~rII (t' l
Parmele, Dorothy JI"
C • P . JOhNSfA., A Iice:
Van Dyke, Bea


Schroeder, C.
Serrano-Valez, D•







T. .Jobnson * Kennedy' Stubbs, Ann
Stewart, Robert


•
SAN DIEG) Ij\,TEGAA1'ION 'I'ASK FORCE


-bEAFJITNG CENTERS


T. Johnson


SlUlset View


Baker (I) Feeder Carney, J.
Carver, 1>1.


Tee., B. 1::f111JE-U I:rEP':'
Valadez, R.•T. Johnson


Watson


Carver (N.O.)


Balboa (I) Feeder
9hw-nOff, w. ..
IJHII.l'le IPI +lw'yiJ
Ol 114 s, t.rI/lllkeJ.., 11M ry
Coburn, D.*


lfatson Grantville Duffy, Michael F.
ljp.mi.lton, Helen
fZ6lOC)
Franz, Jacob
Ui~--[;;! I i Hot' 3'n,~


Yip
L.C.


Coordinator Burbank (I) Feeder Ortiz, Moises
Younger--Brookman, Wanda


Yip * Chollas (I)


Yip Freese (1) Feeder ~"23S£, Fa
Wolfe, Grace


• PIDPOSED


T. Johnson * Knox (L.C.) Krall, Teresa


* lIul!ae (to be closed)
"fie,."o oJ 'r- CMcClurg, Dede


Hapner


•
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VEEP


* Stockton (I) Avery, M.
Axelrod, W.


0' Campo


Decatur


lJohnson (I)


Hearst


* Logan (I)


Torrey Pines


Einstein


Stough, M.
~IeDl, -po ~"~A.,.:roy
Glass, Virginia
Brooks, L.


O'Campo Johnson, Lawrence
Kilberg, Lois


OtCampo Davenport, D.
Diamond, R.


O'Campo 1fIa II i lei, J..
Brinkman, Frank


Del Campo Hocking, Douglas A.
Hoke, Laura M.


Brcxn Ingles, Edwin T.
Jacobs, Nancy M.


Pacific Beach Larson, Valdemar F.
Lawrence-!'lallace, Cynthia


Standley Lawson, Carol L.
ionel'lh, lOeb II.CAfe-y, ~'IO,'l


Del Campo Muirlands McGill, Shirley
Teague, H.


Clairemont Park, Deborah
Park James


Hunsaker Patrick Henry Peratta, H.
Stewart, W.
Simmons, p".
Sklar


Del Campo La Jolla


Ragsdale Madison
Smith


•







"eep


Grissom


Secondary
Exchange


Lopez


Hunsaker


Hunsaker
Career
Center


Hunsaker


Lopez


Unassigned Monitors


SAN DIEOO IN'.rEGRA1'ION TASKFORCE


OTHERS


Muir (a.lternative


Montgomery


;(. o 'Farrel


Hale


Bell (H.R.)


Mission Bay


Kearny


Cral'lford


San Diego High


Wright Bros. (career high
school)


HalUt6, Jey (iP88LiiP;gned?)


Pei £ii1filj R. (wants Muir or Rolando Park)


~Ill'+@ \ I"-lo/d.· r.'


•


Butterfield, G.
Byrd, S.
Scherl, Charles
Neptune, Susan


Krimmel, Mary
Kgj ItCh, Jean L.


Miller, Lois
Teague, Helen


Kpshner, ..Mary It. '1
CIML I~CA;o c:
Patrick, Maxie
Payne, Martha


Poole, R.


Rossman, R.
1o/an, T.


Reardon, Dr. W.
Robinson, S.


Sainz, Oscar
Gilloon, Virginia







1/25/79
TASK FDRCE MEJIlBER SCHOOL


Kolender Horton
OiilE PM'lc ,."RW IIJ• Diaz Lona:fellow
Memorial
Roosevelt


t1cDonald Benchley
~qB1"'{il'I-"o« "- p~r l:...
Sherman
Gorrpers
LincoJn


Brown Foster
Lewis


Rohan Rolando Park
Webster


McKinney Fremont
Silver!,"ate
EnciWto,"0 e:


Castro Lowell
Collier
Spreckels• P. Johnson \ Point Lorna
Dana \


1 Valencia Park, EInerson
Anderson -~Lindbergh


Fulton
T. Johnson Baker


Sunset View
Kennedy
Knox


Watson Carver
Balboa
GrantVille
Mead


Yip Burbank
Freese
Chollas


Gildred Stockton
Decatur• Pacific Beach
Clairemont







...... ,.
1/25/79


TASK FORCE MEMBER SCHOOL


• o 'Campo Johnson
Hearst
Logan
Torrey Pines


Del Campo Einstein
Muirlands
La Jolla


Ragsdale Standley
Madison


Hunsaker Patrick Henry
J'fJissionBay
Kearny
Crawford


Keep Muir
O'Farrel
Hale


Lopez Bell
San Diego High


Grissom Montgomery• Wright Brothers


\ s


20 62


•







,fir
~o~~ESCHBACHER, Mary A.
~oJIIlLLAN, Noel D.


fO~~ANDRAOE, Ronald P.
(o>~ANDREEN, Phil N.


r


f~O~ASBILL, Edward T.
l'r:flJ,.t#AU,Eunice C.


srtP-10:)VERY, Mary C.
~J " J ";,1ftJ:f' AXELROD, Hi 11iam J.


~~BAKER, Dexter J.
II/BERG, Jamie K.


J.-Dl?~~LANKENBAKER, Adell C.


MONITOR APPLICANTS
Hm~E ADDRESS


1718 - 39th St., SO 92105
•1183 Van Nuys St., SO 92109


5810 Amaya Dr., #10A, LM 92041
3415 Mission Blvd, Apt. A, SO 92109
7652 Hoodbine Way, SO 92114
10954 Red Rock Dr., SO 92131
3210 Via A1icante, LJ 92037
4930 Campanile Dr., SO 92115
5019 Date St., SO 92102
5012 Santa Cruz St., SO 92107
P. O. Box 2074, LJ 92038
841 S. 41st St., SO 92113I' / BONDS, Nedra L.


JlI'l0ft~~ECKENRIDGE,Jack D.
" -"'BRIDGE,G1adys L.


I).\IARINKNAN, Frank
,I/BRISCOE, Georgia K.


~rlB:\OCKII,AN, Benjamin E.
II j/B'ROOKS,Laura D.


fl\1I,,v'BUTTERFIELD,Gary S.
( II /BYRD, Samuel E.


i-~'ts
:j'p.~L CADY, Jeanne O.


II /CALLARO, Eric G.
~P~ARNEY, Jane R.


10587 Caminito Memosac, SO 92131
1002 W. Briarfie1d Dr., SO 92109
7556 Herschel, LJ 92037
1544 Borana, SO 92111
5997 Flipper Dr., SO 92114
6826 Cibo1a Rd., SO 92120
4125 Chippewa Ct., SO 92117
4232 - 48th St., SO 92115
6618 Belle Glade Ave., SO 92119
8365 Macawa Ave., SO 92123
2130 Balboa Ave., SO 92101
1203 - 23rd St., SO 92102
2721 Penrose St., SO 92110
2225 Midvale Dr., SO 92105
1144 Car St., SO 92114
3645 Brandywine St., SO 92117


" /CARVER, Marjorie L.
bFP~~HERNOFF, Winifred M'


,\/ CHURN ING, Li nda L.


I>pJ."IffiK: Carol J.
" .cOBURN, Dorene B.


BUSINESS/HOME
264-1160


298-6121/488-7882
279-8541/462-6968
239-3357/


/479-1185
/566-2935


560-3384/452-1618
/583-5122


263-7761/263-3965
275-1700/223-7539


/459-9340
263-7761/263-1567
297-3841/271-6960


/272-0626
/459-5738
/279-6437


565-5551/263-1972
275-1272/287-4105


/272-7491
264-0144/280-2216


/465-9690
/277 ~1033


264-9504/270-2180
/239-4621
/276-8049
/263-4585
/469-5392
/273-2945







· -MONITOR APPLICANTS Page 2


Hor~EADDRESS BUSINESS/HOME


Alma r~. 6568 Radcliffe Dr., SO 92122 /453-8813
583-3821/582-8609


/282-8409
444-9473/224-4929


/295-4375
284-8194/278-2585
232-6608/


/281-3969
/459-6390
/286-7574


236-6182/443-9824
/226-8037


234-6493/238-9078


" .COOPER, Pamela J.
10


,,-,J-j:l~ CRAGB, Chris M.
" .cURRY, Robert S.


&.~t>tbAVENPORT, Darlyn M.
" 'DIAMOND, Rose M.


I)lli>S1lil--DILLARD,Donald C.
" . DOLLAR, Winona 11.


0#'<- p;>l'DOTY,Claree
,I 'DRISCOLL, Rita C.
..,pI1LLt- .gi.F DUFFY, Michae1 F.
'I/FOSTER, Peggy L.


C/lOLL1U¥RANZ, Jacob H.
FPt~RNICA, Ignacio Q.
GOmp~aEE, Willard B.
,\ 'GERTSLER, Miriam G.


fA t,(,lj .~o~boGILLOON, Virginia A.
\I /GLASS, Virginia M.


C00Ul1fREGORY, Margaret T.
/'\ HALL, Harvey H.


flIP,;>lHAMILTON,Helen K.


5757 University Ave., #5C, SO 92115
3764 - 46th St., SO 92105
P. O. Box 7107, SO 92107
2477 Presidio Dr., SO 92103
3646 Mt. Alvarez Ave., SO 92111
2601 Inyaha, LJ 92037
3129 - 39th St., SO 92105
6819 Neptune Pl., LJ 92037
6328 Del Cerro Ct., SO 92120
9130 El Cerro, Lakeside 92040
3963 La Cresta Dr., SD 92107
701 - 7th, SO 92112
397 Del Mar Ave., #C, Chula Vista 92010 232-8982/422-6618
428 N. 28th St., SO 92102 /231-2954


~pUA HOUSER, Rosalyn A.


4430 Palo Verde Terr., SO 92115 /582-9582
4219 Haines St., SO 92109 /274-6583
2690 Harden St., #84, SO 92110 233-4442/224-5746
4228 Lama Riviera Lane, SO 92110 239-8522/223-6938
1801 Diamond St., Apt. 3-322, SO 92109 /276-2529
1038 Archer St., SO 92109 /488-4312
871 Moana Dr., SO 92106 /224-5702
2503 Mulder St., Lemon Grove 92045 /469-5433
7910 Mt. Vernon, Lemon Grove 92045 583-0690/461-3242
10505 Caminito Westchester, SO 92126 563-0100/271-6254(unl)
2263 Thomas Ave., SO 92109 /272-5097
13472 Calle Colina, Poway 92064 /485-6344


/" HANNA, Joy
~~~ARRIS, Clara M.
,\/HERNANDEZ, Manuel L.


~lts-rtI,JHOCKING,Douglas A.
tl.OKE, -Laura M.







�ONITOR APPLICANTS Page 3


O~~UTCHISON, Lewis R.
FeJ~~lll~IMA,Leslie M.


'I /INFANTE, Kathryn M.
~J'> INGLES, Edwin T.


,I / JACOBS, Nancy M.


Hm1E ADDRESS BUSINESS/HO~IE
283-2181/464-4028


/295-4014
/224-0753


(alternate#272-9285/272-5997


10716 Itzamna Rd., La Mesa 92041


:f,ppj! JAY, Susan
ii/JOHNSON, Lawrence S.
",t.v


OI~PI'" KAINEN, Joan L.


iI / KANGAS, Eric A.
1R(( KILBURG, Lois B.


/
,I KRALL, Teresa J.


4340 Valle Vista, SO 92103
1604 Plum Street, SO 92106
1776 La Playa, SO 92109
3430 Olive St., SO 92104
4959 Caesita Dr., SO 92115
2579 Market St., SO 92102
3340 Mt. Laurence Dr., SO 92117


/283-0995
/286-9759'


. 231-0507/
/272-9046


263-7254/282-8935
/582-1652
/273-3481
/274-6624
/454-8763
/298-4706


452-3515/272-2526
452-2957/583-6850


/270-3216
/466-6742


3676 - 47th St., SO 92105


~t~ KRIMMEL, Mary S.
/


Ii KUSHNER, Mary L.
~I~ANDRETH, Mike F.A.


f3.'o¥'l~
pfd'il LARSON, Valdemar F.


,I LA\.JRENCE-WALLACE,Cynthi a R.
~p~O~~AWSON, Carol L.


LORENTZ, Lela M.,I


~P'>
J!,j\\.. McGILL, Shirley Wms.


'l!'


6696 Winona Ave., SO 92120
5239 Soledad Mtn. Rd., SO 92109
5535 Thunderbird, LJ 92037
2566 Caminito La Paz, LJ 92037
2420 Dwight St., SO 92104
5346 Soledad Rancho Ct., SO 92109
6951 Princess View Dr., SO 92120
4565 Quantico, SO 92117
6289 Lake Arrowhead, SO 92119
6110 Parkside Ave., SO 92139/263-7761 or 560-0761/475-1316


"
McINTOSH, Bettie J. 4575 Jicarill0 Ave., SO 92117 264-0368/273-4087


1'if'~~AC LEOD, Charles W. 1042 Carlsbad St., SO 92114 /466-0112


"
MAC LEOD, Sylvia H. 1042 Carlsbad St., SO 92114 /466-0112


~.)..OlY'rlMANASTER, Mary F. 3033 Curie St., SO 92122 /453-3033
n MARIN, Mariana


w~~\..~MARTIN,Victoria E.
. II .LLER·, Lois M.


\lbOIl~~EPTUNE,SusanC.


2582 Del Mar Hgts. Rd.#4, Del Mar 92014/292-9536/755-2235
3338 Herman Ave., SO 92104
3739 Ticonderoga St., SO 92117


238-1176/282-2932
/273-4470


277-1862/488-5310803 Monterey Court. SO 92109







, 'MONITOR APPLICANTS


~~NEAL, Bette T.
~o~~/ PALMTAG, Nancy K.


fl'
" PANNEK, Dorothy J.


,.,.tY'CWlt / PARK, Deborah, O.
\\ PARK, James W.


fl.\\~I"~~ATRICK, Maxine
II PAYNE, Martha C.


~e,.,r'fpp1j1-lt~PERALTA,Hector F.
" PERLMAN, Rubin


~~r~fPHILLIPS, Frank S.
II POOLE, Ruth P.


S/lvOll1REAROON,Dr. Wi11iam
k4liOBINSON, Sandra R.


trPvJ~OSSMAN, Ronnie L.
1\ RYAN, Thomas C., Jr.


Gr.0~.
vJrl~~i SAlNZ, Oscar L.


\( SCHERL, Charles R.
11~I~CHROEDER' Carleton B., Jr.


.1 SERRANO-VELEZ, Dolores M.
.( \\~f-~JO SIMMONS, Robert E.


" SKLAR, Barbara L.
~pd~SLAUGHTER, Pete C.


II SMITH, Elaine Z.
fltf\Q-"~MITH,Florence S.
II STAHL,.Jonnie


SC~~TEWART, Nancy B.
s " STEWART, Robert J.


[
Page 4


HOME ADDRESS BUSINESS/HOME


5525 Laurel St., SO 92105
3045 Goldsmith, SO 92106
3510 Glen Dr., Spring Valley 92077
5075 Park West Ave., SO 92117
6101 Howell Dr., La Mesa 92041


293-5522/262-7334
/224-0390
/461-2793
/270-5978
/466-3345


555 Naples St., Apt. 608, C.V. 9201V280-7610X144/426-2957


3688 First Ave., SO 92103 /291-4643
563-2220/563-0944


/287-6416
454-6137/453-5336


/270-7246


3023 - 39th St., SO 92105
6560 Montezuma Rd., SO 92115
6018 Cozzens St., SO 92122
3936 Via del Conquistador, SO 92117
4669 Huggins Way, SO 92122
8219 Calle Minas, SO 92126
5853 Lance St., SO 92120


271-4300 Ext. 291/455-1176
440-0616/578-5583


/287-5033
1776 Chico St., SO 92109 /276-2142
64 Sherwood St., Chula Vista 92011 234-1805/427-2807
8450 Hydra Lane, SO 92126 560-7066/566-3808
3703 Lotus Dr., SO 92106 291-8070/222-3065
843 Bonsall St., SO 92114 /463-0437
6220 Seaman St., SO 92120 /583-0340
3513 Villa Terrace, SO 92104 /297-5527
4817-1/2 Orchard Ave., SO 92107 /224-6449
6571 Bonnie View Dr., SO 92119 /287-6958


-1635 Mary·Lou St., SO 92102 /262-5185
3060 Cranbrook Ct., LJ 92037 297-7400/453-4441
3302 Juniper St., SO 92104 238-0100/281-1444
5128 Solola Ave., SO 92114 (X422)238-1181/264-6142







•


-:
MONITOR APPLICANTS


U!C~OUGH, Morrow F.
II STROM, Phyllis D.


~~~STUBBS, Ann M.
~ TEAGUE, Helen F.


viti".>11tJ,>t1'TOOR,Bertram L.
~
" VALADEZ, Raymond


PI",t~
1OilKtj::VAN DYKE, Bea


II WEISSMAN, Elinor M.
vJ'f'rll.


fDllt WERNER, Nora V.
/


~j../l,J0Ci-tJJWOLFE, Grace LaVerne
/


( , ,I YOUNGER-BROCKMAN, Wanda M.
./


bP~~ORTIZ, Moises Jasso
/


'~ATHERSBY, Matthew W.


".


Page 5


HOME ADDRESS BUS INESS/HOt·1E
286-6747/222-8868


/582-6706
/295-5345


453-4300/274-4807
/277 -8633


235-1281/222-9491
/560-1608
/287-1218
/296-4264


3502 Garrison St., SO 92106
5328 Brockbank, SD 92115
3290 - 6th Ave., #3F
2048 Diamond St., SD 92109
2642 Escondido Ave., SD 92123
3201 Rosecrans Pl., SD 92110
2621 Daniel Ave., SD 92111
5355 Penny Place, SD 92115
4247 - 5th Ave., SO 92103
1323 San Bernardino Ave., Spring Valley 92077 --/469-4559
5997 Flipper Dr., SD 92114
4448 Arch Street, SD 92116
3930 Ingraham St., #10-107


575-4550/263-1972
/296-0526


236-6566/272-9876







•


•


•
:2


"TASK FORCE MEMBER


KOLENDER, BilL
(Chairman)


nr:(h:N II HAL
(Vice Chairman)


ANOERSOf\, JIM


CASTRO, FRED


[IEL tAMPO, PH I l


DIAZ, ELVIRA


FJii I i!(;,uot!; IIt:1811


GllORED, GEORGE


GRISSOM, LEE


SCHOOLS


236-6534


MONITOR


Aeschbacher, Mary A.
Alan, Noel O.
Smith, Elaine Z
Stahl, Jonnie
Andrade, Ronald P.
Andre..,n, Phil N.


Ma r vi n


286-64S1 Fos ter../


,,,,,-1110-"
o


j)~;fI'~
.ILIes; . \ \ fivery, Ha ry C.


(l )r€Pit)~ Axel rod, Wi 11 iam J.


di~"/} -Sotewaxr;-Nancy B.r;0 /jJV -S-t-e,,'a-r-t-,-Roee.r-J .
~ Stough, Morrow


Strom, Phyllis O.
Park ~Baker, Dexter J.


Berg, Jamie K.


238-6312 Fremont


474-2232


Breckenridge, Jack D.
Bridge, Gladys L.


291-4500


232-6361 S iIve rga te'Ie!/,lJIIa-N> t: B rinkman, Frank
Briscoe, Georgia K.


232-0124 Brockman, Benjamin
Brooks , Laur-a D.


280-7610
Ext. 141


235-4088 Longfellow







>0.,.. TASK FORCE ~lEMBER PHONE SCHOOLS MONITORS


HUNSAKER, ANIJ 444-4211 Muir Butterfield, Gary S.
Byrd, Samuel E.


• JOHNSON, PAYNE 755-2531 i)1l/eJvUIi /1;rk Cady. Jeanne D.
CaJlard, Eric G.


II&«S-t. Sfr~ = -= rStubbs, Ann R.
Teague, Helen F.


JOHNSOtI. TOM 238-2720 Baker Carney, Jane R.
236-9078 Carver, Marjorie L.


Sunset View Toor , Bertram L
Valadez, Raymond


KEEP. JUD I 236-2576 Carver Chernoff , Winlhed M.
Churning, Li nda L.


LOPEZ, MEL 422-8341 Balboa Clark, Carol J.
~oburn. Dorene B.


• McDONALD, JUPY 284-4640 Benchley'/ Coles, Alma M.
Cooper, Pamela J.


McKINNEY, REVERAND 262-0421 Encanto~ Crabb, Chris M.
Curry. Robert S.


O'CAHPO, RALPH 298-8891 Logan
Torrey Pines


Davenport. Darlyn M.
Diamond, Rose M.Van Dyke, Bea
Weissman, Elinor M.


RAGSDALE, HARTWELL 263-3141 Webster ,/ Dillard, Donald C.
Dollar, Wlno~a JI.


•







YIP, BEVERLY 232-6454 Cho 11as Franz, Jacob fl.


- . -~TASK FORCE MEMBER PHONE SCHOOLS MON ITOI,S


ROHAN, BILL 236~2231· ./
Doty, ClareeOak Park
Driscoll, Rita C.


•
WATSON, JOE 452-4002 Grantville Duffy, Michael F.


Fostee, Peggy L.


Foreward
Cleveland


Werner, Nora V.


\lolfe, Grace
Younger-Brockman, War
Ortiz, Moises Jasso
Weathersby, Matthew"


L
Gage


•


•







TASK FORCE ~E':~R MON ITORS


KOLENDER, BILL
(Chairman)'.
flROWll, HAL
(Vice Chairman)


ANDERSOII, J IH


CASTF\O, FRED


OEL CAMPO, PHIL


• DIAl, ELVIRA


FR I [b'JrLc,U J HUGH


GllDRED, GEORGE


GRISSOM, LEE


•


PHOIIE SCHOOLS


236-6534


286-6481


238-6312 P~M-l:0ma ~(JltS~


291-4500 Lincoln


280-7610
Ext. 141 Hoover


Hanaster, ~ary F.
Marin, Hariana


Martin, Victoria E,
Miller, lois M.


:Neptune, Susan C.
Onea I, Bet te T.


474-2232
'OAlIJICII1 Jq~e 10 Q .


).l1~~.fl·a Imtag, Nancy K.
~ Pannek, Dorothy J.


235-4088 Clairemont


232-6361 Mission Bay


232-0124


Park, Deborah D.
Park, James '.1.-


Patrick, Maxine
Payne, Hartha C.







•


•


•


. "TASK FORCE ~1EI~BER


HUNSAKER, ANN


JOHtlSON, PAYNE


JOHNSON, TOM


. KEEP, JUD I


LOPEZ, MEL


McDONALD, JUDY


PHONE


444-4211
SCHOOLS
Patrick Henry


755-2531 Serra Jr. Senior


238-2720
236-9078


Kearney


236-2576


422-8341 San Diego High


284-4640 Crawford


McKINNEY, REVERAtiD 262-0421 Wri ght Brothers


298-8891 Garfield0' CAMPO, RALPH


RAGSDALE, HARTWELL 263-3141


-cc-r:::===================


MONITORS
Peralta, Hector G.
Perlman, Rub in


Phillips, Frank S.
Poole, Ruth P.


Reardon, Or. Willia'~,
• Robinson, ~andra R.


Rossman, Ronnie L.
Ryan, Thomils C.


Sa inz, Oscl'r L
Scherl, Charles R.


Schroeder, Carleton B
Serrano-Velez, Dolore


•







•


•
~··"[<t


.~.


YIP, BEVERLY 232-6454


' ..







TASK FORCE MEMBER PHONE SCHOOL~ /IC:11TORS
c


t:0LENDER, biLL 236-6534
(Chairman)


• BROllt!,HAL 286-6481 Gornpe r s Gee, III liard D.
(Vice Chairman) Gerts!er. Miriam G.


A~IDERSOt!, JIM 238-6312 Montgomery G11100n, Virginia G.
Glass, Virgin" A.


CASTRO, FRED 291-4500 Co 11 ie r Gregory, Margaret 1.
Ha 11, Ha rvey W.


DEL CAMPO. PHIL 280-7610
Ext. 141


Mann # Ham i1ton, He 1en -K.
# Hanna, Joy


• D I AZ. £lV I RA 474-2232 Roosevelt Harris. Clara H.
Hernandez, Manuel L.


FRIEM1OI. HUGH 235-4088 Einstein Hocking, Douglas A.
Hoke, Laura H.


GILDRED, GEORGE 232-6361 Dana Houser. Rosalyn A.
Hutchinson, Lewis R.


GRISSOM. LEE .232-0124 Pershing Ima, les lie H.
Infante, KathrYh H.


•







.:TASK FORCE iEf'SER PHOt;E SCHOOLS MONITORS


HUNSAKEh, ANN 444-4211 Lewis Ingles, Edwin T.
Jacobs, Nancy II.


• j)1vhtv/0. t-~~I€~fd'
JOHNSON, PAYNE 755-2531 JY#,:r1erra Jr. Senior :A-~ Jay, Susan


0 Johnson, lawrence ~.


JOHNSON, TOM 238-2720
236-9078 Kainen, Joan L.


Kangas. Eric A .


KEEP; JUDI .236-2576 Taft Ki Iburg, Lois B.
Krall, Teresa J.


LOPEZ, MEL 422-8341 Be 11 KrlrrmeI. Mary S... Kushne r , Ma ry L.


• McDONALD, JUDY 284-4640 Wi Ison Landreth, Hike F.A.


McKINNEY, REVERAND 262-0421 Pacific Beach Larson, Valdemar F.
lawrence-Wallace, CYI


O'CAI1PO. RALPH 298-8891


RAGSDALE, HARTWELL 263-3141 Standley lawson. Ca roI L.
Lorent z s- Le Ie H"


•







•


•


•


._~ TASK FORCE MEMBER
ROHAN. BILL


WATSON. JOE


YIP, BEVEP,LY


•


PHONE


236-2231.


452-4002


232-6454


SCHOOLS MONITORS


Mu ir1ands McGIll. ShIrley Wms.
Mcintosh. Bettie J.


Mac lead. Sylvia H.
Mac lead. Charles W .


•


-- -----------_. __ .---- - - ...._-_ ..------







•


•
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KOLENDER, Bill


s-
BROWN,' Hal


J .
ANDERSON, JJ.m


1-CASTRO, Fred


5
DEL CAMPO, Phil


?-DIAZ, Elvira


1
FRIEDMAN, Hugh


e
GILDRED, George


\RISSOM, Lee


)0


HUNSAKER, Ann


/I
JOHNSON, Payne


11-
JOHNSON, Tom


13
KEEP, Judi


'tOPEZ, Mel


''MCDONALD, Judy


JI>McKINNEY, Rev


n y~IJ' V' "~
O'CAMPO r Ralph J/ ........


YX04,41.J


''"RAGSDALE, Hartwell / AZJ A /n /)
'1ROHAN, Bill


""WATSON, Joe


'"-'YIP, Beverly







- --
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K(ij{ ilJT13l3iC, SYll


.~~
() (/)'>I bel'SB


ANDERSON, Jim 'f):n IIlM><tl"V


CASTRO, Fred &//1<2.)-1
DEL CAMPO, phil //;,tJIJIJ


DIAZ, Elvira KOC>5'<.AJE.t6
FRIEDMAN, Hugh ~ I,{)~;J-


{)1J1JI'lGILD RED , George


GRISSOM, Lee jJr:rsA/,v<"/.s.: o
HUNSAKER, Ann


JOHNSON, Payne g en ...,<1 (Jr- Se.....I'~
v


JOHNSON, Tom ()'rA~
'KEEP THdi 7' -(;tfJ .
WPEZ, Mel 1:3 <;. / /


McDONALD, Judy Wits0\-
McKINNEY, Rev Ptut4e- I?~AeI......
0.1 QildijlQ ) Pa'Fh
RAGSDALE, Hartwel 3t#JNClI __
ROHAN, Bill 1/;1./11-/1)4$
UfffS'e)l, ]0-.


YIP, Beverly f); &-nt'NoM I
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I02lS13UI5ER, EiI!


PROWN, Hail.
.


ANDERSON, Jim 41Nt- .Ltm-. fi
CASTRO, Fred L/I-J c.td-.; k"A.... I


DEL CAMPO, phil ).100 VEIL


DIAZ, Elvira fA.OKt-


FRIEDMAN, Hugh .f/,,;/~()iJf
GILDRED, George 74ls$./;>.. &//


r
t;pT£SQM, leI?


HUNSAKER, Ann 4·I'hc;L )j"'''IZtJ
JOHNSON, Payne ,gE-~ (k -_c£."'IO/C-..


v
JOHNSON, Tom ),(rorI-JEJJ


KE1!1F, eJ'adi I


LOPEZ, Mel &,.<1 j}rt6o 4-?)...


McDONALD, Judy e-:«:
McKINNEY, Rev )A!rl4,(,J-- ;2.ro""~;J
O'CAMPO, Ralph --Illft- t?e1tX.-
Ri'.G SIlA±.E-,-HarJ:W-e 1


V


ROHAN, Bill Lv ..70/11'1
WATSON, Joe /?;,Qd/~


'i-I-P-, IlQ""rly
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A MULTI-PURPOSE SOC-


PROJECT• MAAC
/


ADMINISTRATION L
140 W. 16th Street


(714) 474-2232
(714) 474-6784


ROGER CAZARES


EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR


M E M 0 RAN DUM


DATE: May I, 1979


TO:


FROM:
Bonds


SUBJECT:


• As we approach the end of the current school year, the Task Force is beginning
to compi le the information that has been collected by the monitors. In order
to facilitate this monumental task, we are requesting that you each prepare a
final report to be submitted no later than May 14.


Your report need not be an elaborate one; however, we would 1ike you to limit
your report to the following questions.


1. Has the magnet program at Longfellow met its desired goals for the
current s.choolyear? Please identify the most successful and the
least desirable aspects of the program in your response.


2. What problems if any developed at Longfellow since it's implementation
of the magnet program.


3. As a result of your observations, are there any changes that you would
recommend in order to make the programs more effective?


4. What has been accomplished, at Longfellow, as a direct result of its
Race/Human Relations Plan?


5. In what way has its Race/Human
students, faculty and parents?
etc. in your response.


Relations Plan had a positive effect on
Please cite special activities, sessions,


6. What problems have surfaced that may be related to the Race/Human
Relations Plan?


• 7. What must the Task Force do to better prepare/equipt monitors to observe
schools?


I will be calling you to make arrangements for a meeting prior to submission of
your final report and all forms which have been completed.
EAD/gjv







R:CEIVED
THE CITY OF


SAN DIEGO
POLlCE DEPARTMENT. 8U1 I,'EST MARKET STREET. SAN DIECO· G.-1L1FORNIA 92101


(714) 236-6534


QFFICEOF


IN REPLYI'N~
PLEASE GIVE
OUR REF. NO.


7
WM. B, KOLENDER
CHIEF OF POLLeE


April 11, 1979


The Honorable Louis M. Welsh
Superior Court - Dept. 3
220 West Broadway .
San Diego, California 92101


SUBJECT: INTEGRATION TASK FORCE REPORT
Dear Judge Welsh:


•
Since our last report we have gone from the organization
phase to the evaluation phase of the Schools' Voluntary
Integration Program.
We started with 124 monitors who were trained and assigned
to various schools within the system as of February 5, 1979.
We have had some problems in that there has been some turnover
of the monitors; we have lost approximately 30 and have
replaced about ten of those. It is evident to us that two
things are needed: (1) a committee to interview and evaluate
potential monitors; and (2) additional training of all
monitors to assist them in accomplishing their objectives.
Overall, we feel the monitors have performed in an excellent
manner and are impressed with their involvement and the
quality of their reports.
We are also pleased with the excellent cooperation we
generally have received, not only from the school adminis-
trators, but from the staffs at the various schools where the
monitors and Task Force members have observed. It was
evident that nearly all schools did a good job in preparing
their staffs for our presence on the campuses.
On January 2, 1979 you sent me a letter asking four questions:
the following is the response to this letter:


•
1) Projected goal for this year (by district)


{% Minorities or % lrhite) - Please see
ATTACHMENT A


2) Goal achieved (% Minorities, % White) -
Please see ATTACHMENT A
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..3)~ If a "white school," % minorities from other
"white schools" (75% + white) and % minorities
from "desegregated schools" (60%-75% white)
Will be answered in the June Report.


4) If a "minority school," % whites from other
minority schools (75% + minority) and % minorities
from desegregated schools (60%-75% white) -
Will be answered in June Report.


THE PROCESSIt seems to us that a report which evaluates the school
integration plan without evaluating the process used to do
the evaluation would be incomplete. Thus, some comments
about the process.
At this point in our evaluation, there is some feeling that
our monitors are experiencing a great deal of frustration and
feel inadequate about their abilities to gather pertinent
information. While the monitoring process is fine in theory,
we find its implementation to be a monstrous task. While the
monitors are relatively at ease and confident as far as ga-
thering statistical data, it is quite another matter when it
comes to measuring the quality produced by those data. The
monitoring process needs to receive an in-depth evaluation.
This will be done and included in our final report for this
year. Concerns such as the number of task force members,
the number of schools being monitored, the need for an exe-
cutive staff, the amount of material being evaluated and the
training and use of monitors will be part of the review.
HUMAN/RACE RELATIONS PROGRAMMany of us cons~der th~s program to be the most important part
of the integration plan because it is directed toward changing
or modifying behavior in order to produce the atmosphere under
which integration can flourish. Because of its complexity
we were not surprised that we are finding it extremely difficult
to evaluate. We are convinced that persons having a background
in this area are better equipped to do this evaluation and
therefore need persons who possess these special skills. We
are in the process of developing such a team. Thi3 is taking
some time to put together, so a complete evaluation will not
be completed this year. However, our information thus far
has produced some concerns regarding the effectiveness of
this program which will be discussed in the next report. We do
have some preliminary findings which are included in the
remainder of this report.
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- . . .


~lAGNET~PROGRAMS
It is exceedlngly difficult to generalize about the sovcaLled
mignet programs in the San Diego City Schools without running
the risk of seriously misleading any unwary reader. Magnet
types run the gamut from fundamental schools that stress the
three R's, discipline, homework and even dress codes to an
alternative school that emphasizes a very open education philo-
sophy. Along the way are stops at individualized instruction
programs, university lab schoolS, bilingual programs, inter-
cultural language magnets, career awareness elementary magnet,
a career high school, urban studies, and a math, science,
health computer technology program to mention only some of the
varied programs being offered. There are about 14 operating
elementary magnets and 7 in secondary schools. Magnets are
found in 3 of the secondary schools and 5 of the elementary
schools that are defined as "isolated." The majority of
the magnet programs are a school within a school operation,
but some of them are total school magnets where everyone
at the site is a participant in the magnet program .


Goals - In terms of numerical goals, some programs have
easily reached them and some have fallen appreciably short.
We believe that total school magnets have more generally met
their goals than school within a school programs and that
elementary magnets have more generally achieved their goals
than have secondary magnets. We think that of the 8 operating
magnets in schools that had been found to be racially isolated,
only 2 reached their goal. Both of these were elementary and
total school magnets. One was a fundamental school and one was
a University Lab school.


Problems - Transportation has at some sites been a
problem, but progress seems to be being made in solving these
problems. A larger and more difficult problem is actual or
perceived "elitism" in the case of some school within a
school programs. This can be especially acute where the
magnet program has highly visible physical equipment or
surroundings that are newer and better than similar equipment
or surroundings for the regular program. Getting parent
inYolvement is almost always a problem, and it becomes even
more difficult in the case of nan-resident students in magnet
programs.


Suggestions for Improvement - Re-study and where possible
re-vamp eliglbllity iules for magnet programs so that they'
don't have counter-productive results on the integration
program as a whole or on desires of deserving individuals to
participate in a certain magnet program. Strive to have all
administrators and staff in magnet programs be dedicated
advocates for that particular tyue of education.- .
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Some "~olorblindness" is becoming more common in certain programs
at cert ain sites. Some progress is being made in socializing
anu play bet"een racial groups during free time. Some slight
progress is being made at drawing majority students into minority
isolated schools in the southeast area.


There is some evidence that poorly planned programs may be
counter-productive, and actually heighten tensions between
those of different cultural, social, and educational back-
grounds. This is an area which calls for proceeding very
carefully but with strong and firm commitment from the top.
Part-day or part-school magnets should be established at
minority isolated sites only in very unusual cases because
they tend to lead to, at least, the peiception of elitism.
Frustrations and irritations may develop or increase because
of eligibility rules for certain magnet programs. As an
example, resident minority students in the Webster area are
compelled to attend a fundamental school program unless they
want to suffer some personal inconvenience and attend a
non-neighborhood school.


Summary - The magnet school concept is, without a doubt,
one of the principle tools to make voluntary integration work
in San Diego. This places a tremendous burden on all of those
involved in such programs from top administrators down to the
classified employees. To work they must offer enticing special-
ized programs that parents and students will really want to
attend. The schools must provide a better general education
along with the specialized programs than does the conventional
neighborhood school. It must be so much more desirable so
that the community at large will wan t to send their children
there. Whatever needs to be provided to achieve this should
be done, i.e., lower student-teacher ratio, better equipment,
physical surroundings. But the most important factor is an
enthusiastic commitment to the program by a dedicated staff.
There is some tentative evidence that the relative and apparent
success of the fundamental magnets at the elementary level is
due largely to the dedication and commitment to this type of
education by the staffs of the fundamental elementary schools.


VEEP
We are monitoring 25 schools in the VEEP Program.
these schools are racially isolated. The one issue
over the VEEP Program is that the great majority of
being bussed in this program are minority students.
feeling that this is unfair to minority parents and


Four of
that hangs
students
There IS a
students.
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There i'5a feeling in some of the predominantly white schools
thaj;'''bussed in" students have Lowe r reading skills and are
causing their schools to have a lower quality of education.
There is a general feeling that the Human/Race Relations
Programs at some schools need to be considerably improved,
while at others considerable effort is being expended. Some
feeling exists at this point that mandatory attendance at
Human/Race Relations activities by students would greatly
increase the effectiveness of the program. The feelings we
are expressing at this point are not based on the in-depth
evaluation that will have taken place by June. However, we
are beginning to develop some feelings about the entire
integration plan, but more data, more analysis, and much
more discussion is needed. Overall, it appears that this
program is making some progress toward it~'goals.


LEARNING CENTERS
Presently, there are four learning centers in San Diego
providing ap~roximately 3600 fourth, fifth and sixth grade
students a one-day-a-week "integrated" school day. Carver,
Chollas, Stockton, and Grantville each receive daily 6 classes
(or aonroximately 180 students), 4 classes from majority
isolated schools, and 2 classes from minority isolated
schools. Chollas and Carver provide specialized instruction
in Science, P.E. and Basic skliis (Reaaing and Language Arts).
Grantville and Stockton have programs in Music and Art.


The learning centers opened the following dates: Chollas,
9/25/78; Grantville, 9/25/78; Carver, 2/20/79; Stockton,
3/12/79. Hence, due to the fact that two of the centers
began operating recently, our observations contained herein
are tentative at best.
Money, thought, and time have been spent in providing the
centers with enriched programs and equipment. Also, the
staffs of the Centers seem committed to providing the students
with quality education. The organizational effort is commendable;
it is noted that staff has tried to organize the programs so
th~t student confusion as to where to go and what to do is
reduced. Thus, at this time the centers do annear to be
ethnically mixing students, and to be nroviding quality educatiaD
to the participants.


Some areas of concern are as follows:
1) How well integrated is the learning center experience


with the regular school program of the feeder schools.
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.2): Due to the disparity of equipment/educational experience,
will students at the learning centers who are not
participating in the centers develop a resentment toward
the program and participants, which will have a negative
effect on the educational experience of both groups.


3) Will the limited exposure of ethnic groups at the
learning centers provide sufficient interaction to
satisfy the court's concern for "quality" integration.


These three inquiries have been suggested by the monitors' obser-
vations, and may not be able to be answered this year. However,
they are concerns which we share with you at this time.


•
VIOLENCEWe think it only proper to discuss the uroblems of violence in
the schools; even though this was not one of our Charges from
the Court, it seems to have impact on the Voluntary Integration
Program .
The number of documented cases of violence (personal and group)
have been relatively stable over the past few years. VEEP,
in and of itself, has not added to the overall volume of school
violence. Due to its social and political significance, it has
received a greater measure of attention from the news media.
During this school year there have been several incidents of
group violence involving VEEP students and students from the
host schools. There have also been similar incidents in
schools among their own resident students. In most cases, the
two opposing factions were polarized along racial lines. In
every case, the violence was deterred and diminished by the
joint actions of the School Security, the on-site administrators
and staif, and the School Task Force.
Students at the secondary level are generally sensitive along
racial lines, and an individual can usually gain unquestioned
support by converting his personal conflict into a racial issue.
To tgnore or underplay the primal role of race in the problem
of group violence in the public schools would be counterproduc-
tive and would Co~pollnd an already complicated oTohlem. It
should be acknowledged and dealt with in an ODen and straight-
forward manner. Every effort should be made by the schools
and the police to prevent conflict, but it is unreasonable to
expect a socially and politically volatile operation such as a


~ structured program for integration to occur without incident.
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Strong ~erritorial feelings are manifest whenever students
ar~ moved from one neighborhood to the other. Friendships
occur during transportation and there is a tendency for friends
to cluster at the host schools. This creates a we-they
situation that is counter to the aims of integration. There
have been a few incidents where gang members from one area find
themselves going to schools in the territory of a rival gang.
Student activities at the host school should be designed to
fragment this clustering effect which is based on both racial
and territorial considerations.
Racial attitudes in parents are
This is inclusive of all races.
at all levels is necessary.


often manifested in the students.
~loreparental participation


It has been noted that some schools have a higher incidence
of violence than others with similar VEEP programs and ethnic
populations ratios. A comparative analysis of this phenomenon
should be conducted by the school district. It is possible
that some on-site administrators are managing the programs more
effectively than others. A uniform standard of disciplinary
policies and procedures is necessary.
Singular incidences of personal violence should be dealt with
in an expeditious manner to prevent their escalation to group
violence~ An aura of official intolerance to all forms of
violence must be cultivated and maintained in all the schools.
On the positive side, some of the junior high schools with
magnet programs such as Gompers and Memorial, have experienced
a noticeable decline in violent and disruntive activities.


We are very grateful to Mike Madigan for his efforts in
obtaining funds for the Task Force which enabled us to hire
Anna Cazares, our Executive Secretary. Enclosed is a list of
businesses in our community who contributed to this effort.
We ~re very sorry for the delay in this report and you can be
asstiredthat the final report in June will be on time.


Respectfully submitted,


iJ::.,!.....-.;Z. r.>:/)
• ,/ .' <C.--' /.. I' ,,'/ _ -:1'/ u.;:>t : / ". -._,,'.::• "~//IT ,/


/
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ELEMENTARY MAGNET SCHOOLS COMPOSITE ENROLLMENT REPORT I'
,'.'


. \


I :,
Projected ·1'1


School/Program 1978-79 9/11/78 9/15/78 9/27./78 9/29/78
Enrollment* Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment


I'Lindbergh Career Minority 328 269 278 28~ 288Awareness "1 020
651)


920
669)


947 <, 956 <, 959Majority 692/ 675/ 671-/
Roosevelt Creative Minority 95 55 63 6J 63 IPerfortning Arts


175)
270


103)
158 '. 178 <, JAO


115>
178 I,Majority 115/ I J 7//


Lowell Bilingual Minority 59 85 94 94 101-, 120 <, 107 "- 107 "- 107
17>


118Majority 6'V> 22/ 13/ 13/


Spreckels Bilingual Minority 88 86 97 105 105-. 180 " 141 '" 157
61)


166 " 166Majority 92/ 55,...,...- 60/ 61/
Foster Fundamental Minority 164 92 142 150 150


"- 510 ")--.!!JJ... " 437 " 448
298)


448
295/ '>Majority 346/ 335 ' 298/


Rolando Park Minority 124 123 128 128 128Fundamental -. 320 <, 323 -, 330 -. 330
202)


330Majority 196/ 200/ 202/ 202
Webster Minority 258 264 273 270 " 275Fundamental " 415 "'- 427 '<, 446 ....... 450 .;'.,


180)
455


173/ "I IMajority 157/ 163/ 180/
Horton Inter- Minority 39 19 22 25 25


81)
,


"-cultural 120 ........ 58 65 ',--,-~
43>


68Language Majority 39/ 43/ 43/


* San Diego Plan for Racial Integration--March 22, 1978
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\ :SECONDARY MAGNET SCHOOLS CO~WOSITE ENROLLMENT REPORT
I:


Projected ,I}


ISchool/Program 1978-79 9/11/78 9/15/78 9/22/7B'. 9/29/78
Enro11ment* Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment


-1.\ Enrollment


Muir Alternative Minority 108 70 97 88 BB
192)


300
143>


213 <, 251 ') 230 ""'- 244Majority 154/ 142/ ]56/
Compers Science/ Minority 70 35 37 40


::>
Math/Computers -'- 200


39>
74 ....,. 81


42)
82 82"


Center Majority 130/ 44/ -
Morse Urban Minority 100 46 59 70 Z2Studies Center


200>
300 '-, 104 ,


69>
139


70>
131 ]42Majority 58/ 72//


O'Farrell Minority 60 25 29 33 33Fundamental <, 150
37>


62 ""'- 67
44>


77
46>


79Majority 90, .- 38/ 'i
Memorial Inter- Minority 30 10 12 12 12cultural "'- 100 27 <, 28


16>
28


17>
29Language Majority 70 .- 17"/ 16/


Wright Brothers Minority 112 91 128 130 ~:~>Career 'High <, 320
203)


294 <, 36B
251>


381 384<,Majority 208 / 240/
Collier Minority 15 21 22 22 22
Bilingual <, 3D ""'- 29 <, 29 31


10>
32


Center Majority 15/ 08/ 07/ 09/
;;


Point Loma Minority 15 13 14 14 .1 i 14
Bilingual <, 3D


12/
25 , 27 '" 27 <, 28


" 13/ 14/Majority 15/ ]V
School/Program Minority 510 311 398 409 412
Subtotals ',1 430 -, 828 " 982 -, 995 6')0) 1 020


517/ -,Majority 920/ 534 / 58r, .'
------ - - - - ------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------
* San Diego Plan for Racial Integration--Mareh 22, 1978







Career Centers
Subtotals


Minority 270 102 218 251 276
530)


800
211> 313


458>
676 ""'- 699


499>
775


Majority 448,./


Minority 780 413 616 660 688
1 450)2


230
728)1 141 1 042) 1 658 034)1


694 ""'-1 795Majority 1 1107/


, r


i :
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SECONDARY MAGNET SCHOOLS COMPOSITE ENROLLMENT REPORT ::


. "
l'i


" \. I
,Projected (,


, !School/Program 1978-79 9/11/78 9/15/78 9/22/78' , 9/29/78Enro11ment* Enrollment Enrollment Enrollment ·t,t Enrollment
CAREER CENTERS


",Mission Bay Center Minority 70 22 69 78 83 !for Marketing,
130)


200
77)


99
182)


251
186)


264
196)


279 ;iGraphics, and Majority ;~Management


Crawford Center for Minority 100 43 72 84 96Business and
200)


300 <, 97 '" 160 80'> 164 ~ooOffice Management Majority 54/ 86/.) 104 !
Kearny Center for Minority 100 37 77 89 97Industry "- 300 ""'- 117 <, 265 -~


199)
296


Majority 200/ 80/ 188/ " 182/


School/Program &
Career Centers
Totals


* San Diego Plan for Racial Integration--March 22, 1978
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CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED FROM:
Mr. Bill Rick ($1000)
Rick Engineering
5620 Friars Road
San Di~go, Ca 92110
Mr,; .Lawrenc e Cox ($1000)
Senior Vice President
Security Pacific National Bank
1200 3rd Ave.
San Diego, Ca 92101
Mr. Bruce Hazard ($1000)
President
R.E. Hazard Contracting Co.
7501 Friars Road '
San Diego, Ca 92108
Mr. Jim Still ($1000)
President
Nielson Construction Co.
P. O. Box 8036
San Diego, Ca 92138
Mr. Alex DeBakcsy ($1000)
General Manager
San Diego Union-Tribune
P. O. Box 191
San Diego, Ca 92112
Mr. John Leppert ($1000)
Executive Vice President
E. F. Cook & Associates
5858 Mt. A1ifan Drive
Suite 200
San Diego, Ca 92111
Mr. Bill Effinger ($1000)
President
Shape11 Industries
3272 Rosecrans St.
San Diego, Ca 92110
'Mr~ William Taggart ($1000)
Vice PTeside~t - Dir2ctor
Public Aff.3.i:-s
Home Federal
Broadway at 7th Ave.
San Diego1 Ca 92112


3/21/79 arnc


Mr. John Murphy ($1000)
Chairman, Contributions Committee
National Steel & ShI~~i1ding Co.
P. o. ·Box 80278
San Diego, Ca 9213a
Mr. Macey McMillin ($1000)
President
McMillin Development Inc.
30th & B Avenue
National City, Ca 92050
Mr. Evan Jones ($1000)
President
Ace Auto Parks
770 B Street, Suite 207
San Diego, Ca 92101
Mr. James Baldwin ($1000)
The Baldwin Company
16811 Hale Avenue
Irvine, Ca 92714
Mr. Frank DeVore ($1000)
Vice President - Governmental Affairs
San Diego Gas & Electric
San Diego, California 92112
Mr. Donald R. Rochambeau ($4000)
President
Penasquitos Properties
4010 Sorrento Valley Blvd.
Suite B
San Diego, California 92121
Mr. E. L. McNeely ($1000)
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Wickes Corporation
1010 Second Ave.
San Diego, California 92101
Ms. Ester Glowacki ($5000)
Construction Industry Advancement
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Suite 206
San Diego, California 92108
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CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED FROM: (Continued)
Mr. Thomas F. Carter ($1000)
First Vice President
San Diego Federal Savings & Loan
600 B Street
San Di~go, Ca 92183


- . "


Mi-~ "Clarence M. Pendleton ($250)
President
San Diego Urban League, Inc.
"4261 Market St.
P. O. Box 8428
San Diego, Ca 92102
Mr. Leonard S. Frank ($1000)
Vice President
Development Coordination
Pardee" Construction Company
10639 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025
Mr. Hughes Bell ($1000)
Vice President
Pacific Telephone
525 B Street
San Diego, Ca 92112
Mr. Forrest Brehm ($1000)
Brehm Construction Company
7590 El Cajon Blvd.
Suite H
La Mesa, Calif. 92041
Mr. William F. Snow ($1000)
Director of Land Acquisition


and Planning
Broadmoor Homes, Inc.
4883 Ronson Court, Ste. A
San Diego, Ca 92111
Mr. Harvey Furgatch ($2000)
President
Time for Living
P. ,0. Box 22205
s~ri Diego, C~ 9212~
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• 16 March 1979.


Miss Elvira A. Diaz
Planning Director
140 W. 16th St.,
National City, CA.
Zip 92050.


Dear Elvira:


•


May I take this opportunity to congratulate you
and best whishes for the success in the commitment
of the Task Force.
Thank you for considering me as a monitor. However,
it grieves to say, at this time,that I have been
deeply involved in a rather long term projebt that
has required of me exhausting effort and time.
Indeed, I'm 100% in favor of -total quality & egualit~
2f education- with the -freedom of expression-andithe
individual oppo~tunity to attain success in any of
the present day , either\vocational or professional
disciplines.


Again, Elvira, I regret that I'm able to participate
as a monitor at this time.


•







• MAAC PROJECT
--;,"'fJ


(714) 474-2232
(714) 474-6784


ROGER CAZARES
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR


M E M 0 RAN DUM


DATE: March 15, 1979


FROM:


Willia~~{n~lender, Chairman Integration Task Force


Elvl~az, Member


Mon~ Status Report


TO:


SUBJECT :


The following information highlights the monitoring activities for (1) Roosevelt
Junior High (2) Memorial Junior High and (3) Longfellow Elementary, during the
month of February thru the first week of March .• I. ROOSEVELT JUNIOR HIGH


Roosevelt is the sight for a magnet program developed to expose interested
students to the creative and performing arts. As of February 2, there were
220 enrolled students from 80 different schools and a waiting list of 107
students.
Total number of visits for the two monitors came to eight with an average
of three hours per visit for a total of 24 hours of observation. Staff
from the magnet program in addition to the.school itself have been
cooperative with the monitors and have encouraged the monitors to
observe all aspects of school programming and activity.
NEED: One additional monitor is needed in order to provide adequate
observation time for regular school activities (outside of the magnet
program). One of the monitors assigned is a district employee and can
only observe during the morning.


II. LON FELLOW ELEMENTARY


•


Longfe 11ow is the sight for an "Intercultura 1 Language" magnet program.
As of February 20, there were 616 students attending Longfellow of which
16.2% were Black, 17% Hispanic, 3.5%Asian, 61.7% Anglo and 1.6% American
Indian and Alaskan Native.
Total number of visits for the two monitors amounted to seven with an
average of three and a half hours per visit for a total of 24! hours of
observation .
The shuff! ing on monitors and Task Force members had a negative impact that
was felt by one of the monitors re-assigned to Longfellow. This required
an extra effort, by the monitor, to not only "mend the fence" but also be
very low-keyed during her visits. Monitoring at the school has stabilized
and is expected to be more intensive during the next month.







Memo to Mr. Kolender
March.15, 1979
Page Two


• III. MEMORIAL JUNIOR HIGH
Memorial is the sight for an "Intercultural Language" magnet program. The
enrollment figures obtained by the only monitor assigned to Memorial are
current as of October, 1978 as follows: 67.9% Black, 27.1% Hispanic,
1% Asian, 3.6% Anglo, .2% other.
Total number of visits amounted to four with an average of two and a half
hours per visit for a total of lQ hours of observation.
NEED: An additional monitor is needed immediately and I anticipate we will
need a replacement for the current monitor. The monitor currently assigned
has recently gone back to work and has ind·icated that her time has been
significantly 1imited as a result. Monitoring of the Memorial school
should be viewed as a priority inasmuch as this was one of the 26
"isolated" schools identified in the Carlin case. I have contacted a
number of people who might be available and expect to get some feedback
from them on their availability. .


SUMMARY:


Overall, the schools and monitors assigned to me have not presented any unusually
difficult problems that could not be resolved. My main concern is to obtain at
least two additional monitors -- one of which must be bil ingual (Spanish/Engl ish).• EAD/gjv


•







• A MULTI-PURPOSE SO
(714) 474-2232
(714) 474-6784


MAAC
ADMINISTRATION
140 W. 16th Street


ROGER CAZARES
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR


-
FUU.:.A~~


March 13, 1979


Mr. Ed Vi llareal
4394 Summit Drive
La Mesa, CA 92041


Dear Ed:


As you may be aware, the San Diego City School District was ordered by the Superior
Court to implement its voluntary "Integration Plan" during the current school year.
In conjunction with this mandate, Judge Louis B. Welsh ordered the establishment of


'


an "Integration Task Force" for the purpose of monitoring the implementation and
progress of the Integration Plan.


As an appointed member of the Task Force I am actively soliciting your support and
participation in this effort. Specifically, I am asking that you consider becoming
a monitor for the Task Force. As you consider this personal request you should be
aware of the following guidelines which the Task Force has adopted in order to
carry out our charge.


(1) Monitors will volunteer their time - the Task Force was not provided"e.-
wjth an operational budget to carry out it's charge - our entireyetel
effort is voluntary -- Task Force Members and monitors do not,~or
do we anticipate in the near future, any compensation.


(2) A minimum of two monitors will be appointed to monitor targeted schools.


(3) Monitors will complete established forms and submit to appropriate
Task Force member.


(4) Monitors will be expected to spend a minimum of four hours per week.,
I am enlisting your assistance, Ed, not only because of your many years of past exper-
ience as an educator but because of your personal commitment of quality education for
~ chi ldren. I be ljieve that these two particular qual ities, would provide us an
important perspective of observation should you accept this challenge.


:f·,
Of the three schools which I am responsible for monitoring, two are secondary schools


~ (Roosevelt and MQR;gg~eFY). Although there are two monitors assigned to Roosevelt,
.. 1h£,nlo'tlJ-:.


. -> •


I•







Letter to Ed Villareal
March 13, 1979
Page Two


•I am concerned as to the quality and frequency of monitoring. The monitoring activity
is of par~icular concern at Montgomery due to the fact that the only monitor that I
'have on sight is unable to provide the minimum time required because of a conflict
in her work schedule.


I am enclosing a blank application form and a copy of the Court Order which outlines
the charge given to the Task Force. We are in dire need of interested individuals
who are willing to contribute their valuable time toward an effort of far reaching
imp Iicat ions.


I'll be calling you before the end of the week for your suggestions.


Sincerely,


<?~~,
Elvi ra A. Diaz
Planning Director


EAD/gj v


Enclosure,


(I . ,
1"').$'0


if--
'j


• ;1·.T~
i
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"lING THE COMMUNITY.


(714) 474-2232
(714) 474-6784


• MAAC PROJECT


ROGER CAZARES
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR


M E M 0 RAN DUM


DATE: March 2, 1979


FROM:


Nedra Bonds
Jack Breckenridge
Clara Har;.1:!~
Elvira A~az, Integration


Mon itor Meet ing


Manuel Hernandez
Sylvia Mac Leod


TO:


Task Force Member


SUBJECT:


I I have scheduled a meeting for Friday, March 9th at Memorial Junior High from
1:30 to 3:00 p.m. Please bring your completed reports and monitor logs.


We will utilize our time to share some
in monitoring our respective schools.
you share any unusual (positive and/or
during your school visits.


of the experience we have had, to date,
I am particularly interested in having
negative) observations you may have made


Also, new monitor observation forms have been developed and will be distributed
and discussed during this meeting. I will also bring additional monitor log
forms in case any of you may be in short supply.


Looking forward to seeing you!


REMEMBER


DATE: March 9, 1979


TIME: 1:30 - 3:00 p.m.


PLACE: Memo ria 1 Jun i0 r: High
2850 Logan Avenue
Library Professional Conference Room
San Diego


EAD/gjv







• MAAC PROJECT
A MULTI-PURPOSE SO


ADMINISTRATION
140 W. 16th Street


(714) 474-2232
(714) 474-6784


ROGER CAZARES
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR


March 2, 1979


Mr. James Anderson
Vice-President
We 11s Fargo Bank
500 Broadway
San Diego, CA 92101


Dear Mr. And


I
It seem that we have a communication problem again relative to a monitor
which was re-assigned to you -- Charles Macleod. Mr. Macleod had been
previously assigned to Memorial Junior High; however, I had expressed
concern over his assignment due to the fact that his wife was also
assigned to monitor Memorial.


At our meeting of January 30, 1979, the Task Force reviewed monitor assign-
ments in order to make sure that changes that had been made previously were
clear on our lists. It was at this meeting that Mr. Mcleod was switched
over to Fulton (I bel ieve }, I had informed the Macleod's of this change
and indicated that you would be contacting Mr. Macleod.


I spoke with Mrs. Macleod earlier today who indicated that Mr. Macleod
·has not heard from you. I feel partly responsible for the mix-up inasmuch
as I had assumed that you had been informed of the change (you weren't
present for the January 30th meeting).


I am enclosing a copy of Mr. Macleod's application for you. If you have any
questions, please don't hesitate to call me.


Sincerely,


Q~
Elvira A. Diaz
Integration Task Force


EAO/gjv
Enclosure
cc: William B. Kolender







RECEIVED .as 2 2 1911


•
from BILL KOLENDER


CHIEF OF POL ice
PHONE 236-6534


MEMO February 20, 1979


TO: INTEGRATION TASK FORCE MHlBERS


Our next meeting is scheduled for


TUESDAY - FEBRUARY 27, 1979 - 3:30 p.m.


, at the Neighborhood House
East Conference Room
841 South 41st Street
San Diego (phone: 263-7761)


If you cannot attend, please contact
Miss Chambers, 236-6534.


Looking forward to seeing you on the 27th.


•
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THE CITY OF


SAN DIEGO
POLICE DEPARTMENT. 801 WEST MARKET STREET· SAN DIEGO, CALIFOR-NIA 92101


(714) 236-6534


OFFiCE OF
WM. B. KOLENDER
CHIEF OF POLICE


IN REPLYING
PLEASE GIVE
OUR REF. NO.15.02


January 9, 1979


TO: MONITORS - School Integration Task Force


We are finally moving forward, and if all goes well,
we hope to have you in the schools at the start of the
second semester which begins the First of February.


We have set up a Training Session which should clarify
the responsibility of the monitors in the schools and should


••
give each of you an understanding of the Schools' Voluntary
Integration Program .


It is very important that you attend the Training Session
which will be held SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1979 from 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m., at the Educational Center Auditorium, 4100 Normal
Street, San Diego.


Again, I hope you find this Training Session and your
duties as a monitor to be rewarding, interesting, and self-
fulfilling.


Looking forward to seeing you on the 20th.
Warm regards,


4i!/~~.~
a--£~olender
Chairman
School Integration Task Force


• P.S. Lunch will be provided.







• •
INFORMATION CIRCULAR NO. 218
Superintendent's Office No. 13


SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS•
Oote: February 9. 1979
To: Management and Supervisory Employees
Subject: COURT-APPOINTED INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


Department and/or
Persons Concerned: Management and Supervisory Employees


Reference: None


Information in Brief:


Attached are revised lists of monitor assignments to schools. The previously
distributed lists should be disregarded. Further revisions will be provided
in the event new monitors are added.


Edward S. Fletcher e~'/~A-)
Assistant Superintendent
Community Relations DivisioI


APPROVED:


\..71~~~ I:t--l--~..-
Thomas L. Goodman
Superintendent


ESF:la
Attachments


Distribution: Lists M and 0


•
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SAN DIEGO INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


• Elementary School Monitor Assignments


•


School Task Force Member Monitors


1. Baker Johnson, T. Carney, J.
Carver, M.


2. Balboa Watson, J. Coburn, D.
Krimmel, M.


3. Benchley McDonald, J. Coles, A.
Cooper, P.


4. Burbank Yip, B. Ortiz, M.
Younger-Brockman, W.


5. Carver Keep, J. Chernoff, W.
Infante, K.


6. Chollas Yip, V. Hamilton, H.


,7. Decatur Gildred, G. Stough, M.
Hanna, J.


8. Emerson Johnson, P. Cady, J.
Callard, E.


9. Encanto McKinney, G. Crabb, C.
Curry, R.


10. Foster Brown, H. Gerstler, M.
Lawrence, J.


11. Freese Yip, B. Wolfe, G.


12. Fremont Anderson, J. Hapner-McClurg, D.


13. Fulton Anderson, J. Schroeder, C.


14. Grantville Watson, J. Duffy, M.
Foster, P.


15. Hearst O'Campo, R. Johnson, L.
Kilburg, L .


• 16. Horton Kolender, W. Aeschbacher, M.
Allan, N.


ATTACHMENT 1.a.
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SAN DIEGO INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


Elementary School Monitor Assignments
(Continued) ••School Task Force Member Monitors


17. Johnson O'Campo, R, Brooks. L.


18. Kennedy Johnson, T. Stubbs, A.
Stewart, R.


19. Knox Johnson, T. Crowell, B.
Krall, T.


"20. Lindbergh Johnson, P. Johnson, A.
Van Dyke, B.


21. Logan O'Campo, R. Davenport, D.
Serrano-Velez, D.


22. Longfe1.1ow iaz, E. Breckenridge J.
Bonds, N.


23. Lowell. Castro, F. O'Neal, B.
Palmtag, N. ,24. Marvin Kolender, W. Smith, E.
Stahl, J.


25. Mead Watson, J .


26. Oak Park • McDonald, J. Doty, C.
Driscoll, R.


27. Rolando Park Rohan, W. Baker, D.
Phillips, F.


28. Sherman McDonald, J. Jay, S.
Landreth, M.


29. Silver Gate McKinney, G. Brockman, B.
Briscoe, G.


30. Spreckels Castro, F. Ima, L.


31. Stockton Gildred, G. Avery, M.
Axelrod, W •


32. Sunset View Johnson, T. Kainen, J. •Valadez, R.


-2-
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,


•


School


33. Torrey Pines


34. Valencia Park


35. Webster


•


2/2/79


SAN DIEGO INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


Elementary School Monitor Assignments
(Continued)


Task Force Member Monitors
O'Campo, R. Brinkman, F.


Diamond, R.
Johnson, P. Weathersby, M.


Weissman, E.
Ragsdale, H. Dillard, D.


Dollar, W.


-3-
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• SAN DIEGO INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


Junior High School Monitor Assignments


School Task Force Member Monitors


1. Bell Lopez, M. Kushner, M.
Clark, C.


2. Collier Castro, F. Gregory, M.
Hall, H.


3. Dana Johnson, P. Glass, v.
Houser, R.


4. Einstein Del Campo, P, Hocking, D.
Hoke, L.


5. Gompers McDonald, J. McIntosh, B.
Gee, W.


6. Hale Rohan, W. Miller, L.'7. Weed, M.
Lewis Brown, H. Ingles, E.


Bridge, G.
8. Memorial Diaz, E. MacLeod, S.


Jlaclse~.
9. Montgomery Grissom, L. Scherl, C.


Neptune, S.
10. Muirlands Del Campo, p. McGill, S.


Teague, H.
11. O'F'arrell Rohan, W, Krimmel, M.


Toor, B.
12. Pacific Beach Gildred, G. Larson, V.


Lawrence-Wallace, C.
13. Roosevelt Diaz, E. Harris, C.


Hernandez, M.
14. Standley Ragsdale, H. Lawson, C.


Carey, R .


• ATTACHMENT 1.b.
2/2/79







SAN DIEGO INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


• Senior High School Monitor Assignments


School Task Force Member Monitors


1. C1airemont Gildred, G. Park, D.
Park, J.


2. Crawford Hunsaker, A. Rossman, R.
Ryan, T.


3. Kearny Hunsaker, A. Berg, J.
Poole, R.


4. La Jolla Del Campo, P. Simmons, R.
Sklar, B.


5. Lincoln McDonald, J. Martin, V.
Kangas, E.


6. Madison Ragsdale, H. Smith, F.


I 7. Mission Bay Hunsaker, A. Patrick, M.
Payne, M.


8. Morse McKinney, G. Garnica, 1.
Pannek, D.


9. Patrick Henry Hunsaker, A. Peralta, H.
Stewart, W.


10. Point Loma Anderson, J. Manaster, M.
Marin, M.


11. San Diego Lopez, M. Reardon, W.
Robinson, S.


Alternative School Monitors


1. Muir Keep, J. Butterfield, G.
Byrd, S.


2. Wright Brothers Grissom, L. Sainz, O •


• 2/2/79 ATTACHMENT 1.c.
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140 W. 16th Street , r: tift<:'" ~.:~
ROGER CAZARES ~:(~


EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ~e1"Uc.1't'Z..A '7'Qbi&<E:»
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,


(714) 474-2232
(714) 474-6784


January 25, 1979


William B. Kolender
Chairman
School Integration Task Force
801 West Market Street


:~arD::::, CA 9~~


I wan to take a few minutes to share with you some observations and
concerns relative to the activities of the Task Force .


First of all, I was pleased with the good attendance that we had at our
Monitor's Workshop over the weekend. Its immediate effect, for me, was
that of reassurance-San Diegans do care and are willing to sacrifice some
of their leisure/work time in the interest of our childrenls educational
environment. Although some problems were identified relative to school
assignments, let me assure you that they will be rectified within reason.


Secondly, I find it necessary to raise a growing concern over the lack
of information regarding the coordination of civic/community groups who
express interest in Task Force activities. It remains unclear as to which
Task Force members were delegated this responsibility. In addition, I am
unaware of the specific tasks of this activity and to what degree (if any)
the Task Force will be appraised of the outcomes of this particular effort.
There are specific recommendations that I would like to convey for con-
sideration and subsequent action. The first is that the Task Force hold
at least two public meetings for the primary purpose of providing a me-
chanism for interested civic/community groups to express concerns/ideas
relative to the District's Integration Plan.


Finally, I wish to reaffirm my willingness to share in the workload of the
Task Force. Clearly, the necessity for establishing a clearing house of
information and a staff person is now timely. If it will facilitate the
action required, I would like to volunteer roy time to serve on a Committee
for the purpose of 1) developing a job description, 2) implementing re-
cruitment of applicants, 3) screening applications and 4) interviewing/
selection.







I
Letter to Chief William B. Kolender
January 25, 1979
Page Two


In closing, I am requesting that these two items be addressed at our next
meeting on the 30th. Thank you for your timely attention in these matters.


Sincerely,


~'~AZ


Director, Administrative Services


EAD:jc


ce: Hal Brown


•I


,







CHAMBERS OF
LOUIS M. WELSH


,JUDGE OF THB: SUP.RIOft COURT


COURTHOUSE MAILING ADDRESS
POST OFFICE BOX 2724


SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 82112


OF THE


~iIrll! of QIl1lifnrnta ,


January 2, 1979


Chief William B. Kolender
Chief of Police
City of San Diego
801 West Market Street
San Diego, California 92101


Dear Bill:


••
The enclosed is for your information. Nhen vou make
your report, please analyze each school with the fol-
lowing information:


Projected goal for this year (by district)
(% minorities or % white)


Goal achieved
(% minorities, % white)


If a "white school", % minorities from other
."whi te schools" (75% + white) and % minor-
ities from "desegregated schools" (60%-
75% white)


If a "minority school", % whites_f-=.l!L_o.tber
minorlty schools (75% + minOrity) and %
minorities from desegregated schools
(60%-75% white) •


tA.A- ,
S Y.,·I'JF:LSH


LMW:af
Enclqsure







POLICE DEPAR7MENT. 801 WEST MARKET STREET. SAN DIECO • CALIFORNiA 92101
(714) 236-6534


THE CiTY OF


SAN DIEGO


OFFICE OF


IN REPLYING
PLEASE GIVE
OUR REF. NO.


WM. B. KOLENDER
CHIEF OF POLICE


15.02
December 18, 1978


The Honorable Louis M. Welsh
Superior Court - Dept. 3
220 West Broadway
San Diego, CA 92101


Subject: Integration Task Force Report
Dear Judge Welsh:


I


The approach to carrying out the responsibilities of the Task Force was
divided into two phases -- organization and evaluation. The Task Force
realized the obvious importance of placing our first efforts into organ-
ization. It was important for us to understand what we needed to accom-
plish, but it was equally important that we organize mechanically so th~~
those accomplishments could be realized. The evaluation phase consists
of the actual gathering of information regarding the effectiveness of t~e
school district's integration plan. .
While the organization phase has taken longer to complete than anticipc~ed
we feel that strong organization efforts will produce more effective re-
sults. The organization phase is near completion and the implementatio~
phase will begin at the start of the second school semester.
The Task Force held its first meeting on August 29, 1978. At that meet-
ing, committees were formed to begin the organizational phase; committees
were formed to:


1) develop criteria for the selection of monitors;
2) develop an application form for monitors;
3) develop procedures for .monitors to report to the Task Force;
4) develop the training program for monitors;
5) develop duties of the monitors.


These committees have completed their assignments and applications for
monitors have been recevied from 123 persons; 122 of the applicants wer=


•
accepted as monitors. An orientation session was held for the applicar.:s


_ on November 25, 1978, with 75 persons attending. A make-up session for
~ the remaining 47 applicants is scheduled for December 19, 1978.







The Honorable Louis M. Welsh
Integration Task Force Report
December 18, 1978
Page 2


I Training for the monitors will be conducted by the United States Depart-
ment of Justice under the supervision of the Chairman and Vice Chairman
of the Task Force. The Task Force is in the process of assigning moni-
tors to schools so they will be ready to begin their duties at the time
the second school semester starts. Also, each Task Force member will be
responsible for coordinating one or more schools, and the Task Force is
in the process of assigning school sites to the members.


In addition to the above, one organizational task remains to complete
the organization phase. A plan must be established to create an effec-
tive communication with civic and community organizations interested in
assisting the implementation of the integration plan.


During this organization phase, the Task Force involved itself In various
other activities. These activities were:


1) establishment of a human/race relations committee that has
the responsibility for developing and implementing a plan
to evaluate the school district's human/race relations
program;


I
2) a human/race relations workshop was held for the Task Force.


The Task Force received a presentation by the school district's
human/race relations staff which acquainted Task Force members
with the type of training given to the district's students,
teachers, and staff;


3) the chairman and vice chairman have filled invitations to
speak with various organizations.


It should be noted that in the establishment of this Task Force, twenty-
one lay people were charged with implementing a very sensitive evaluation
program of the integration of the city schools. Considerable time was
taken at many meetings, educating the Task Force members as to exactly
what kinds of programs the schools are implementing and how they are im-
plementing them. In addition, the plantiffs were given an opportunity,
on several occasions, to inform the Task Force regarding their concerns.


Finally, some general.comments regarding the Task Force and related
matters are offered .. The overall performance of the Task Force has been
very good, although some problem does exist regarding attendance and full
participation by a few members. It is appreciated that the Task Force
consists of volunteers who are extremely busy with their own job responsi-
bilities, and this sometimes limits the extent to which some members can
participate; it is expected that the demands on the Task Force will in-
crease and this could possibly cause additional problems for some.


It should also be added that additional time must be spent in the plan-4Il ning of meetings so they are more productive and interesting; this, being
the responsibility of the chairman and vice chairman, will be done .•







Thus far, the overall cooperation of the Task Force and the cooperation
of the school district has been good, although some problems were re-
ported by a few Task Force members regarding their attempt to obtain
monitor applications from schools during the initial period.


The Task Force generally remains enthusiastic and anxious to move into
the evaluation phase.


The Honorable Louis M. Welsh
Integration Task Force Report
December 18, 1978
Page 3


~ It is evident that the Task Force needs some assistance in staff work.
We are attempting to raise money to have an office and a full time staff
person to assist with the many problems and inquiries that have come to
us from the public and the school system. Mr. Mike Madigan of the
Pardee Construction Company is chairing a committee which is attempting
to raise these funds.


William B. Kolender, Chairman


I ~A:~
Harold K. Brown, Vice Chairman
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SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS RECEIVED DEC 8 76


COMMUNITY RELATIONS DIVISION


EDUCATION CENTER


4100 Normal SI , San Diego. CA 92103
(714) 293·8300


December 15, 1978


flr. Harold Brown
6304 Camino Largo
San Diego, CA 92120


Dear Mr. Br own :


Enclosed, in response to your request, is a copy of the
Enrollment Program list of schools and allied patterns.
a copy of this to Elvira Diaz as you requested.


Voluntary Ethnic
I am also sending


Please do not hesitate to contact me if further information is needed.
Sincerely,


ESF:la


cc: Diaz
Kolender
Stern
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SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS


COMMUNITY RELATIONS DIVISION


EDUCATION CENTER


4100 Normal St., san Diego, CA 921 03


(714) 293-8300


December 6, 1978


Ms. Elvira A. Diaz
Planning Director
MAAC Project
140 W. 16th Street
National City, CA 92050


Dear Ms. Diaz


REQUEST FOR COPY OF SCHOOL DIRECTORY


Enclosed is a copy of a directory to schools of the San Diego Unified
School District. This is sent in response to your request.


Please do not hesitate to contact me if further information or materials
are needed.


Sincerely,


cJR~Edward S. Fletcher
Assistant Superintendent


ESF;la
Enclosure
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VERONICA A. ROESER


ATTORNEY AT LAW


455 SPRECKELS BUILDING


SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92101


AREA CODE 71 ..


TE.lEPHONE Z3"'-3Ei73


December 4th, 1978
Chief William B. Kolender,
Chairman, Integration Task Force,
801 West Market Street,
San Diego, California 92101
Dear Chief Kolender:


The following is information which I had planned to include
in the presentation to the Task Force on September 26, 1978.
Where appropriate the material has been brought up to date to
reflect new information or data which has become available since
September, such as the Pupil Ethnic Census, 1978-79.
The material includes:


I. General issues which we believe the Task Force should
consider.


• II. Documents which we believe the Task Force should have
for reference.


III. Background information and the questions suggested by
the information.


IV. Some data· tabulated to show the wide variations in
potential for student interracial contact and interaction
in integration programs which range from none in some
schools to full time in others.


In order to maintain the independence of the Task Force the
court is establishing procedures by which the Task Force may receive
information from the plaintiffs and the defendants. Within these
procedures we welcome the opportunity to respond to any requests
which you may make, and we also will continue to volunteer infor-
mation when appropriate, following these procedures. We are in the
process of preparing an analysis of the Pupil Ethnic Census 1978-79.


Sincerely yours,
-jr . /,(9.Vi I//h~,- C/ hLl4J'L
VERONICA A. ROESER• VAR:jmr


Enc l.,
IS - 53513
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I. GENERAL ISSUES
A. Priorities


With the limited number of monitors available we recommend
the following priorities in the allocation of monitors.
1. The 23 segregated schools.
2., The VEEP receiving schools.


(2)The "tipping" schools.


(1)


3.
4. The remaining magnet schools.


B. -The Basic Data For Evaluation Of The Plan
Activities in the classrooms may differ from directives
issued or reports received by the central administration,
or information provided by the plaintiffs or by others.
Therefore, jndependent, oU-site observatigns by the task
fOrce and its mQnitors §boll1d be the hasis for the


evaluation of the desegregatioD plan_


(1) Minor; ty stqdents entering white SChool S through the VEEP may,
because of achievement tracking, find themselves in minority
se~re~ated classrooms. It has come to our attention, for ex~ple,
that at Muirlands Junior High School, VEEP students are heav~ly
concentrated in some classes, one social studies class having more
than 70% minority students. For this reason monitoring of VEEP
schools should have a high priority. Tn view of the limited n,@ber
Of mopi tOTS eva;' abl e, an etho; C censlls of each c' a sarnOID in the
district, taken by the district, woqld provide eseentjal infopnatiQD
to the task force.
(2) The court said "Schools in the San Diego Unified School
District that contain 80 percent or more minority students are
definitely segregated. Schools that contain more than 50 percent
minority students are in danger of becoming segregated". «Jirst)
Findin s of Fact and Conclusions of Law Jul 27 1978, p.4 ••
Sc 00 s an anger 0 ecomi.ng segregate are ca e tipping schools".
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also scores for a sampling of other schools. This will


The school district indicated in its presentation to the• task force that it intends to rely heavily on opinion
surveys to determine the success of the integration
program. While such surveys are valuable in detennining
what people think about programs, they are not reliable
measures of the effectiveness of programs.


C. Sharing Benefits And Burdens
The first recommendation of the Citizens Advisory Commission
on Racial Integration was, "To be fair a plan or program
for desegregation/integration must involve the entire
community. All persons must share any benefits or burdens
in reaching the goaL" (3) Plaintiffs recommend that the
task force also use this concept in the evaluation of the


• plan and its programs •
D. Test Scores


~l It j B recommended that the annual basic skills achieyerpen t
u.;.e


~~~or~test scgres for schoQlS he gvailable to the task force and
n~b' J1t1


11" '"J-Cfl~ ... \0 its mODi tors. Monitors should be encouraged to review the
I•.f ~rr I!JJr'
I" C~~I
~d\~77
0'


test scores for the schoQls which they are monitoring and


provide a reference for their observations concerning academic
programs. It will also provide perspective to the task force
in making its evaluation.


II. IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS FOR REFERENCE
A. Crawford v. Board of Education, 17 Cal. 3d 280 (1976). (The


•• (3) REPORT TO BOARD OF EDUCATION FROM CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMISSION
ON RACIAL INTEGRATION, May 31, 1977, p.1.
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B.


State Supreme Court decision on the Los Angeles desegregation
suit. It enunciates the basic law under which the Carlin
case is being decided.)
The court's major decisions in the Carlin case.
1. Memorandum Decision and Order, March 9, 1977. (The court's


first decision: found 23 schools segregated;
ordered the board to present a desegregation plan, and
provided some guidance concerning the nature of the
plan.)


2. Final Order for 1977-78 School Year, August 8, 1977.
(Ordered certain desegregation programs to be implemented
in 1977-78.)


3 • Order and Guidance Memorandum, November 28,1977.
(Found the first plan too vague and indefinite, gave
guidance on some programs, and ordered a revised plan
to be submitted.)
Memorandum of Intended Decision, June 12, 1978.
(Establis~ed the Integration Task Force to monitor the
plan and stated court's intention to conditionally
approve the plan.)
Charge to the Integration Task Force, July 21, 1978.
(Assigned responsibilities to the task force, including
programs to monitor, what to look for, and when to
report.)
Order Re Integration Plan, July 27, 1978. (Conditionally
approved the 1978-82 integration plan and ordered
certain reports to be made by the Board of Education.


4.


5 •


6 •
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(First) Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, July
27, 1978. (Findings and conclusions are based upon
evidence submitted at 1976-77 trial. Includes the
definition of segregated and tipping schools.)


8.. (Second) Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, July
27, 1978. (Based upon the first year of the desegregation
plan and other evidence regarding the School District's
1978-82 Integration Plan. Contains details of the
conditional approval of the 1978-82 plan.)


C. San Diego Plan For Racial Integration, 1978-82, March 22, 1978.
(The revised plan which was conditionally approved by the
court.) Available from school district.


D. Amendment to San Diego Plan for Racial Integration, 1978-82,
August 8, 1978. (Contains amendments to 1978-82 plan, inclu-
ding Clustering and Pairing Component which court ordered
reinstated.)


E. Final Report on an Evaluation of the Voluntary Ethnic Enrollment
Program. December 1977. By L.E.' Orcutt and Associates, Inc.
(An evaluation of VEEP commissioned by the school board.)
Available from school district.


7.•


•


•
F. Pupil Ethnic Census, 1977-78 and 1978-79. (These documents


show the racial/ethnic enrollment for each school and the
totals for the district. The census is generally taken in
October and released by the School District in October or
November.) Available from school district.
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G. Racial/Ethnic Balance Transfer Statistics, School Year 1978-79.
(Gives information regarding VEEP, including the number of
students participating in VEEP, the number of dropouts, and
the reasons for dropping out.) Available from school district.


H. Sending - Receiving Analysis Report Active VEEP Students
(For 1978-79 School Year). (Computer printout for each VEEP
sending and receiving school: gives the number of students
in each racial/ethnic group and the school the students come
from or go to.) Available from school district.


I. ~esident and Nonresident Program Participants (For 1978-79
School Year). (Lists residept and nonresident students in


• each magnet program and gives the racial/ethnic group to which


student belongs and school from wbi cb ponres; dent students


~orne.) Available from school district.
J. Basic Skills Testing Results for 1978-79 and for past


several years. (Basic skills are tested annually in
grades 2, 3, 6, 8, 10 and 12). Available from school
district.


•


K.' Guidelines, Plans to Alleviate Racial and Ethnic Segregation
of Minority Students (California Administrative Code, Title
5, Sections 90-101.), (Contains regulations and guidelines
adopted by the State Board of Education for desegregating
schools. Also contains a list of resource organizations and
agencies which assist in desegregation and a list of
reference materials.) Available from the State Department
of Education.
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III. QUESTIONS
A. Clustering and Pairing


One of the conditions which the court placed on the 1978-82
integration plan was that the voluntary pairing and clustering
proposal set forth in the board's original plan submitted on
June 13, 1977 (pages 131-138) be reinstated. The following
questions are suggested concerning clustering and pairing.
1. How is the court's order to reinstate the voluntary


clustering and pairing component of the integration plan
being implemented?


2. Which schools, if any, have clustered or paired?
3. If there has been clustering and pairing, what has been


the nature of the program?
a. Are they full-time or part-time programs?
b. Do they involve the total school, individual classes,


or partial classes?
c. Do they involve academic programs?


"d. Are field trips involved?
e. Are visits exchanged between sites? If so, how


often and for how long?


B. Learning Centers
Though not the only objective,(4) improved academic


(4) The State Supreme .Court noted in the Crawford case that "The harms
traditionally inflicted on minority children by school segregation do
not, of course, relate solely to objective measures of academic achiev-
ment. Although from the existing evidence it appears that, by and
large, the maintenance of segregated education probably does disprop-
ortionately impede the achievement of minority students vis a vis
majority students, the detriments traditionally identified with
segregated education rest in significant part outside the academic
sphere." (17C.3d 280 at 296)
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achievement for previously segregated minority students
is one of the goals of integration. One component of the
San Diego plan which addresses this need is the basic
skills instruction in reading and mathematics provided in
the Learning Centers. Students participate in this program
one day a week and come from segregated schools and predomin-
-antly majority schools. Educational programs, achievement
levels, and cultural backgrounds differ widely among these
schools. If some of these programs are successful in
teaching basic skills to such a diverse student body, they
can provide valuable information and guidance for other
integration programs, including further demonstration
of the educational value of mixing achievement levels, rather
than tracking. The following questions are suggested
concerning Learning Centers.
1. What techniques are being used in Learning Centers to


teach basic skills to students of widely varying
backgrounds and achievement levels?


2. Are some, or all, of these techniques effective in
improving the basic skills of low achieving students?


3~ If some of the techniques are effective, are the more
effective techniques applicable to other integration
programs which also involve classes of diverse students?


4. Could some of these techniques be used to make it
possible to integrate classes in schools where students
who now transfer in may be placed in segregated classes?


•


•
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5. Does the experience one day a week in the Learning
Center produce observable improvement in performance in
basic skills the other four days in the home school?


6. Are the two teaching programs in basic skills, the one
in the Learning Center and the one in the home school,
coordinated? If so; in what way?


7. How does the learning of basic skills in Learning Centers,
with the diverse group of students involved, compare
with the learning of basic skills in such 'full-time
integrated programs as those in Encanto, Fremont, and
Silver Gate?


8. If there are differences, what are they, what are the
reasons for the differences, and what changes might be
made to obtain the benefit of the best experience?


C. Tipping -Schools
One task assigned to monitors by the court is to visit all
tipping schools and to observe and report on the progress


(5)
of the integration plan. Tipping schools are those
which have over 50% minority students but are not yet


(6}
segregated. At the time of the court's first order of


(5) Memorandum of Intended Decision, June 12,1978, p.7. "This t.ask
force will a~point monitors ~balanced individuals in each community)
who will vis~t all minority ~solated, tipping magnet and "receiving"
schools to observe and report the progress of the integration plan."
Charge to the Ivtegrat~on T<;tskForce, July 21, 1978, p.l. "The goal ofthe Eask force ~s outl~ned ~n the Memorandum of Intended Decision signed
and filed on June 12, 1978."
(6) See Footnote 1.
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March 9, 1977, in which the court noted that schools over
(7)


50% minority are in danger of becoming segregated,
(8)


there were thirteen schools in this category. Since then
five more schools have entered this category and one in the


(9)
tipping category has
If enrollment trends


become segregated.
last five years Boone,continue,of the


Paradise Hills, and Lee will become segregated between 1981
and 1982. The school district reports that their demographic
projections indicate that no tipping school will become over(10)
80% minority during the period covered by the plan •.
The following questions are suggested concerning tipping


schools.
1. What is the basis of the district's projections that


no tipping school will become more than 80% minority
by 19821
What is the effect of the integration plan on enrollment
at Oak Park and Encanto, (two of the tipping schools
with integration plans)?


3. Are there other effects of the integration plan on


2.


these two schools?


(7) MEMORANDUM DECISl:ON AND ·ORDER March 9, 1977. p. 6 liThecourt
also f~nas that all a~str~ct 6ehoois w~th an enrollment of 50% or
more minority .students are in danger of becoming minority isolated
and that future planning must take into consideration every means
available to stabilize these schools."
(8~-S~hools over 50" minority but not designated segregated in March
1977: Audubon, Boon~, Central: Encanto, Keiller, Lee, L~nda Vista,
Oak Park, Paradise Hills, Perry, Washington, Bell!_S_an_D~eg~o~.__
(9) In 1977-78 Brooklyn, Carson, and Dewey became over 50% minority.
In 1978-79 Euclid and Penn became over 50% minority. In 1977-78, San
Diego High School, which had been 78.4% minority moved into the
segregated category when it became 82.5% minority. This year San Diego
High School is 80.5% minority.
(10) San Diego Plan for Racial Integration, 1978-82, March 22 1978 p.4
liThedistrict's demographic projections indicate that no scho~l whi~h
presently has a minority student enrollment of between 50% and 80%
will have a minority student enrollment of 80% or more in 1982."
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4. What is the effect of the integration plan on enrollments
(VEEP, magnet schools, etc.) in tipping schools with
no program of their own?


5. Are there other effects of the integration plan in
these schools?


D. Rules of Inclusion and Exclusion for the Integration Programs.
Some of the eligibility rules of the San Diego School
District's voluntary integration plan are designed to


(11)
increase integration and some are not.


For those rules designed to enhance integration, the primary
drawback is that they limit participation. Some students
with interests, abilities or talents appropriate to a
particular integration program are denied the opportunity
to participate because of their race or school of residence.
(E.g. At Encanto Elementary School all non-resident minority
students and majority students from minority or integrated
schools are excluded.)


For those programs with looser eligibility requirements, no
student. may be barred from participating, but the program
may do little to promote increased integration of the school
district. (E.g. At Longfellow Elementary School minority
students from the entire district are invited to attend, but
last year 63.4% of those minority students who participated


(Continued on page 15)


Footnote 11 follows on pages il,1to 14.-
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FOOTNOTE (11)


~
Ben~ey


Encanto


Fremont


•Silver Gate


Foster


RolandoPark


Webster


••


Progrem Eligi biU ty Rulee


Progrr)!!!


Indi viduali zed
Instroction.


Indi viduali zed
Instroction.
Math/Science
Magnet.
Spanish
Bilingual
Program.


Individualized
Instroction.


Individualized
Instroction.


FUndamental


FUndamental


fundamental


Eligibility Rules


Open to all K-:5pupils in
district, with priority to
neighborhood pupils and
those whowill improve
ethnic balance.


Resident pupils and msjori ty
pupils, K-6. from predomin-
antly majority schools.
Transfers must improve ethnic
balance st sending school and
Encanto.


Parents throughout district
are encouraged to consider
Fremont•


Resident pupils and minori ty
pupils from any area of
district.


Sameas Silver Gate.


Sameas Sil ver Gate~


Resident pupils and majority
pupils from any area of
district •


Ineligible Students


Students possibly ineligible
becsuae of racial/ethnic origin
and area of residence.


Non-resident minon ty students.


Msjori ty students from minority
schools and integrated schools.


None.


Non-resident msjon ty students.


*


Sameas Silver Gate.


Sameas Silver Gate.


Non-resident minon ty students.


**


* Minon ty students from majon ty schools worsen racial balance of sending schools.


** Majority students from minority schools worsen racial balance of sending schools.
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Students possibly ineligible
because of racial/ethnic origin.


School Program Eligi biltty Rules Inel1gi ble Students


Hor. Spanish K-6 grade pupils whosehome None.
Longfellow Intercul tural language is English. !,reference
Oak Parle Language to K, I and 4 grade pupils.


ProgrllIll. Assignment to Horton, Longfellow
~r Oak Park on basis ofl ethnic
balance at site, transportation
routes, and area of residence.


Lowell Spanish Resident pupils and majority Non-resident minority students.
Bilingual. pupils from predominantly Majority students fromminoritymajori ty schools. Firat and schools and integrated schools.second grades in 78-79. Grades


1-6 in 79-80.
Spreckels Spanish Resident pupils and 80 non- Non-resident minority students,


Bilingual. resident Spanish speaking (except Spanish speaking).
pupils. Non-resident majority students.


Lindbergh Career
Awareness.


•
Muir Al ternati ve


School. Open
Educational
Philosophy.


Valencia Park University
Laboratory
School.


hollas Science.,
Physical Educ-
ation, Health,
Leaming
Center.


•Grantville Music/Arts
Learning
Center.


Transfer to Lindbergh possible,
if it msintains or improves
ethnic/racial balance at
Lindbergh. Minority enrollments
encouraged.


K-12 pupils selected from all
schools in district. Enrollment
renects racial/ethnic balance
of district.


K-6 grades. resident minority
pupils, and non-resident
majori ty studm ts from predomin-
antly majori ty schools.


4-6 grades from predominantly
minority and majority schools.
Students will participate as
class unit. Classes will ren ect
ethnic balance of district •


Students possibly ineligible
because of racial/ethnic origin.


Non-resident minority students.


Students from integrated schools.


Students from integrated schools.


4-6 grades. one-third from Students from integrated schools.
minority isolated schools, two-
thirds from predominantly
majori ty schoola.
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School


Colar-
PoiWLoma


Hale-
O'Farrell


Lincoln-
Compers


•Menon n1


Morse


•


Program


Spaniah-
English
Bilingual
Center.


Seconda:ry
Instructional
Exchange
Program.


Science/Math
&: Computer
Technology.
Medical &:
Health
Program.


Spanish
In tereul tural
Language.


Urban Studies


Elig1 bil1ty Rulea


Resident pupile and non-
resident mi~ority pupile.
Muet be fluent in l!ilglieh
with' years of Spanish, or
apeak Spanieh with limi ted
l!ilglieh abi2i ty.


Equal numbers of minod ty
pupile from recially isolated
schools and majority pupile
from majority schools. Pupile
may opt out of program.


Consideration gi.ven to majority
pUpils from schools 6~ or more
majority; to resident pupils;
and to minority pupils from
minori ty isolated and imbal-
anced schools.


Longfellow and Oak Parl!: Inte:I'-
cu1tural Language graduates;
Title VII bilingual program
graduates; iIiajori ty graduates
of e1ementa:ry schoole with
65%or more majori ty pupile;
IIl1nbrity pupils from minori ty
isolated schools end recially
imbalanced schoole; and resid-
ent students. Ethnic balance
must be msintained.


Pupils in grades 9-12 may
attend full or part-time.
Priori ty given to full-time
pupils. Preference to those
who improve the ethnic balance
at Morse and sending school.


Inelig1 ble Students


Non-resident majqri ty students.


"Students from integrated schoole.


Minori ty students from majority
schools.


Majori ty students from minori ty
schools.


*


4nori ty students from majority
echools.


Alajori ty students from minority
schools.


Atudents from integrated schools.


**


If preference is gi'V"enthose
who improve recial balance,
some may be ineligible because
of .racial/ethnic origin and area
of residence. If no preference ie
given, student may worsen recial
balance "at Morse or Bending
echool •


* Y,1nority etudents from minority scheole vereen racial balance at Lincoln or Compers.


** Hinori ty students from minority echools vereen racial balance at Memorial.
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School


Roosevelt


Wr:!.ght
Brothers


•


Progrem


Fundamental


Creative and
Perfonning
Arts.


.career High
School.


Eligibility Rules


Consideratio~ given to major-
i ty pupils from schools 6% or
mors major:!.ty, to resident
pupils; and graduates of elEmen-
tary fundamental schools.


Grades 4-7. Minor:!.ty pupils
from predominantly minor:!.ty
schools and major:!.ty pupils
from predominantly major:!.ty
schools. School will reflect
ethnic balance of distr:!.ct.
Grades 4-12 by 1981-82. Pupils
must demonstrate abf11ty or
interest in one or more of
the arts.


Open to pupils, grades 1~12,
with satisfactory grades and
good citizenship •


* Students mayworsen racial balance of sending schools •


•
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Inel1gi bIe Students


Students from riJinor:!.ty schools.


Minor:!.ty students from major:!.ty
'schools'.


Students from integrated schools.


.Af1nor:!.ty students from major:!.ty
schools.


Aajor:!.ty students from minor:!.ty
, schools.


~tudents from integrated schools.


*







•


in the program came from majority schools~ From the enroll-
ment data at Longfellow it may appear that ample integration
of minority students was taking place. Actually, many
minority students simply moved from one majority school, to
another. At Wright Brothers, where broad eligibility rules
permit the enrollment of white students from the entire
district, 62 of the 146 white students who enrolled in the
program last year came from minority schools. This increased
the segregation at the sending schools.
The following questions are suggested.
1. Are there students who want to transfer to a magnet


program, but are not able to do so because of
eligibility rules?
a. How many students?
b. At what schools?
c. To which program or school did they wish to transfer?
d. Which eligibility rules are involved?


2. Are there students who have transferred under the present
rules whose transfer did not improve the racial/ethnic
balance at either the sending or the receiving schools
or both?
a. How many students?
b. At what schools?
c. Which eligibility rules were involved?
Are there hardships or inequities which result because
of the present rules?
a. How many students are affected in these ways?
b. Which rules are involved?
Are there changes in the rules and procedures governing


3.


•


•


4.
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the transfer of students and eligibility for programs
which could be made to permit students to attend
educational programs of their choice and also achieve
integration?
a. What are these changes?


5. Are there other chariges which might achieve the aim
of integration and choice of educational program?


E. Attendance Patterns at O'Farrell
In the past, O'Farrell Junior High School, one of the court-
designated segregated schools, did not reflect the racia1/
ethnic balance of the elementary schools which feed into it,
as other junior high schools did. It appears that last year
over two thirds of the white students who normally would
have attended O'Farrell as their neighborhood school, did


(12)
not do so.


enrollment with elementary feeder schools
Percent
Minority


(12) Comparison of O'Farrell
enrollment:
Elementary Feeder Schools
Audubon
Encanto
Freese
Fulton
Keiller
Valencia Park
Plus Students Who Leave in VEEP
Minus Students Who Come in VEEP
Total Students from Neighborhood


(Corrected for VEEP)
O'Farrell
Plus Students Who Leave in VEEP
Minus Studen ts Who Cime in VEEP
Total Students from Neighborhood


(Corrected for VEEP)
If Majority and minority pupils were in the same proportion to each
other at O'Farrell as in the elementary feeder schools there
would be about 370 majority students at O'Farre111 instead of 115.
O'Farrell would be 78"10 minority instead of 91.9 mfnord ty ,


Ma~ority
33


332
176


2
107
13
1


77
787


Minority
390
703
695
285
183
407
142


7
2,798


Total
623


1,035
871
287
290
420
143


84
3,585 78.0


114
1
o


115


756
560
1


1,315


870
561
1


1,430 91.9
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The following questions are suggested.
Are there transfers made under the present rules and
procedures which increase segregation at O'Farrell?
How many white students who would normally attend
O'Farrell as their neighborhood school did not
attend O'Farrell in 1978-79 school year?


3. Did those not attending O'Farrell use Special


1•


2.


Attendance Permits, or other procedures in order to
transfer to other schools?


4. What were the reasons for requesting transfers?
5. If changes were made in the practice of issuing Special


Attendance Permits, similar to the change reported at
(13)


San Diego High School, would there be an increase
in the enrollment of white students from the O'Farrell


5.
neighborhood?
How do the numbers of white student transfers from O'Farre]
compare with the numbers from other junior high schools?


(13) Between 1977-78 and 1978-79 the number of white students at San
Diego High School increased by 16 while the number of minority students
decreased by 145, with the percent minority enrollment decreasing by
two percentage points. Mr. Fletcher explained to the Integration Task
Force on November 21, 1978, that the increase in white students
was the result of issuing fewer Specia~ Attendance Permits to white
students this year.
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DATA SHOWING VARIATIONS IN STUDENT INTERRACIAL CONTACT AND INTER-
ACTION •


Explanation of Tables
The tables on the following pages show, in convenient form,
the wide variations in integration programs offered in· the
San Diego Plan for Racial Integration. There are four main
categories of tables,showing: (1) Full time, Full
School Programs; (2) Full Time, Part School Programs;
(3) Part Time, Part School Programs; and (4) No On-Site
Programs. Each category is divided so as to separately show
the elementary and secondary programs. The tables are
arranged to facilitate further comparisons such as the
following:


Differences among Segregated, Tipping and
Majority Schools. Eighteen elementary schools and
five secondary schools were designated as
segregated by the court. Tipping schools were
defined by the court as those schools having
50% or more minority students but not yet
segregated. Majority schools are those schools
having fewer than 50% minority students.
Differences between current programs (1978-79) and
the programs for the last year of the proposed
plan (1981-82). Those programs which will continue
to have 80% or more minority students (designated
by the court as definitely segregated) at the com-
pletion of the plan in 1981-82 are marked in
yellow.


(c) Differences between integration and regular
programs. In the tabLes., "regular programs"


(a)


(b)
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include the total enrollment in schools which have
not yet initiated an integration program. In
schools which have part school integration programs
(schools-within-schools), the designation "regular
program" is applied to the enrollment in those
portions of the school which do not offer special
integration programs.
Differences between projected and actual enroll-
ments. The school district has made projections
for most of the special integration programs, show-
ing the expected enrollments for each year of the
program's existence. The district Pupil Ethic
Census, 1978-79 shows the actual enrollment for
all schools. The projected and actual enrollment
figures are placed side by side in the tables for
easy comparison. Those enrollments which have
achieved or exceeded district goals are outlined
in green; those which have not are outlined in
red.


In addition, the tables set out the percent of minority
enrollment as well as the total enrollment in each program.
This will make it possible to determine the success or
failure of each program in terms of both variables. E.g. The
Intercultural Spanish Program at Horton Elementary School has
achieved the racial balance projected by the school district;
its total enrollment, however, falls far short of the school
district's goal. The Bilingual Spanish Program at Lowell


•
(d)


•


•
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•


•


•


Elementary School, on the other hand, almost achieved the
total enrollment projected by the school district but fell
far short of the projected racial balance.


Mission Bay, Crawford and Kearny, though not qualifying
(14)


as magnet programs, have been included in the tables
because they were included in the district's brochure,
Voluntary Integration Better Education by Choice 1978-1982.
Data for the tables were obtained from:


San Diego Plan for Racial Integration, 1978-82. (3/22/78)
Amendment to San Diego Plan for Racial Integration,
1978-82. (8/8/78)
Elementary and Secondary Schools Composite Enrollment
Report. (10/3/78)
Proposed New, Expanded or Revised Magnet Programs -
1979-80, (11/21/78)
Pupil Ethnic Census Report, 1978-79. (11/21/78)


(14) According to the Order and Guidance Memorandum, November 28, 1977
Pg. 5, line 23
"SECONDARY:


1. The role of the secondary magnet school is to attract white
students to schools located in the minority community (e.g., Wright
Brothers Career School). Therefore, those special programs that are
planned for balanced or majority imbalanced schools (Mission Bay,
Crawford, Madison and Kearney (7) - pages 70, 72-74, 85-86) do not
qualify as magnet programs. The cost of these programs should not
be attributed to the desegregation order."


The San Diego Plan for Racial Integration does not include these
schools.
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- - ---' . ., - ~----_.,.. ....


.... ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS


_ ,I., _ ---_. • = .SAS:~ .. -...


ENROi.LMEIIT
YEAR Integration Program Re lar Pro ram nte ration Pro


PROGRAM ~--lp~ro:.!o!.1!!e::;c1t~e2.d__ ~~!.!!Ji2.~u.:.~!--+_..!.p.::ro~j~e~c:.:t~e~d~_-I-:A~c~t~u~a~1~(:";1!.1!;/2:1:!/~7~~WI._~P~ro~j:!.:e;:c:.:t:.:.:::d~_+-_":':~T:";;'~-i
BEGINS otal # Per cen Tot.l ~Per cent Total # Per cent Total # r


Minorit Enrolled Minorit Enrolled nrolled linority Enrolled


INTEGRATION
PROGRAMS


Encanto has two integration programs, a full school program and a part h 1 h f 11sc 00 program. T e u school program offersa wide variety of regular and special classes most of which are 1 i1 bl i ha so ava a e n some ot er schools. It serves gradeslC-6.
Fremont has been desegregated since the present program started in 19681 however, the resident population in 1977_78consisted of 35 minority students and 30 majority students.
Muir was a regular elementary school until the present program opened in 1974. It dis for the whole school. now serves gra es K-12 and data here


_B.le~·
.Emerson
JohDson
Valencia Parle
Webster


Tip~ing Schools
Encanto(1)


(1)


(2)


(3)


-'. -- -------.- ----- ---cen, Lab. Schoo 1979 ____ e. 91l'.6t ~4.-. . , 721 "- --_. -. - .__ . ---Univ • Lab. Schoo 1979 --- 96.71- 552 '?3 .61-,---
Academic Acad'''';'!1979 9'i.21- .251 -----. . - 1978 - . -.:-Univ. Lab. Schoo 72.87- 473 ..---- ..- 53.81 '567 -, ----- _..
Fundamental 1977 62.21- 415 ----- 47.01- 489 ..--- _..


Various regular
classes)


Individualized
Fundamental
Indi vidualized
Care~rAwareness
Alternative Open
Fundamental
Individualized
ColI. Lab. Schoo


1973


1978
1968


1974
1977
1968
1979


25.67.'
32.27-
34.87-
·32.27-
36.07-
38.87-
27.67.


1074


270
510
325
1020
300
320
675 _.


62.07. 1076 ...-- ...----- ....


----- ----- 35.67. 270
___e. -.- 34.87. 480
----- _.- 36.07. 331___e. 36.31- 1058--- 36.07- 300
----- 40.81- 316
-.... --- 32.87. 682
4.27- 310


----- --
--_.


.---- --._._.
-----


ACHIEVED OR EXCEEDED
DISTRICT GOALS


DID NOT ACHIEVE
DISTRICT GOALS


D PROGRAM PROJECTED BY
DISTRICT TO BE MORE THAl
801- MINORITY AT -END OF
PLAN IN 1982







:'i;:I-'uII Time-FI!I'.Sc.hoo' P"o


1974
1973


SECONDARY SCHOOLS INTEGRATION
PROGRAMS


YEAR
PROGRAM
BEGINS


------


r4:m s
ENROLUiEN'r 1981-82ENROI..UlENT


._.-- ---


lar Pro ramIntegration Program Re nte ration Pro • Re
ProjectedProjectE\dPro ected Actua1'9 2 Projected


Per cen Total #
DOrity Enrolhd


otal Ii
roUePer cent Total # fer cent Total Ii


Minorit Enrolled Minorit Enrolled
1. Segregated Schools


• -(Non~)


2. Tipping Schools


(None)


Majority Schools
Muir(l)
~right Bros. (2)


lternative Open
areer School


300.
320


.---- --------


...---- --------


(1) Muir serves grades K_12. Data here is for the whole school.
(2) Wright Brothers was a minority segregated continuation school until it"re~pened in 1973 with the present program. It


is situated in a minority neighborhood.


300
320


--_.- ---


o


'-ACHIEVED OR EXCEEDED
DISTRICT GOALS
DID NOT ACHIEVE
DISTRICT GOALS
PROGRAM PROJECTED BY
DISTRICT TO BE MORE TH1I
80"k MINORITY AT END OF
PLAN IN 1982







- . .- - .. -- . - ... . . ---.---- .., ... -- " " ,- . .- ..


'~ Fun lime-illrt 5choor1't~f1lms~t:' ; -.. -
" . ,,"


ENROUMENT lQ7R_7Q ENROLLMENT 1981-82
A. ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS INTEGRATION (1) YEAR Integration Program Re<>ular Pro<>ram nteoration Proa. Reau lar Proaram


PROGRAMS PROGRAM Pro'ected 'Actualr9/29178 ) Projected Actual( 11/21/7~ Projected Projected
BEGINS


Per cent Per cent ~otal II Per cent Total II ~otal i. Per cent Total II Per cent Total # Total # Per cent
Minorit~ Enrolled Minoritv Enrolled Minoritv Enrolled ~inority Dnrolled Hinority Enrolled Minority IEnroll.


-,
1. Segregated Schools


,.(5)', .. "
. -_ .. ------ . ----_. - .. --_. - . -_ .. '255 -- II 98.6if 71'


.
Olympics ._--_ .. 1979 98.8% 'V.7 -; Fulton ----- --- ri6:8~1 --- ----- --- 33.2t


1978 32.5%. 120 I!!"L "u' ...98.0% 343 .99.87. 421 412 1197.2t1 213


•
Horton Intercult. Spanis 32.8%. ' ... " .. - .. '.- - . -
-~~x'(2) Intercultural


26.71. 240 (5) (6)Fr.encil. ..1979 ----- --- I~·- .. '- ----- -"- .. .97.3% 366 .. ..
155


_ .- -~ .. - Bilingual spanish 1978 49.2% 120 97.5% 315 99.7% 367 I 49.0% '300 96.8%Lowell
Sherman Individualized 1979 ----- --- ----- --- ----- --- 91.4% 1009 32 .8t 180 119.3% 802


- -


\2. Tipping Schools


~


.•
Encanto (J ) Math Science 1978 33.3% 100 ,Iii ----- --- ----- --- ----- ---Oak Park Intercult.Sp~ish 1977 26.l't 283 l'30.~' 55.4% 395 61.5% 37,7 26.71. 330 56.4% 438'


.
3. Majority Schools . (5).- .. 1979 - . '0.0% 75Green Olympics ----- --- ----- . --- ----- --- 13.9% 381 43.1% 360- Longfello'(4) Intercult.Spanish 1977 47.07. 400 47.4~ ,1·-' 5.0% 160 12.4% 177 47.8t' 400 5.4t 130


Roosevelt Performing Arts 1978 35.2% 270 [t4"L ----- --- ._-.. --- 35~1% 450 .-.- ---Spreckels ~ilingual Spanish 1978 48.9% 180 3. 8.9·4 459 10.0.. 423 46.11. 360- .. ...9.5t 285
1


- ..


(1) Also called "School Within-A-School Programs."
Plan for Racial;(2) The program at Knox was originally planned for Freese in the San Diego


~
ACHIEVED OR EXCEEDEDIntegration, 3-22-78. DISTRICT GOALS(3) Encanto has two programs, one full school and one part school.


(4) The Roosevelt program was orisinally planned for Dailard, Memorial and San Diego High DID NOT ACHIEVEin the San Diego Plan lor Racial Integration, 3-22-78. I DISTRICT GOALS(5) According to the Proposed New, Expanded or Revised Magnet Programs-1979-80 , 11-21-78, \0the integration programs at Fulton, Green and Lowell are to be expanded in 1979 to PROGRAM PROJECTED BYinclude all grades; however, no new projections for enrollment were prOVided. DISTRICT TO BE MORE nu. (6) Although no projection has been made for the regular program, there is no reason to believe 80.. MINORITY AT END OFat present that the percent minority would b~ less than 80%. PLAN IN 1982
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-u ime 00
II. SECONDARY SCHOOLS (1)


ENROUMENT
Integration ProgramINTEGRATION


PROGRAMS
YEAR


PROGRAM
BEGINS Pro ected


Per cent Total # Per cent Total #
Minorit Enrolled Minorit Enrolled


nte ration Pro Re
Projected


ENROLLMENT 1911-82


Projected


34.3'L


30.0~
33.3'L


34.3%
33.31.
30.01.


lar Pro ram


Per cen Total #
inority Enrolled


-" .'-- - .. -- .-


(1)


(2)
(3)


All secondary programs offer students the option of attending part time and returning to the neighborhood school for some
subjects. E.g. athletic team participation.
The projection for the regular school program at O'Farrell for 1981-82 is an estimate due to an error in the data in theSan Diego Plan for Racial Intesration. 3-22-78.
The programs at Collier. Gompers. Lincoln. Memorial. Point Lama and Roosevelt are to be expanded to inclUde me
1979; but no new projections have been given. (Proposed New, Expanded or Revised Magnet Prosrams. 1979_80.) re grades in


97.a
98.11.


.~.41.
99.31.
80.41.


362
94~
,689
116,2
1379


1. Segregated Schools
Gompers ~cien€e-Math- 1978 35.01. 200 98.67- 348ompu er
Memorial sntelcl\ltural 1978 30.0% 100 97.97- 1061


•
0'Farrell(2)


pan s
Fundamental 1978 40.0%' 150 90.4% 690


Lincoln Medicine-Health 1979 .._----
Morse ~~Uafisfor Urban 1977 33.3'~ 300 79.67- 1688
San Diego sntelcl\ltural 1981 .,-----pan s '


~e~~er fOa ~arIe n an s -ness eccupa ~ons 1979 --.--
.... - Schools2. Tipping


(None)


80.a 1682


atel
roll


, (3)
350
200(~)
450
350
300
150


309,
788
491
709
1515
1198


00.0%
99.0%
78.5%
~1i]


Kearny
Mission Bay
Point Lama
Roosevelt
Undecided--- ------""===-'===---'--='-'---'-----'-----''---'-----I.---'-----L-=:.:::......L-.::.:...-:Jl--,


3. Majority Schools
Collier
Crawford


• ------


22.9% 612
32.2% 1396
37.4% 1883


--- 8.5% 1160--- 15.6% 1614--- 40.11 828
--- ----- ---


ilingual Spanish 1978 50.07- 30
usiness 8< Office 1978 33.3'~" 30'0
ndustry , 1978 33.3'7- 300
ar~iing and 1978 35.0% 200rap cs
ilingual Spanish 1978 35.07. 30
reftivf an~ , 1979er orm ng rts
Fundamental 1979 -----


... _---- ".", -------_.-


-----


(3)


(3)


•ACHIEVED OR EXCEEDIID-
DISTRICT GOALS


•
DID NOT ACHIEVE
DISTRICT GOALS


D PROGRAM PROJECT,ED BY
DISTRICT TO BE MORE TIL
801.MINORITY AT END OF
PLAN TN 1982







----Part 11me..part 5choo\1'~
A. ~LEMENTARY SCHOOLS


..
1. Seg:egated Schools


Chollas
Kennedy
Knox
Stockton


2,. Tipping Schools


(None)


(2)3. Majority Schools


Carver
.' Grantville


ENROLLMENT ENROLLMENT 1911.82INTEGRATION YEAIl. Integration Program Re u1ar Pro ram nte ration Pro • Re u1ar Pro ramPROGRAMS PROGRAM Pro ected Projected Actual(1l/21/78 ) Projected ProjectedBEGINS
Per cent Total # ota1 # Per cen Total #
Minorit Enrolled nrolled inority Enrolled


(Learning Centers
180 (1) (4) §jScience-PE-Hea1th 1978 39.1~ 95.8't 407 39.0'1. 180


Science-PE-Health 1979 39.4~ 180 ----- 98.4~ 686 39.2'f. 180
l1usic-Art 1979 39.3~ 180 97 .3~ ',366 39.1'1. 180
Music-Art 1978 39.2~ 180 96.4~ 555 39.1'1. 180


(Learning Centers


Science-PE-Hea1th
usic-Art


1978
1977


281
88


-~--


rams


39.1'1.
39.0'1.


180
180-----38.5% 185


(1) The school district.projects that 180 students will participate in the program each day. a total of 900 students each
'week. During the week 60 students will be resident :students. 240 students will be non resident students from
segregated schools and 600 students will be non resident, students from majority schools. Approximately the same
nUlllbersapply to all the Learning Centers. Students attend Learning Centers one day a week.
The Amendment to the San Diego Plan for Racial Integration. 1978-82. (August 8. 1978). provides for the d~ve10 ment
and implementation of two additional learning centers to be established "on neutral sites" which are not n d p Th
are to open in 1979 and are projected to have about the same nUlllbersof students participating as in the o~:r' ey
learning centers.
Although no projections have been made for these schools for 1981-82. there is no reason to believe at present that
the regular programs will be less than 80'!.minority in that year.
No actual enrollment figures for'the learning centers have been released;,:therefore. the numbers listed
"Regular Program. Actual (11/21/78)" include the approximately 60 resident students who participate i ~~deer
Learning Center Program one day a week. n


(2)


(3)


(4)


ACHIEVED OR EXCEEDED
DISTRICT GOALS


DID NOT ACHIEVE DISTRICT
GOALS


•
PROGRAM PROJECTED BY
DISTRICT TO BE MORE THAN
801...MINORITY AT END 9F
PLAN IN 1982
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). - - SECONDARY SCHOOLS
I!'n'EGRATION


PROGRAMS
YEAR


PROGRAM
BEGINS Pro ected


Per cent Total # Per cent
Minorit Enrolled Minorit


1. ~gated Schools


• (None)
2. Tipping Schools


Bell


3. Majority Schools
Remaining 21
Majority Sec_
ondary Schools


r4ms_
lar Pro ram


Actual(1l/21/78 )
er cent otal #
inority nrolled


'.


1445


ENROLLMENT 1981-82 -nte ration Pro • Re lar Pro r.
Projected Projected


Per cen Total # Per cent ota:
inority Enrolled nority nro:


ACHIEVED. OR EXCUDED
DISTRICT GOALS


DID NOT ACHIEVE DISTRICT
GOALS


o PROGRAM PROJECTED BY
DISTRICT TO BE MORE THAN
·801.' HlNORIn- AT END OF PI
IN 1982







ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS


n- e
INTEGRATION


PROGRAMS


ENROLLMENT


Segregated


•
Schools
Balboa
Burbank
'Freese
Loga~I)Mead


2. Tipping Schools
Audubon
'Boone
Brooklyn
Carson
Central
De~ey (1.)Euclid
KeHler
Lee
Linda Vista
para~i.~e Hi Is
Penn
Perry
Washington


•
ENROLLMENT 1911-82


otal j


roll,


3. Majority Schools
79 Remain:'
ing Elemen-
tary School


YEAR Integration Program lar Pro ram
PROGRAM l--:p:-r-o-:-e-c-t-ed::--",,:--7:-:-:-:--:--:--I---::--:-~~.!;!.!;.!!£..p.A~c!.ltl!u:.!!a~1~(-1-1-_-2-1_-7-8~)~!.E.!!~!.E.~W:!2:ll.:.~!&~~.!:!:2B.!:!!!
BEGINS Per cent Total # Per cent Total # er cen~ otal #


Minorit Enrolled Minorit Enrolled inority nrolled


93.9~ 979 3
98.4~ 304 (3)
81.14 740 (3)
97.0'4 972 (3)
95.4'7. 285


63.0'7. 595
69.4'7. 756
52.2'7. 703
52.4~ 726
64.0'7. 458
,~2~5'7.._ 425, - .~.......- '-
51.2~ 824 ._-- - -- , - .. -69.0~ 294
60.7'7. 756
66.91 887
72.5'7. 92953.0~- 649
50.7'7. 775
56.61 242


(1.)
(2.)
(3.)


Mead is scheduled for closure in 1980-81.
Euclid and Penn entered the "tipping" categroy ( became more than 50% minority) in the fall 1978.
Although no projections have been made for these schools for 1981-82, there is no reason to believe
will be less than 80'7.minority in that year.


ACHIEVED OR EXCEEDED
DISTRICT GOALS
DID NOT ACHIEVE DISTRICT
COALS
PROGRAM PROJECTED-IlY
DISTRICT TO BE MORE THAN


1---1 80'7.MINORITY AT £NO OF
PIAN TN 1 <lA?


at present that'tbay







B. SECONDARY SCHOOLS INTEGRATION
PROGRAMS


ENROLLMENT


1978 50


ENROLLMENT 1981-82


1000


Per cent Total #. Per cent Total #
Minorit Enrolled Minorit Enrolled


1978 50


Segregated Schools


•
O'Farrell


2. Tipping Schools


(None)


3. Majority Schools
Hale


Instructional
Exchange


Instructional
Exchange


1715


TOTAL (1) 640


(2) 689


35.0'4.


(1) The Amendment to the San Diego Plan for Racial Integration, 1978-82, ( August 8, 1978), provides for expanSion of the
Secondary Instructional Exchange Programsat the junior high school level. The report does not provide the names of
schools to be involved nor the projected enrollments.
No figures have been relea~ed for the Instructional Exchange Programs, therefore, the numbers listed under "~.gul.ar
Program, Actual (11/21/78)" include the approximately 50 resident students who particpate in the program.


(2)


.'


30.6%


, f.:j
,


,


ACHIEVED OR EXCEEDED
DISTRICT GOALS
DID NOT ACHIEVE
DISTRICT GOALS


o PROGRAM PROJECTED BY
DISTRICT TO BE MORE TIWl
80'4MINORITY AT THE END 01
PLAN IN 1982
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LAW OFFICES


BARTON C. SHEELA


..JOHN W. LIGHTNER


RAMON CASTRO


FEDERICO CASTRO


DENNIS L. WELLS


BRUCE M. BEALS


THOMAS DILLON SCHAEFER


CHRISTOPHER.J. SCHATZ


SHEELA, LIGHTNER €I CASTRO 3104 FOURTH AVENUE


SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92103


TELEPHONE: (714) 291-4500
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION


November 22, 1978


,I RECEIVED ;;:'! 2 7 1978


Ms. Elvira Diaz
Planning Director
The t~C Program Project
140 West 16th Street
National City, California 92050


Re: Integration Task Force Material


Dear Elvira:
Thank you so very much for lending me the


material and for your patience.


I am so very pleased that you are serving
on the Task Force with me.


Again, thank you very much.


Sincerely,


~~~
Federico Castro


FC:gm







November 2, 1978


M. Ted Dixon, Superintendent of SChools


OI;PRRTMI;NT OF I;OUCRTION
6RN DI~GOCOUNTY Ti!16401 LindaVistaRoad


"Inf San Diego, CA 92111
(714) 292·3500


l&'"
.WtJ',


~. J>~ •\> 'P'.
~<t).~ 'f>~


\}l ~\JJ
~'- ~


,


•


To: Elvira Diaz


From: Dr. John R. Browne
Curriculum Coordinator
Multicultural Education


Re: Countywide Desegregation/Integration Conference


Attached is an announcement on our Countywide Desegregation/Integration
Conference. The four major participant districts are San-Diego Unified,
Oceanside Unified, Sweetwater Union High, and Chula Vista City. Because of
your unique role in relation to San Diego Unified School District, I thought


~ you might be interested in attending this conference.


If additional information is needed, please don't hesitate to call me.


JRB:cm


•







•
SA,'1DIEGO COU:\'[\'DEPAlrJNU~T or EUUC\TlW


DESEGREGATI 0:\/INTEGRA TlON CONrEp.E,\CE
\'iEDNESDAYNOI'HIBEP.15, 1978


•
•


8:00--5:00
8:00--8:30
8:30--9:30


~L~TERIALS DISPLAY
REGIST~\TION, COFrEE ~'1D TEA
SESSION 1/ GENE~L SESSION
Welcome ..... Dr. ~l. Ted Dixon
Introduct ion of Speaker .....
Speaker .....


Topic: "WHY DESEGREGATJO'J/lNTEGRATl ON?"
Issues to be addressed:
1) possible benefits of desegregation/integration;


use of desegreg3tion/integr3tion efforts as 3 .
vehicle for improving qU31ity of edllcation


2) provide a national perspective on hhats happening
to public education as a result of the ~hole
desegregation/integration tllrust


3) accountability issues wh i ch need to be addressed :'0:-
desegregation/integration effarts to }lave a .clla;lc~ of
sllcceeding• 9 :40--11: 00 TWO SHlULTASEOUS SI"SSIONS


SESSION1/ TOPIC: CO:'L\lU'\IC\TINGTO TilE PUBLIC ABOUT DESEGREG,-\TIOV1,\TEGRATlO\
Issues to be addressed:
1) desegregation/integration "terminology" and history behind cha:1;e"


in the terminology
2) criteria to use when deciding wha t terminology to employ when


cornmun ic a t ing Hi th the community
3) public relations about the districtwide desegregation/intcgratio~


effort Dr any program wit!.in the district~ide effoJ't--do's and don':.
SESS ION 3/ TOPIC: DESLGftEGATIQ\; LAW, REGULATTO,\S A.\D GUT DEL I\ES: STATE A.\D


FEDERAL, VS. COURT DECIS10;';S/GlJ1DELT,\FS
Issues to be addressed:
1) procedures which should be followed to meet state/feeleral regulatic:·.3
2) identification of perceived conflicts bct vo cn state and f cdcr a I


( ESM, OCR Dr TITLE 0:,1' ) requirements anel/or be t we on court dec i s iors
and state/federal rcqu ircmcn t s


3) strategies for addressing the above perceived conflicts
II :10--12:30 SESSION 4/ GENERAL SESSIO~


TOPIC: FRO~l RACIAL ISOLATION TO DESEGREGi\TION TO I:--:TEGRATION


• Issues to be addressed:
1) stages of desegregation and how to plan for eac!l
2) the phenolllenon of resegregation: why it occurs anel how to prevca: :~
3) integration: what it is behaviorally anel operationally at the


school district anel schobl site level; how to measure it
4) the role of multicultural education and bilingual oduc a t ion in


fostering integration at the school district and school site lcve .







r---------------------------------------------- -
••• or


•
12:30--2:00 LUNCII
1:30--5:00 SESSION 5/ FIL~I SHOWINGS


Film A: 1·1ULTICULTURAL EDUCATION ( at 1: 30 and 3: 30 )


Film B: THE INTEGRATED CLASSROO~I (at 2:30 and 4:30)


2:00--3:20 SESSION 6/ GENERAL SESSION
TOPIC: INTEGRATIW IN THE CLASSROO~I
Issues to be addressed:
1) integration: what it is behaviorally and DperatiDnally at the


classroom level; how to measure it
2) "integrated learning environment" and "integrated learning


experience:" wha t these t wo terms should mean, behavi orallv and
operationally


3) the role of multicultural educatiDn and bilingual educatiDn in
fostering integration in the classroom


4) inservice strategies for helping teachers develop tI,e sensitivitie3
and skills necessary for teaching more racially/culturally/socio-
econDmically diverse student groups than in their previous ex?eri.~c~


3: 30- -S:00 THREE SHlULTA~~EOUS SESSIONS
SESSION V TOPIC: STRATEGIES FOR DEALI'iG WITH RESISTANCE/FE.\RS/~IYTI-!S,RELATED TO


BUSING, ACADEmC ACHlEIH!F.NT 1\.\0QUALITY OF EDUC.ITJON
Issues to be addressed:


•
1) hDw to deal with cDmmunity and/or ~rgani:ed resistance
2) hDw to deal with teacher anxiety
3) how to avoid mixed messages coming from administrators


SESSION 8/ TOPIC: ELE~IF.NTARYSCHOOLS: UNIQUE rROBlH!S, CIIALl.ENGESAND SUCCESSFCL
PROGR!\J\ISWHICH ADDRESSED THE rROBLE;'ISA\D CH.-\LLE\GES


Questions to be addressed:
1) What "ere the unique problems Dr challenges which a successful


elementary school intcg rat ion program addressed?
2) IO,at was the planning process used in developing the prDgram; ho~


was the community involved?
3) What are the features of the program; what makes it unique and


attractive?
4) what were the problems encountered during i.mplcmcrrt.at ion of till:


program and strategies used tD address the problems?
Presentors:
A representative from the Chula Vista City Elementary School Distri~t
A representative from the Elementary SchDols Division, San DiegD Uniiie--:
A representative from another elementary school district in California,


but outside of San Diego County
SESS ION 9/ TOPIC: SECO~DARY SCIIOOLS: U"roUE PROllLH'S, CIIALLC:;GES A.'W SUCCESSFU L


PROGRAMS \'iIlICIIADDRESSED THE PROBLDIS A~O CHALLENGES


• Questions to be adores sed : ( same as above )
Presentors:
A representative from the Oceanside Uni Heel School Di strict
A representative from the Secondary SchoDls Divjsion, San Diego Unified
A rcprcs cnt at ivc from another secondary or unified school district in


CalifDrnia, but outside of San Diego County
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VERONICA A. ROESER
ATTOR NEY AT LAW


....55 SPRECKELS BUILDING


SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92101


"RE:,o,. COOE 7 ....


TELEPHONE ~34'3e73


October 24, 1978


Chief William Kolender
Chairman, Integration Task Force
801 W. Market
San Diego, California, 92101 ~
Dear Chief Kolender:


The following questions are submitted to the Task Force for
possible utilization by the monitors. They are supplemental to
those developed by the Task Force Subcommittee on Monitors.


Whenever the word "staff" is used, the intent is to include
all staff, both classified and certificated; ~hat is, teachers,
administrators, counselors, substitute teachers, aides, clerical
help, janitors, gardners,bus drivers, or any other persons em-
ployed by the district.


It is our recommendation that each monitor should be respons-
ible for more than one school (or should at least have some experi-
ences with more than one school) so·that some comparisons can be
made. Preferably the monitors should spend time at both a segrega-
ted school and a desegregated school.


Monitors should be encouraged to look for both effective and
ineffective integration techniques so that successes can be repli-
cated and so that failures need not be repeated. This should be
done as soon as possible so that the whole district can benefit
from the.knowledge gained.


It is our belief that VEEP sending schools and segregated
schools have special problems which require careful monitoring.
A separate group of questions which apply only to these schools
will be submitted in about a week.


Sincerely yours,
/lr- /: /)
(j~("-;Z",, [( ;t!"':V,


VERONICA A. ROESER
VAR:ply
cc: Hon. Louis M. Welsh


Ralph D. Stern
Donald R. Lincoln
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PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTARY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MONITORS


1.0 ETHNIC INFORMATION
1.1 Student Mix


Are the transfer students in a program-within-a-school
or are they integrated into the total student body?


Are the transfer students participating on a full or
part time basis? If part time:


a) what programs are the students enrolled in, in
the receiving school?


b) what programs are the students enrolled in, in
the neighborhood school?


c) .i.f active in athletics, in which school do the
students participate?


d) how much time is spent by the students in each
school?
How much contact is there between students in a magnet


program-within-a-school program and students in the school
who are not in the magnet program?


How much contact is there between VEEP students and
resident students in_a receiving school? If there is con-
tact in either of these situations, is the contact:


a) initiated by individual students?
b) the result of an organized program initiated


by the school?
c) in the classroom or other academic setting?
d) on the playground, during recess or at lunch?
From your own observations and discussions with


teachers and students do transfer students in a program-within-
a-school or attending on a part time basis feel they are part
of the whole school?


---~---







• How many students have dropped out of the program
(magnet, VEEP, other) at the schools you are monitoring?


Did the dropouts return to their neighborhood
school?


Was the change initiated by the student, parent
or administrator?


3a


What reasons were given by students for dropping out of
programs?'It is understood that your review may not include all
reasons given by all students.


Were some reasons given with significant frequency?
What were those reasons?


•
Did you observe programs at some schools which


were particularly helpful to students or parents or
both in making a sound decision to leave or stay in
a program?


What are these programs?


2.0 HUMAN RElATIONS PROGRAMS


•


2.1 Describe the plan/program.
Have you read the Human Relations Plan which was sub-


mitted by the school to the central administration?
DEVELOPMENT: Who was involved in developing the plan?


(AQni~istrators, students, counselors, teacher's
aides, teachers, clerical staff, maintenance
staff, parents, others?) How many of each group?


EVALUATION: Is the plan designed to be evaluated on
the school site? If so, how and by whom? How
often?
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Have you observed effective techniques to increase
~ contact and interaction beteen incoming students and


resident students? (e.g. between resident students and
transfer students in programs-within-schools, part time
students,magnet students and VEEP students.) What are
those techniques?


Do the transfer students come from one of the 23
court-designated minority isolated schools, from other
schools which are over 50% minority,or from majority
white schools? Does the experience of coming from minor-
ity isolated, over 50% minority or majority white school
make any difference in how students generally adapt to or
perform in the receiving school? If so, in what way?


Are there criteria or methods used in assigning stu-
~ dents to classes which result in separating students by


race or ethnic origin? (e.g. is assignment made by IQ
score; achievement score or report card grades?) If so,
who makes the assignments?
1.2. Staff Mix


What is the racial/ethnic composition of the staff?


1.3 Continuity


•
Does the program provide for the continued partici-


pation of the student in the program in which enrolled
(fundamental, intercultural language, etc.) as the student
progresses from the elementary grades through the secondary
grades?
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LEADERSHIP: Who are the persons responsible for the
human relations training on the school site? How
were those persons selected? What training had
those persons received?


PARTICIPATION: Are staff persons required to participate
in the human relations training programs? All
staff? If not all, which groups?
For each staff category required to attend:


a) how long is each session?
b) when are the sessions held? If after


school hours, are staff people compensated for
participation?


c) how often are sessions held?
d) how many hours are to be spent in the


program?
Are students required to participate in the human
relations program? If so: How do they participate:


a) Is the training a part of the regular
curriculum?
b) How many hours are to be spent on the
program for each student? If some students


•


are not required to participate do they take
part voluntarily? If so:


a) How many students?
b) How much ?
c) How often?


• JOINT SESSIONS
Do students, staff, and parents participate together
in some or all of the sessions? Which groups, if







• any, participa~e together? In how many sessions
do they participate together? How long are these
sessions and how often are "they held?


CONTENT OF PROGRAM
(Content should be separately evaluated for stu-
dents, staff and parent participation.)


. . .--
Does the training deal specifically and realistic-
ally with such things as racial stereotyping,
cultural differences and the history of ethnic
and racial minorities in this country?


ACTIVE TRAINING: Do the programs involve active
personal interaction amo~participants? If so
what kind? (e.g. Discussion of topics in a


• small group, practice in improving interpersonal
communications, value clarification exercises)
How long are such sessions? How often are they
held? What proportion of the total program


requires active participation?
PASSIVE TRAINING: Do the programs involve passive


activities? (e.g. Watching films or TV, writing
essays;" reading a text, attending assemblies,
attending multi-cultural fairs) How long are
such sessions? How often are such sessions held?
What proportion of the total program includes


passive participation?


• PREPARATION FOR DESEGREGATION/INTEGRATION
Is there a program at the sending school to prepare
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•
students for transferring to a new school? If
so, what is the program? Does the program in-
clude preparation for both the new academic and
interpersonal aspects of the experience which
may differ from those in their neighborhood
school?
Are there support services in the receiving
school to assist transferring students who may
need help in adjusting to the new academic setting
and the new interpersonal relationships? If so,
what are these services?
Are the students and staff in the receiving school
given training which will prepare them to welcome
transfer students? If so, what is the training?
What is the welcoming process? (e.g. Orientation
Day, "buddy systern'.')•


•


2.2HciW tunc tioning.
Have you learned of any specific good results from the


human/race relations programs? Have such results been re-
ported to you by students, staff or parents? Give examples.


Is race relations dealt with explicitly in these programs?"
In practice, how does the human relations program corres-


pond with the written plan which had been submitted to the
central administration? If there are substantial deviations
from the plan, what are the reasons for them? Do these devia-
tions strengthen or weaken the plan?
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• Is there significant positive correlation between
active staff participation in developing the plan and
staff support for and participation in the plan?


3.0 TRANSPORTATION


3.3 Punctuality of buses.


Are there procedures for taking action when a bus is
late or running late?


What are these procedures?
Is the receiving school notified?
Does the receiving school have procedures to ex-


pedite students getting to class once a late bus arrives?
What steps, if any, are taken to notify parents of children


• of the delays when they are waiting for a bus which is running late?


3.4 Time utilization.


Are there programs available on the buses which interested
students may utilize for learning while enroute?


Are there monitors or aides on the buses?
What is their function?
What is their training?
Are they effective?


•
3.9 Safety/Policies.


Are there rules to assure driver alertness and fitness?
If so, are they enforced with respect to:


a) use of drugs, including alcohol?
b) physical examinations?
c) reporting of illness?
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• d) minimum sleep before driving?
e) adequate time between shifts?


Are routes planned in such a way as to minimize hazards?
(e.g. avoiding railroad crossings where possible)
3.11 Accountability


What is the plan for keeping track of the students on
the buses?


•


Is there a procedure for notifying the bus monitor
(or the school if there is no monitor) that a student
will not be on the bus in the morning?


If the parents have not conta~ted the school to
report an absence, are they contacted promptly if their
child is not on the bus?


Is there a procedure for making sure that all the
students who were on the bus in the morning are on the
bus again in the afternoon?


Are monitors notified if a child goes home ill


during the day?


4.0 STAFF/ADMINISTRATION
4.3 Are par~nts of transfer students encouraged to participate
in the activities of the receiving school through techniques
such as the following:


Scheduling some school meetings in the neighborhoods of
the transfer students.


Providing bus transportation for parents of transfer•
- 8 -
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students from the neighborhoods of the sending schools to
programs in the receiving schools •


Having proportional representation for parents of trans-
fer students on committees in the receiving schools.


Carrying on a continuous dialogue with parents of trans-
fer students to determine what is needed to facilitate their
participation.
4.6 Procedures for identifying and dealing with integration
related staff problems.


Is there a procedure for identifying problems
which staff may be having in working with an integrated
student body or with transfer stud~nts?


What procedures are planned for resolving these
problems?


Are the procedures utilized?
Are they effective?·
Are staff who may be having problems with newly


integrated schools or classes encouraged to ask for
help?


Are they penalized for admitting a need for help?
Do they ask for help?
Are they given help when they ask for it? What kind


of help? Is it effective?
7.5 Special Resources of Magnet Schools


What is the nature of the special resources available
to the magnet school students? More individual attention?
More or better equipment? Better text books? Other?


•


••
Are the special resources and services offered by magnet
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schools made available in a manner which will minimize
conflict between students, parents and staff in the
magnet with those in the regular school?


8.0 LEARNING CENTERS
8.4 Basic Skills


How much time is spent on basic skills?
What is the nature of the basic skills programs? Is


it designed to deal with the diversity of students coming
-.


from several different schools? (This needs particular
attention if students have had different basic skills
curricula, different teaching methods and different levels
of achievement.) How effective is the program? Have you
observed any programs which are particularly successful?
What are they?


12.0 SELECTION OF STUDENTS FOR SPECIAL PROGRAMS
How are students selected to participate in magnet or other


special programs?
Who does the selecting?
What are the selection criteria?
Are students clearly informed of the nature of the


special program for which they are applying? By whom?
Is the counselling designed to help the student and his/


her guardians to determine whether the student is suited for
the program and likely to benefit from it?


Maya student visit a program before enrolling in it?
What are the reasons given by students and parents for not
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• participating in the special programs?
Are there otherwise qualified students at the school who


wish to participate in the special programs but are not permitted
to because their participation would not alleviate segregation?


13.0 SUPPORT SERVICES FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS IN MAGNET PROGRAMS
AND VEEP


Are there academic support services at the receiving school
for those transfer students who may need them? What are these
services?


Do the students know of these services? Are they offered in
a way which encourages acceptance of them? Do the students use
them?


Are the support services effective in strengthening the
~ students' academic work?


Are the support services given in a manner which will enhance
integration?


For example: Is the help individualized? Is the help
given in groups? What is the size of the groups? What is the
racial composition of the groups?


Have you observed some especially effective support services
which combine good academic help with integration? What are they?


•
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THE CITY OF RECEIVED SEP , 4 1978


SAN DIEGO
POLICE DEPAR1MENT. 801 WEST MARKET STREET. SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92101


(714) 236-6534


OFFICE OF


IN REPLYING


PLEASE GIVE
OUR REF. NO.
15.02WM. B. KOLENDER


CHIEF OF POLICE


September 13, 1978


Ms. Elvira Diaz
Planning Director
MAAC Project
140 West 16th Street
National City, California 92050


Warm regards,


~Bill Kolender


Dear Ms. Diaz:
Sorry you missed our last meeting; it was very produc-


tive and we had an excellent interchange with Dr. Goodman.
Enclosed is the material that was distributed to us• at this meeting.
Please be advised that our next meeting will be Tuesday,


September 26th, at 3:30 p.m., in the Training Classroom at
the Police Department.


May I suggest that you mark your calendar for every other
Tuesday so that you may schedule the meetings for the immediate
future.


Looking forward to seeing you on the 26th.


Enclosures•
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Ql~c ~llp(rior @ourt
OF THE


jSilrlc of (f111ifortlUt
COURTHOUSE ~AILING "'DDR~SS


POST OFFICE SOX 2724
SAN DIECO, CALI~'..)RNIA 5211.:!


CHAMBERS OF
LOUIS M. WELS


JeJOCE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT


August 8, 1978


Hon. William B. Kolender
Chief of Police
City of San Diego
801 West Market Street
San Diego, California 92101


Re: Carlin v. Board of Education
Dear Bill:
I received from the Schools Attorney a copy of their pro-
posed guidelines for the Task Force and I have received
from you the Viewpoints and Guidelines on Court Appointed
Citizens Monitoring Commissions put out by the united States
Government.
In respect to the Scnool's proposed guideline~ I have the
following comments to make: One, I agree in general with
their recommendations entitled "Criteria for Selection of
Volunteer Monitors." Concerning their second sugges·tion,
"Orientation of Volunteer Monitors" I think it is essential
that they be given the charge to the Integrat.ionTask Force
but not my Memoranda of Intended Decisions. If they get the
one dated June 12, 1978 they would also have to have the one
dated March 9, 1977 in order to get the full picture. This
is unnecessary. They do not need anything concerning the
background of the development of the School District's plan
but they should know the plan for.the specific school they
are to monitor. It is important that the monitors notify
the principal of their presence on the school grounds.
Under their Roman numeral III "Conduct of Activities" I
agree with all of the suggestions they make.
The following comments concern the "vi ewpoi.nts and Guidelines"
which you sent to me. I agree that the monitors must know
what to look for, how to identify racial isolation in th
so ools and how to keep from being made captives of the
School District (page 7). I support the suggestion that
the Task Force should organize a small number of committees
(page 8). I thoroughly subscribe to the following paragraphs
on page 9:
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•


•


Hon. William B. Kolender August 8, 1978
Page Two


"Teachers as well as administrators should be
involved in working with commissions. Their
viewpoints and experiences ust be soug~t,
for they are important for effective desegrega-
tion. These perceptions must be gathered in
a regularized process by commissions, and not
received only through a few monitor/observers
in school buildings."


"The commission must remain scrupulously free
of being co-opted in any way. 'postive rela-
tionships' should not threaten the separate and
independent operation of the commission."


At the same time "Commissions should not view
as their enemies and perpetual 'heavies.'
relationship helps no one. " (page 10).


school systems
.an adversary


"A monitoring commission may help to construct a remedy as
well as monitor implementation" (page 14).


This is taken care of in my charge that the commission (Task
Force) make recommendations to the court.


Finally, I thoroughly agree that "there is not a more noble
contribution for citizens to make to their communities" than
by being a part of a monitoring commission.


Good luck to you and the members of our commission.


IJ1W:pap


Since y,


L IS M. WELSH
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RALPH D. STER.1V, Schools Attorney


BEN ECHEVERRIA. Assistant
GLORIA M. BEUTLER. Deputy


SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS


EDUCATION CENTER


4100 Normal Street, San Diego, California 92103
Telephone (714) 293-8450


July 28, 1978


The Honorable Louis M_ \~elsh
Judge of the Superior Court
220 West Broadway
San Diego, California 92101


Re: Carlin v. Board of Education


Dear Judge Welsh:
At the hearing on July 19, 1978 the Court invited the parties
to submit for the Court's consideration guidelines and/or
procedures for the operation of the Integration Task Force.


l • Proposed guidelines developed by the School District are
attached. As the Integration Task Force proceeds to carry
out the important assignments given to it by the Court, the
School District may suggest proposed additional guidelines
and/or procedures.


We wish to take this opportunity to assure the Court of
our full and complete cooperation with the Integration Task
Force.


Schools Attorney


RDS :jmo
cc: Chief William B. Kolender, Chairman, Integration Task Force~


William Gavin/Veronica Roeser
Donald R. Lincoln


•
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PROPOSED GUIDELINES
FOR INTEGRATION TASK FORCE


•
Criteria for SelectioR
of Volunteer Monitors


Volunteer monitors should:


(a) Not be associated or identified with the plaintiffs


or defendants in the Carlin case?,


(b) Have some knowledge of operation of the school ;


(c) Be nominated by school-associated groups such as


the Parent Teacher Association, the Citizen Advisory Committee


at each school, the School Site Council and the School


Advisory Council;


(d) Be appointed by the entire Task Forc~;


l ._ (e) Be a pointed as individuals rather than as repre


sentatives of groups of organization ,


(f) Represent various ethnic group-s./ Cl1fE:!seJ{


II


Orientation of Volunteer Monitors


Before undertaking their assignment, volunteer monitors should


be provided with information in the following areas:


(a) History of the Carlin case;
tp


(b~-MemoLdlldurn of Intended BeG-i.si.ondated J-une 12.--l.9-2!L...


and-Cna~to the Integration Task Force;


(c) Background of the development of the San Diego P'La'n


• for Racial Integration, including the work of the Citizens


Advisory Committee on Racial Integration;
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...


(d) Elements of the San Diego Plan for Racial Integration
as approved by the Court;


~


~


,(~operation of the Race/Human Relations Program;
(f School dlstrlct organlzatlon;
(g~ Interviewing and observation techniques and


utilization of Task Force check lists and forms.
~ State and federal laws governing students'


right to privacy;
(i) Responsibility of the Principal for operation


of the school;
(j) Procedures for working with the school and carrying


out the monitoring function, including notification of the
Principal of the monitor's presence on the school site.


III


Conduct of Activities
(a) One or two monitors should be appointed for each


school which is to be monitored;
(b) Monitors and school site personnel should develop


working relationships in accordance with procedures approved
by the Integration Task Force following consultation with the
School District;


(c) Monitoring techniques and approaches should be
consistent from school to school and program to program;


(d) Reasonable time should be allowed when making
requests for materials and/or information from a school;


(e) Monitors should have the opportunity to meet regularly
with the teachers and the Principal of the school to which
they are assigned;
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•
(f) Problems in the operation of any integration program


or in the relationship between a monitor and a school should


immediately be brought to the attention of the Task Force.


The Chairman of the Task Force should, in turn, refer these


concerns to the Superintendent of Schools, or his designee,


so that the matter may be promptly resolved. Integration


is most likely to proceed effectively if problems are expe-


ditiously resolved and not allowed to fester.


•


•







CHAMBERS Of'
LOUIS M. WELSH


.IUDGE ')F THE SUPi!:RIO" COURT


COURTHOUSE MAILING ADDRESS
POST OFFICE SOX 2724


SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92112


OF THE


July 26, 1978


Ms. Elvira Diaz
MAAC Project
140 West 16th Street
National City, California 92050


•, Dear Ms. Diaz:


I wish to express my personal appreciation for
your willingness to serve as a member of the
Integration Task Force. It is my sincere hope
that the results that will be achieved from
your labor will in some way compensate you for
this unselfish act.


LMW/rml
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THE CITY OF RECEIVED JUl f7 1978
SAN DIEGO
POLICE DEPARTMENT. 801 WEST MARKET STREET. SAN DIEGO· CALIFORNIA 92101


(714) 236-6534


OFFICE OF


IN REPLYING
PLEASE GIVE
OUR REF. NO.


WM, S, KOLENDER
CHIEF OF POLICE


15.02


July 24, 1978


Ms. Elvira Diaz
Planning Director
MAAC Project
140 West 16th Street
National City, California 92050
Dear Ms. Diaz:


••
Thank you very much for accepting membership on the Schools'
Integration Task Force. I am personally pleased that you
have agreed to join us, and I know you will find the Task
Force an interesting and fulfilling assignment.
Our first meeting will be a luncheon at 12 Noon, Tuesday,
August 29, 1978, in the Training Classroom, San Diego Police
Department, 801 West Market Street. At this time we will
discuss the charge of the Task Force and methods for accom-
plishing our goals and objectives.
Looking forward to seeing you then.


Warm regards,


~~
Bill Kolender


Enclosures:
Roster of Members
Charge To The Integration Task Force
Memorandum Of Intended Decision
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